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For serious mountain use 
For mountain walkers, SCARPA which provides the boot 
of Italy has developed two classic and lower leg with excellent 
styles to form the nucleus of a protection from snow and 
comprehensive range of technical water entry. 
mountain footwear. The Manta M4 is a genuine, year 
Firstly, a new sole unit was round, mountain walking boot, 
designed in conjunction with combining an enviable balance of 
Vibram, specifically to meet the lightness, comfort and support. 
requirements of dedicated While the more rigid, 
mountain walkers. The result is Performance Plus midsole, and 
the Vibram M4 (Mountain tough HS12 Anfibio leather 
4 Season). Featuring an upper of the Alp M4, make it the 
aggressive tread pattern and heel ideal choice for the most 
shape for optimum grip with demanding mountain walking 
minimum clogging, the M4 sole and scrambling. 
can be fitted with crampons for Completing the SCARPA 
serious Winter walking. Another Mountain Range are two 
integral part of the M4 design is specialist chmbing models, 
its compatibility with the Fitzroy and Vega, 

Berghaus Yeti designed for the 
Attak gaiter mountaineer 

and alpinist. 

AlpM4, 

From the Scottish hills to 8,000 metre peaks in the Himalaya, the conditions will 
demand only the best in performance footwear.. . 

... the Mountain Range 
from 

0 
SCARPA 

FOOTWEAR FOR 
TREKKING, ROCK CLIMBING, ALPINISM, HIGH ALTITUDE. 

U.K. DISTRIBUTORS - BERGHAUS LIMITED 
P.O. BOX IXF, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE99 IXF. 
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McKinley Climbers 

Fly K2 av1at1on • Complete Expedition Support 
• Comfortable Climber Bunkhouse 

Semce 

MOUNTAINEERING EXPEDITIONS 
For novices and experts, with Britain's leading expedition organiser. 
Superb climbs with first class leadership from qualified Himalayan 
guides. Prices range from £1,290 (Elbms August '92) to c. £10,000 
(Everest, Autumn '93). Please apply for our 36 page colour brochure 
from: - Dept. MOS 

Please note that the address 
shown on K2 Aviation adverts 
which appeared in Mountain 137 
(Jan/Feb 1991 )through 139 (May/ 
June 1991) carried the wrong 
post code. This should have 
read 99676, not99767 as printed. 

MOUNTAINEERING 
BOOKS 

For a good booklist of secondhand/out 
of print books and journals on 

mountaineering and exploration, write 
to 0. Page, 29 Darnell Road, 

Edinburgh EH5 3PQ, Scotland. 
Tel. 031 552 2759. 

Wants lists welcomed. 
Good books in good condition always 

wanted to buy. 

MOUNTAIN 
FABRICS 

Waterproof fabrics breathable to 8000g/m2/24hr Cordura, Ventile, Tactel, 
polycotton, ripstop, canvas, mosquito net, Lycra, fleece pile. Zips, velcro, 
studs. Patterns for all outdoor gear and more. Exports. For prices stamp 
or airmail 2$. Tor(M), 3 Fryer St., Runcorn, WA7 1 ND, UK. 
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MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS CATALOG 
FREE CATALOG (£2 Airmail) of New, Used & Rare Books. Mountaineering, 

Polar, Exploration. America's largest dealer. 
CHESSLER BOOKS. Box 399-86, Kittredge, Colorado 80457 USA 

Tel. (303) 670-0093 Fax. 1303) 670-9727 
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Can you meet the Himalayan challenge ? 

BROAD PEA,K 8047mtrs. 

Departing June 1993 for 53 days of adventure. 

• Fully inclusive guided expedition to this 
Karakoram Giants West. Ridge. 

• Contact us for trip information pack 

EXTREM EXPEDITIONS 
L M T E D • 

(li;:i TELEPHONE: 09756 51447 
4 Candacraig Square, Strathdon, 
Aberdeenshire AB36 8XT 

The Boardman Tasker Memorial Award for 
Mountain Literature 

We are most grateful for the generous help we have already 
received. 

If you want to join the list and see your name in print, please 
send us a donation. A fiver will do! 

Dean Row Chapel, Wilmslow 
Dr. Charles Clarke 
Mount Everest Foundation 
Smiler Cuthbertson 
Miss Jan Campbell 
Stephen Jones, Leysin 
Peter Cliff 
Mike Parsons 
Rob Collister 
Michael Westmacott 
Neville Shulman QBE 
Robert Don 
Terry Gifford 
S. Naylor 
Pat Littlejohn 
Bretton Hall School Of English 
Philip Mills 
James Kerr 
Joan Pralong-Kenmir 
Ronnie Wathen 
David Cox 
Mr & Mrs F.W . Collins 
Dr David Hopkins 
Susan Birtles 
Roger Mansfield 
Alpine Club 
Climbers' Club 
George Greenfield 
Ronald Faux 
Matheson & Company Ltd 
Dorothy Boardman 
Hilary Boardman 
John Boardman 
Arne Naess 
Fox Booth Associates 
Henry Day 
Mark Thorp 
John Ward 
British Mountaineering Council 
Dr John Heap 
Malcom Keir 
Nancy Countess of Lonsdale 
Robert Rae OBE 
Dr Jim Milledge 
Geoff Dutton 
Sir David Wilson 
Chris Bennington CBE 
Tony Miles 
Pippa and Ian Southward 
R.E. Lambe 
Ken Wilson 
Mollie Hyde-Parker 
Michael Winterborn 
T.G. Moore 
David & Carolyn Newbigging 
Anonymous 
Janet Adam Smith (Carleton) 
Stephen Venables 
Revd. Preb. C.J.B. Marshall 
Professor E.H.Sondheimer 
J.D.Doran 
C.L. Creswick 
J.G.Boswell II 
John Starbuck 
Dave Clement 
Mr. H. Wraight 
David Brooke 
K. Stacey 
Kevin Borman 
Alun Hughes 
Ian Mackley 
Peter Fry 
R.M. Biden 
Peter Brownsort 
Hodder & Stoughton 
Dr James McKenzie 
A.W. M. Cooke 
Walt Unsworth 
Cicerone Press 
Keith Tonkin & Kay Whittle 
J. Myerscough 
Albert Skinley 
Dr A. M. Sarafian 

George Wilks 
M.L. & H.J. Bransby 
Trevor Braham 
Martin Henderson 
Alan L. Forsyth 
Ms J. Hall 
Mr K.C . Gordon 
Maria Coffey & Dag Goering 
H.D. Archer 
Geoffrey A. Gosling 
Phil Williamson 
Dave Brinkman 
Dr Gary Murton 
Lance Cruse 
Eric Major 
Miss A. J. E. Crozier 
Richard Allan 
AMTC Silberhutte 
Andy Boorman 
Bob Puw 
Mr & Mrs S. Fry 
Andrew Field 
Derek Fordham 
Dr Rodney Franklin 
Douglas Gaines 
Mr G. B. Homan 
Donald Connolly 
Ross Cameron 
David Hillebrandt 
Shirley Angell 
Dennis Gray 
Nicholas Conn 
Tom Mackie 
Dr David Bisset 
Edward Coales 
Pamela Holt 
Michael Fox 
Chris Comerie 
Andrew Bett 
D. F. Hollway 
Danny Gooch 
Mountain Magazine 
High Magazine 
Climber and Hillwalker 
Ian Stuart 
Ingrid Cranfield 
Mrs Elizabeth Walker 
Mr M. Setford 
Mike Shepherd 
John Stanley 
Bernard Domenech 
P. J. N. Langland 
P.A. Bishop 
Brian Molyneux 
Stephen & Margot Turner 
Sheila Harrison 
J. Holdsworth 
Gerard C. van Sprang 
J. T. Eastgate 
J. H. Emlyn Jones 
Harry Sales 
Robin Sedgwick 
Mike Brown (Snow & Rock) 
Tom, Betty & Tasker Family 
Mary & Stan Wadham 
A. D. M. Cox 
Michael Spencer 
A. M. Greenwood 
W.W. Stallybrass 
Rupert Hoare 
Mrs J. Merz 
Joanne Marley 
Bob Turner 
DMM Engineering 
Roger Haworth 
Phil Bartlett 
Tony Streather 
A. N. Husbands 
James Hemsley 
Richard Bird 
Helfe Jakob Kolrud 
John Myers 
Don & Barbara Roscoe 

lain Allen 
John Hunt 
A.J. Wills 
George Band 
A. St G. Walsh 
R.A. Hodgkin 
John Scarborough 
D.M. Pownall 
Frank Davies, The 
Climbers Shop 

James Getley 
Mrs E. Read 
Mr B. and Mrs P. 

Monkman 
Roger & Joan Beswick 
A.H. Booth 
Peter C. Griffiths 
James M. Swallow 
John O'Reilly 
Mr John F. Wilson 
Abigail Pedlow 
Mr Emyr Penry 
H.B. Jones 

Total as at 18th February 1992 £11,750 

The Islington Mail Robbery 
There was a mail robbery on the morning of Friday 7th 
February in Islington. As far as we know all our post 

that day was stolen. If your donation was sent around 
that time and is not recorded, please write to Charles 

Clarke. 

Please send your cheques to: The Boardman Tasker 
Memorial Award c/o Dr. Charles Clarke, 5 Willowbridge 

Road, Islington, London N1 2LB 
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LLANBERIS Gwynedd. Tel: 0286 870327. Open daily 9am - 6pm (winter 5.30pm). Sun 1 Dam - 5pm. 
CAPEL CURIG [behind the P 0.J. Gwynedd. Tel: 069 04 205. Open daily 9am - 6pm (winter 5 .30pm). Sun 9am - 5pm. 

From ~I clisbe!t'ef -lrJ tmd,"spu"'1d 
acupku,e4 h.!I fho"'sands of !>flop/~ 
,;, f,ite years 
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American Alpine lnstituteLtd. 
NORTH AMERICA CLIMBING 

Rock Climbing• Joshua Tree, Baja Mexico, Squamish, White 
Mountains, Red Rocks , Bugaboos, Cascades. Year round. 

Alpine Mountaineering • Learn glacier travel, ice, and rock skills 
& make a series of ascents: 6, 12, 24, & 36 days. AK, WA, & CA. 

Summer Ice Climbing • Advanced skills for all snow & ice types. 
Includes ascents; Cascades or Alaska. Prev. exper. req'd. 

Expedition Training • Himalayan & Alpine styles of ascent. 
Classic Climbs• The great routes of North America. 2-10 days. 
Alaska • McKinley Expeditions ; spectacular glacier ski tours; guided 

climbs of Alaskan classics; 1st ascents in the St. Elias. 

MEXICO, THE ANDES & PATAGONIA 
Mexico's Volcanos · Intro. to high altitude climbing & skills review 

on N. America's 7th , 5th , & 3rd highest summits . 1 & 2 weeks. 
Ecuador • 2-week trips on 18,000 to 20 ,000-foot peaks; 10-day 

Antisana Expedition; 14-day El Altar Expedition. Galapagos option. 
Bolivia· Ascents of 18,000 to 21 ,000-foot peaks; instruction at basic 

& advanced levels; acclimatization treks to remote areas. 
Patagonia • Alpine climbs near Fitzroy & the Torres de! Paine. 

EUROPEAN ALPS 
French Alps • 5 & 10-day courses in rock & alpine climbing at 

basic, intermediate , & advanced levels . 
Swiss & French Alps · Guided classic ascents at all levels, on rock , 

snow, & ice including Mt. Blanc, Matterhorn, & Eiger. 

INTERNATIONAL 
Everest Area Climbing & Trekking • Including Gokyo Valley , Kala 

Patar , Everest Base & Lhotse Valley; trek only or ascend Lobuche 
(20,076') & Island Peak (20,306'). 3 or 4 weeks. 

Annapurna Area Climbing • Including Marsyandi Valley , Thorong 
La, Tibetan frontier , trek only or ascend Chulu West (21,060'), 
Thorong (20,096'), & Fluted Peak (21 ,323'). 3 or 4 weeks. 

Expeditions . McKinley, Aconcagua , Arna Dablam , Ancohuma, 
Illampu, Antisana, El Altar. 

For free brochures call or write: 
MI, 1212 24TH W-34, BELLINGHAM, WA 98225 

' 206-671-1505 
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Comfort in Action 
Rhovyl and Modal Sportswear has proven 

itself to be the most comfortable base layer for 
year round activities. Ideally suited to walking, 
running, climbing and skiing it offers a 
remarkably soft handle that stays comfortable 
even during prolonged usage. 

The high wicking action of the Chlorofibre 
conducts perspiration away from the body, 
whilst the Modal provides controlled 
absorbtion - so you, the wearer, stay dry and 
comfortable. Further benefits of Modal provide 
an anti-static, anti-bacterial environment for 
added comfort. 

HIGH WICKING 

THERMOGENIC 

ANTI-BACTERIAL 

Rhovyl and Modal Sportswear is available in four colours and five 
styles - contact your specialist retailer now. 

Expedition weight also available for cold conditions. 

Catalogue available from your local specialist retailer or direct from 
North cape, Munro Road, Springkerse Industrial Estate, Stirling FK7 7SW. 
Telephone: (0786) 63983/64411. Fax: (0786) 50563. 

DELIGHTFUL DOLLIES! 
WALKING IN THE DOLOMITES £9.95 
Gillian Price 
The most comprehensive walking guide 
ever to the area. NEW! PVC Covers. 

ALTA VIA £8.25 
Martin Collins 
A guide to High Level Routes 1 and 2 
across the region. 

You can climb with the most experienced guides to the highest Mountains 
in the World - including Everest. Upcoming expeditions include: 

PVC covers. 

• Everest 
• Aconcagua, S. America 
• Elbrus & The 

Pamirs, Russia 

all or Write tor 
a tree brochure 

• Kilimanjaro , Africa 
• Mera Peak & 

Arna Dablam, Nepal 
• Ecuador Volcanoes 
• Carstensz in I ran Jaya 
• Vinson, Antarctica 

• Cho-Oyu, Nepal 
• Mexico Volcanoes 
• Training Courses in 

the Washington 
Cascades 

• Private Guiding . 

&. ALPINE ASCENTS INTERNATIONAL 
Dept. M • 22711 N.E. 150th • Woodinville, WA 98072 •USA• (206) 788-1951 
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And coming in the summer of '92 - a 
new, expanded and updated version of 
VIA FERRATA: one of the most popular 
'scrambles' books. Watch this space! 
Add 75p p&p per book, or direct from 
your local stockist. 
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Info 
NEPAL WINTER 1991/2 
Relatively few expeditions climbed in 
Nepal this winter, twelve in total , and of 
these , only three were successful , all on 
peaks under 7000m. Everest (8848m) 
was the only peak over 8000m 
attempted this year. Teams from S. 
Korea reached 8700m and 8600m on 
the S. Pillarand SE Ridges respectively, 
both failing due to cold and high winds . 

On the SW Face, a large Japanese 
expedition (41 members including 
Sherpas) spent nearly twelve weeks 
attempting the first winter ascent of the 
face . Persistent winds prevented 
attempts above their Camp 5 perched 
just beneath the Rock Band. 

One first winter ascent was 
recorded. Dorje Lhakpa (6966m) was 
climbed by two S. Koreans and a Sherpa 
via the West Ridge on 16 Dec. Arna 
Dablam (6812m) had two ascents via 
the SW Ridge. All other expeditions 
seem to have failed early in the season 
in colder and windier conditions than 
normal. The season was free of fatalities 
and serious accidents. 

Previously unreported in Mountain 
was late autumn success on Kusum 
Kanguru (6369m) by a small British 
team . Stephen Venables , Brian 
Davidson, Dick Renshaw with Henry 
and Sarah Day in support left Juri on 19 
Oct. and approached the mountain via 
the Kusum Kho/a from Lukla. Three 
days were spent cutting a way through 
thick bamboo forests to establish a base 
camp at 4000m beneath the base of the 
SW Face. After one recce, the three 
climbers set off on 8 Nov. and reached 
the bottom of the S. Pillar at 5900m in 
five days. At this point Davidson began 
to suffer from suspected altitude illness 
and the trio made 20 abseils to the foot 
of the ridge and escorted Davidson back 
to base camp. 

Renshaw and Venables then made 
a final , successful attempt. A more direct 
approach straightened the lower part of 
the route and they reached their previous 
high point in two days. From there, four 
further days of climbing including steep, 
superb granite rock pitches and mixed 
ground brought them to the summit at 
midday on November 20. They reached 
base camp the following night. 

Also previously unreported is a 
difficult new route on the W Face of 
Lobuje East (6112m) climbed in May 
1991. American Eric Brand and Pemba 
Norbu shared the leads in a multi-day 
ascent of the 11 00m face which included 
pitches of 5.1 0 and A3 as well as difficult 
ice. A 16 hour last day brought them to 
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a fore summit. The true summit 30m 
away was abandoned according to 
Brand "due to its very unstable snow 
and a strong desire to continue climbing 
and living on the parts of both climbers. " 

CHINA 
Although few deatils have been 
received, it has been reported that a 
Sino-Japanese expedition failed in 
October to climb Namche Barwa 
(7782m). The experienced Japanese 
climber Hiroshi Ohnishi (Everest in 1989 
and Makalu in 1990) was swept to his 
death in an avalanche at around 6150m 
while seeking a site for a fourth camp. A 
full expedition report will follow when 
details are received. 

Further information on the 
international expedition to Broad Peak 
(8047m) from China, reported in 
Mountain 142, has been received (see 
photo). The expedition approached the 
mountain by crossing the Aghil Pass 
into the Shaksgam River valley where 
they discovered that the advancing 
Gasherbrum Glacier is threatening to 
cut off the upper Shaksgam. With 
difficulty the team advanced 20km up 
the left side of the N. Gasherbrum Glacier 
to the base of the E. Face of Broad 
Peak. Three camps were established 
up to 6500m before it was decided to 
abandon the attempt due to the arrival 
of the autumn storms and continuous 
heavy snowfall. Kurt Diemberger 
remarks that an ascent from this side is 
"possible but dangerous due to 
avalanche risk. " Some members also 
reached the base of Gasherbrum 4. 

There has been a marked increase of 
activity in the lesser known peaks of 

India over the pastfew years both by the 
Indians themselves and by foreign 

climbers who are now being allowed 
into some of the more remote, and 
militarily sensitive areas. In Himachal, 
for example, the inner line has been 
relaxed and now runs 40 miles from the 
Tibet border. Foreign climbers are now 
allowed to climb in Lahoul , Spiti and 
Kinnaur in groups of four or more, 
although there are restrictions and in 
some areas overnight stays are not 
permitted. This means that travel along 
some roads is possible but climbing is 
not. Check with the IMF before getting 
too excited. 

In Kulu , a New Zealand expedition 
was active as part of the NZAC 
centennial celebrations . Three 
members, Donald French, Nicholas 

GREATER HIMALAYA 

Graham and Michael Graham climbed 
the W. Face of Papsura (6451 m) 
reaching the summit on Sept. 27. During 
a previous attempt on the peak, one 
member, Roger Redmayne, was killed 
in a fall. Devachan (6200m) was 
climbed on Sept. 13 by Robin James 
and Clinton Peter via a gully on the S. 
Face leading to the E. Ridge. French 
and N. Graham also made an ascent of 
a difficult rock route on Peak 5639m. 

In Lahul , an Italian expedition 
explored the fine rock towers rising 
1 000m to heights approaching 5800m 
above the Tawa Glacier. The approach 
was by the Miyar Nala. No ascents 
were recorded. Not far away, Japanese 
attempts on difficult routes CB 14 
(6078m) and CB 12 (6248m) both failed 
due to dangerous conditions and heavy 
snowfall. An Australian team led by 
David Warren is reported to have 
climbed CB 16 (5822m) in late 
September. On Mulkila 4 (6517m), 
another Japanese team was successful, 
with one Japanese. and one Indian 
reaching the summit on September 11. 

In Spiti , a fqur member team from 
Delhi made ~n alpine style ascent of 

Above: Kusum Kanguru. The 
British Route takes the left 
edge of the triangular SW 
Spur to the right hand skyline 
which forms the South Ridge. 
Photo: Stephen Venables. 
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Top: The East Side of Broad 
Peak Middle. 
Photo: Kurt Diemberger 
Above: The controversial 
Guided Route on 
Masherbrum West reaches 
the diamond shaped face from 
the left (hidden) before 
ascending this to tackle an ice 
cliff below the summit. 
Photo: Mark Miller 
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CORRESPONDENTS: Brand, Diemberger, French, Hawley, 
Kapadia, Nyka, Samant, Venables. 

Peak 6816m, a peak not far from Leo byW. H. Murray in 1950.Swargarohini 
Pargial, and it may be thatthis is the true (6252m) repulsed another Indian team 
peak of that name. The team climbed just below the summit ridge on the 
the W. Ridge in six days encountering unclimbed S. Face when their way was 
rock pitches of American grade 5.6 most barred by a serac wall. 
of the way with the summit reached via A 19 member women 's expedition 
a 5.8 pitch. This must be considered a on a pre Everest training expedition 
veJy . good effort from a small Indian made an ascent of Abi Gamin (7355m) 
team utilising light weight tactics. in September, a peak adjoining Kamel. 

In the Kumaon-Garwhal, a large The latter was the original objective but 
Russo-Indian expedition made an bad weather and strong winds forced 
ascent of Nanda Devi East (7434m) them to abandon several summit 
from the east via the Gori Valley and the attempts and climb Abi Gamin instead. 
Longstaff Col. The route followed was In Gangotri , two Hungarians 
the Polish Route on the S. Ridge. A climbed the N. Face of. Thalay Sagar 
total of 15 members reached the summit (6904m) , and Shivling (6543m) was 
on September 21 and 25. climbed by three Norwegians via the W. 

Panch Chuli 2 (6904m) was · Ridge. The first ascent ofYogeshar 
climbed from the east by an army (6678m) was made in June via the SW 

expedition from the Gurkha Rifles , the Ridge by an expedition from Bombay. 
second ascent of the mountain. The 
route of ascent was the one attempted John Porter 

NEW ZEALAND 

Avalanche 
Lowers 
Height of 
Mount Cook 

-!'-.-.• 
--ft.:;;;;....,.._ 

Photo: Nick Groves. 

In the early hours of December 14 a 
major rock and ice avalanche 
plummeted down the East Face of 
New Zealand's highest mountain and 
crossed the Grand Plateau to within 
300 meters of Plateau Hut, where 
several climbers were preparing for 
the day's climbing on Mt. Cook. This 
airborne mass continued over the 
Hochstetter lcefall and down to the 
Tasman glacier, finally coming to rest 
on the opposite bank of the glacier 
some 7km from, and 2700m lower 
than, the source of the avalanche. 

An estimated 14 million cubic 
metres of rock and ice fell from the E. 
Face of Mt. Cook (previous height 
3764m), obliterating the original '61 
East Face route, the last ascent of 
which had been made only the 
previous week. 

The avalanche continued for 
several hours and rockfall activity 
still continues down the huge scar 
which emanates from the highest 
point on the mountain. The new 
summit is now a sharply sheered 
pinnacle, and was re-surveyed on· 
13th February as 3753.Sm, over 1 Om 
lower than before the avalanche. 
Climbers have been visiting the New
look Mt. Cook since early January, 
although the final, unstable few 
metres remain untrodden to date. 
Nick Groves 
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Berhault Traverses Mont 
Blanc Massif lntegrale! 
ECRINS MASSIF 
Pie Sans Norn 
In the spring of 1976 Jean-Marc Boivin, 
Frangois Diaferia and Gerard Vinnet-Fuasset 
climbed the central couloiron the North Face 
-a very narrow and deeply encased 'Scottish' 
gully which, at the time, was thought to be 
the hardest 'Goulette' in the Alps. The Raie 
des Fesses is a seven pitch route whose crux 
(852+) lies in gaining the Niche - a huge 
hanging snowfield at half-height on the face. 
From here an easy traverse left is made 
across the North Spur to reach the Col du 
Pelvoux. A subsequent second ascent and 
the third and fourth ascents that occurred 
early this spring , all followed the same line. 
The true continuation ofthecouloiris blocked 
by a huge, smooth slab called the Fesses. On 
the 30th June Patrick Gabarrou and Frangois 
Marsigny, having climbed the couloir in four 
hours, found exceptional conditions and with 
the slab well covered in ice, were able to 
pursue a direct line to the summit ridge in a 
further six hours. 

Most other routes on the face, including 
the classic Georges-Russenberger (1950: 
1000m: TD+/ED1). are rarely climbed. 
However, the superb pillar of excellent rock 
immediately left of the Raie des Fesses is 
taken by two parallel routes - the Chapoutot/ 
Mercadie/Rolland (1970: TD+ and 
comparable to the W Face of the Petites 
Jorasses) and the recent addition by J M 
Cambon, Aurore Nuc/eaire, which is a well
equipped line just to the left (500m: ED1: 6a). 
From the Niche either finish up the N Spuror 
make 15 rappels from bolts and maillons 
down Aurore. This summer Bruno Ravant 
soloed the integral version of Aurore in 3.5 
hours. 
Olan 
The Ravant brothers freed the 'classic ', 
though seldom climbed, Couzy-Desmaison 
route on the N Face (1 OOOm: ED2: VI/A3) at 
6c/7a. 

MONT BLANC MASSIF 
From 3-6 September Patrick Berhault crossed 
the backbone of the range from the Val Veni 
to Chamonix. Starting with the S Face of 
Mont Rouge de Peuterey he continued up 
the S Ridge of the Aiguille Noire and over the 
Aiguille Blanche, deviating from the classic 
Peuterey integral to take in the Central Pillar 
ofFreney. He descended to the Midi , climbing 
over the summits of the three 'Mont Blan cs ' 
and then made a complete traverse of the 
'Aiguilles' finishing on the 'M'. Berhaultchose 
a minimalistic approach, carrying a very 
light sac and relying on the Noire, Dames 
Anglaises and Cosmiques huts for overnight 
accommodation. 
Petite Jorasses 
To the left of his own 1980 North Gou/air 
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PatrickGabarrou, together with Pascal Girault 
and Giorgio Pasino, has climbed a new600m 
ice/mixed route. Five Candles lies between 
the Original 1929 route and the North-West 
Gou/air (Baumont/Smith 1978) and was 
climbed on the day of his daughter's fifth 
birthday at the end of March. 

VALAIS 
In September Pierre Forclaz, Andre Georges 
and Armand Salamin reached the summit of 
the Matterhorn, traversed the frontier ridge 
to the Dent d'Herens and kept going along 
the crest, via Les Bouquetins, to arrive, some 
14 summits and 25 hours later, on top the 
Dents de Veisivi at the northern end of the 
Arolla chain. Ordinary mortals will probably 
take about four days to repeat this traverse 
but will remember that it was Georges who, 
with Loretan , made a continuous 20 day, 
winter traverse of 30 summits (28 above 
4000m) from Zermatt to Zinal in 1986. 
Grands Combin 
The NE side of the Combin de Tessette 
overlooking the Val de Bagnes is the biggest 
face in the Grand Comb in group. There are at 
least three routes, up to 1200m in height, 
that give mixed climbing on poor, icy rock 
(D+/TD) To the right , the complex , 
continuation wall rises to a point called the 
Mulets de Tessette (3644m). On 25th May 
this previously unclimbed, 800m face was 
well plastered after the heavy spring snowfalls 
and Gabarrou, with Alexis Long, was able to 
make an important first ascent. 

The very next day this energetic pair 
added an extremely fine, new route to the 
900m NE Face of the Tour de Boussine 
(3833m). This largely icy wall lies just to the 
left of the Com bin de Tessette and had only 
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been breached by the 1972 route put up by 
Brandt, Favre and Paratte. Again , heavy icing 
allowed the team to pursue a very direct line 
to the summit. 
Douves Blanches 
This is the long, rocky ridge of excellent 
gneiss, that lies on the E side of the upper 
Arolla valley. The main crest, which runs SW 
from the S Summit, provides one of the best 
of the older, classic, rock climbs of the 
district. On the same summit Guy Baudat 
and Yvan Moix put up a new route on 21st 
September: Dedale au Pitier, D+ 
Le Besso 
A familiar and essentially rocky peak above 
the Mountet hut and popular during the 
summer, due to several short and easily 
accessible routes on the delightful ridges. 
Out of season some 'ephemeral ' ice gullies 
form on the North faces. On 11th April 
Stephanie Albasini and Christian Portmann 
climbed their third , new route on the peak, 
when they ascended a steep, narrow couloir 
on the NW Face. (450m: TD+) 
Breithorn 
An up-date on our oldest guide, Ulrich 
lnderbinen. This summer at 91 years of age, 
he took over 140 children to the summit of 
this Zermatt peak during a 'Collective'. 
Monte Rosa 
On the vast E Face - a face of Himalayan 
proportions - Marco Perini and Claudio 
Schranz climbed a new route to the summit 
of Nordend on the 18th August. Starting 
from the Marinelli hut this gave a long and 
serious, mixed outing, with rock of grade IV 
and ice up io 70° (1606m: ED1) 
Taschorn 
Gabarrou, Marsigny and Gonzague de The 
made the first ascent of the 'true' N Face. At 

Above: The North Face of the 
Grande Jorasses, scene of a 
remarkable new solo climb by 
Marc Batard which takes a line 
close on the right of the 
Walker Spur. He made 7 
bivouacs. Photo: Jean Marc 
Porte - Montagnes Magazine. 

Below: Stop Press Fax of the 
line received from Marc 
Batard. 
/-The Shroud, 2-Desmaison, 
3-Cassin, 4- Le Colombe et 
l 'Enfant (Batard), 5- Boivin
Vionet-Fuasset, 6- MacIntyre, 
7- Japanese Gou/air. 
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Marmolada South Face: 
1- Fisch, 2- Fram , 3- Via 
Italia. 

Marmolada South Face: 
1- Conforto-Berto/di, 2- La 
Mamma, 3- Moby Dick, 
4- Don Quixote. 

Marmolada South Face: 
1- L. Rizzi Variant, 2- Viva 
Gorbi, 3- Mil Frack und 
Chapeau-Clague (L. Rieser), 4-
Bettega-Tomasson. 

Photos: Igor Koller. 
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8pm on the evening of the 26th June and 
shortly after a storm, they left a ruined building 
at 1400m in the main valley near Randa 
(scene of a devastating rock-fall on 9th May 
when 30 million cubic metres of debris hit 
the valley - missing the village but covering 
it in 15cm of dust) and climbed through the 
night, reaching the summit on 27th after a 

height gain of almost 3100m. Conditions 
were difficult and the climbers were forced to 
negotiate several thin ice-smears and some 
tricky, verglassed rock on the 600m face 
(TD+) 

BREGAGLIA 
Despite almost perfect weather throughout 
August, the rest of the year proved rather 
disappointing and few new projects were 
completed. 
Piz Badile 
The big talking point this season was a 
controversial ascent of a new line on the 
sweeping slabs that lie on the right side of 
the NE Face. Until this summer these had 
only succumbed to a bold approach by local 
Italian climbers. In 1987 the Brambati/ 
CarnatiNitali team put up Diritto d'Autore 
using 7 bolts, 6 for belays (c 450m:VINI+). 
Starting just to the left and taking a close, 
parallel line is Another Day in Paradise by 
Bruno and Kurt Muller and Hans Zgraggen, 
19-20th July. The standard is similar to 
Diritto with two harder pitches (VII) , which 
can be negotiated at VI and AO. The difference 
is thatthe route was opened using 120 bolts! 
The Italians are suitably miffed and as Vitali 
comments, "The Swiss bolting style is rapidly 
reaching the Italian frontier. " If events in the 
Mont Blanc massif are anything to go by this 
could soon become the most popular hard 
route on the mountain. At the southern 
extremity of the face, left of the 1953 Corti 
Route, the obvious crack-line was climbed 
on 4th August by G Maspes and L Salini. It is 
relatively short, with difficulties of V and VI 
and leads to the f Ridge. Nowadays, with an 
approach to this part of the face via the 
Genga/a Couloir becoming increasingly 
taxing and dangerous, it is best to reach the 
start of this climb from the Italian side by 
crossing the Colle def Genga/a. 

On the shorter and more friendly S E 
Face, Oskar Brambillaand Jose Maria Jimeno 
have succeeded on the last inviolate pillar. La 
Muchacha de las Bragas de Oro climbs the 
small pillar on the right side of the face and 
gives eight fine pitches to a junction with the 
east ridge. It is technically the hardest free
climbing on the wall (300m:VII) 
Punta Moraschini 
Lying to the south of the Badile, on the Ferro
Porcellizzo watershed , this summit is best 
known for the modern classic - The Pillar of 
the Polar Wind (Madonna/Merizzi/Miotti 
1979) - on the barrel-shaped buttress of the 
NW Face. To the left of Vitali 's route 
Saltomartino, 0 and C Brambilla have put up 
Chiaro di Luna a seven-pitch route with 
difficulties of V and VI. 
Torre Darwin 
The big and rather lonely walls of the 
Cameraccio have come under attack in the 
last few years. Large areas of monolithic 

granite give an ambience that is distinctly 
'Yosemite'. Between 15-22 June I Ferrari 
and S Stucchi equipped and climbed Jimmi, 
a very sustained, nine pitch route near the 
entrance to the valley (340m: VINI+) 

Shorter and less significant routes have 
been done on the rock walls that flank the 
Zocca valley and on the very popular 
Spazzacaldeira , above the Albignia 
telepherique. On the latter, R and V Libera 
with D Bioraschi created one of the hardest 
routes on the wall - the 4 pitch A Kind of 
Magic (VIII-). Down in the Mello val ley, on 
the left side of the upper wall of the Asteroidi , 
Jimeno and Nicolette Tizzoni have added a 
bold new line between Amplesso Complesso 
and Bodenshaff Toda par Todolandia has 
wel l spaced protection and is 145m:VII. 

SWISS ROCK 1991 
There has been plenty of activity throughout 
the country. At the top end of the scale, 
Frederic Nicole has made the second ascent 
of von Kanel's Mission Miranda at a small 
crag near Leen . The grade was reduced from 
Be to a sustained Bb+ ! Swiss National Elie 
Chenieux has completed Les Ailes du Desir 
at the Saleve (just in France!) - Bb+/Bc 
climbing in an exposed position. As for the 
longer routes, some of the more important 
additions to the Pre-Alpesare detailed below. 
Vaud 
There is still considerable activity on the 
famous walls around Leysin and the good 
news is that, at last, the new topo-guide will 
be ready this summer. At Sanetsch, Philippe 
Steulet has been making free ascents of 
some of the more important routes such as 
Impulsion at 7b/c, Tigre at 7b/c (a sustained 
route of 200m) and Manolette, which has 
one pitch of 7c+. The Miroir d'Argentine is a 
very popular limestone slab of some 2.5km 
in length and maximum height of 500m. It is 
approached in 1 hour from Solalex and has 
several, internationally famous classics. On 
the 4 and 22 July Claude and Yves Remy 
climbed Succes Flou , an excellent 14 pitch 
route, where a few aid-points on a number of 
the pitches give a homogenous outing at a 
very agreeable standard of 5+: otherwise 6c 
free. The route has 85 bolts (but nuts still 
essential) and is recommended. Many of the 
cliffs on Les Diablerets are still untouched 
although the Remy brothers have started to 
make inroads. The Cascade du Dar is an 
impressive waterfall , easily reached from the 
Col du Pillon (1546m) and first climbed in 
the winter of 1975 by Giobellina and Haston. · 
The 130m steep slab, to the right of the upper 
fall (45 min walk from the road) now has 4 
routes, all on perfect limestone and with 
gigantic 'Goutes d'Eau '. The easiest is the 
well protected Merite A/pin (6a/b: 5+ obi) 
which has already had several repeats. On _ 
the west side of the lower fall and only 15 
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minutes from the road is a vertical 50m wall , 
topped by a huge roof. There are 6 routes 
and , not surprisingly, they are all desperate! 
The most significant are Merite Sportif(First 
free ascent, Y Remy: 7c) and Please Peace 
(First pitch climbed free by Torno Cesen at 
7c+ the second might go at Sb) 

The Fribourg Range - Gasllosen 
This 15km ridge, north of Gstaad, has more 
than 60 summits and limestone walls up to 
300m in height. Not surprisingly there is a 
wealth of untouched rock and although much 
recent activity has taken place, it has mainly 
concentrated on the creation of short routes 
at the base of these walls: up above there is 
still plenty of space! 

On the SE Face of La Jumelle (2088m) 
the Remy brothers have put up Le Tracteur -
a superb rock crack and slab route of 7b (4 
aid points) and only the second route on this 
120m wall. They were also able to climb 
another superb route near the classic Trachsel 
on the S Pillar of the Dent de Ruth (2236m). 
Short Circus is 180m and 7a. Finally on the 
E Face of the Glattewandspitze (1995m) - a 
superb steep slab of 220m -the brothers put 
up Venice (6a/b with a few moves of 7a+) 
just left of the now classic and recently re
equipped Bylitis (1977: 6a) by . .. yes you've 
guessed! 
Oberland 
Grimsel 
On the Eldorado slabs the Remy brothers 
have climbed the longest route to date. 
Hypotension is an excellent, varied climb at 
an accessible standard and lies towards the 
left side of the slabs (550m: 15 pitches of 4 
to 6a obi: 6c with only 3 points of aid.) Above 
the right side of the slabs is the Oubli. On this 
280m high, granite face the brothers have 
added Bramata (6c:6aobl)and Perrin (6b:6a 
obi) - superb slab and crack routes between 
Uzumati and Stay Clean. They also climbed 
Lotta Continua (6c with one aid point: 6a 
obi) which takes the attractive pillar parallel 
and to the right of their 1981 classic - Les 
Larmes de Rire (now re-equipped with bolts 
for belays plus a few for protection.) Although 
all these routes are well endowed with bolts, 
nuts and friends are still required for essential 
runners. On a final worrying note: the whole 
area could be ruined in the future, if the 
proposed project to construct a gigantic 
dam is accepted by the Swiss authorities. 
This could mean starting Motdrheadat pitch 
two from a boat! 
Gerental 
This peaceful little valley lies above Oberwald 
near the upper reaches of the Rhone and not 
far south of the Grimsel pass. Beat Ruppen 
and Ken McMahon discovered a granite slab 
on the left side of the Sassbach river and 
climbed 10 routes, which are mainly nut 
protected and have between 3 and 7 pitches, 
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with difficulties of 6b to 7b . Another 
worthwhile venue for those visiting the 
Handegg region! 
Hintisberg 
Just above Grindelwald and opposite the 
Eiger, a wall of excellent limestone is striated 
by numerous thin, horizontal cracks, has 
plenty of sunshine ... and bolts .. Despite 
being only 25 minutes walk from the car it 
has led a relatively quiet life. 

Until this summer most of the routes 
were 1 or 2 pitch efforts and the central , 
overhanging wall had not been climbed to 
the top. Spending just a few days in the area 
and using some 185 bolts, the Remy brothers 
climbed five new routes. Ophrys takes the 
wall direct (7b: 6b/c obi); Be Strong starts on 
the right side of the obvious cave (7b:6b obi) 
and lsocones takes the left side with some 
sustained work at 7a and 7b (6b/c obi). A 
four pitch variant to lsocones was also made 
( Tractosaure : 7a+: 6b obi). and on the left is 
Umani (7a+: 6b obi). Daniel Anker and 
Hanspeter Sigrist completed Zeit der Durre 
which lies between Ophrys and Be Strong. 
This weighs in at a meaty 7c+ but 
unfortunately (?) is often wet. 
Central Switzerland - Urner Alps 
In the South this is a sub-alpine area with a 
profusion of first-class, granite walls up to 
500m in height. Here, pride of place goes to 
the famous Salbitschijen. N of the Susten 
pass is a region of huge limestone towers, 
rising to 3000m, where the current crucible 
of modern climbing is the S. Face of the 
Wendenstock - Dolomite walls with Verdon 
rock and great views of the Oberland! 

At the W end of the range the Handegg 
cliffs, at the foot of the Grimsel Pass, are 
well-known for their bolt-protected, friction 
climbing on glacier-polished slabs. The 
original route and nowt he established classic 
is Fair Hands Line (1978) , a crack climb on 
the steeper part of the wall which was 
completely re-equipped this year. 10 pitches: 
6a, 5+ obi) . 
Miltagllue 
This modest summit above the Grimsel and 
40 minutes from the road , has a 320m wall 
with several excellent routes at an accessible 
standard . The middle of the face is taken by 
three, established classics, sustained at 5/ 
5+ with the rare moves of 6a very close to 
bolts. To the R Ursi Schmid and Peter Schoch 
climbed Heidi mir wei di, a 9 pitch route of 
5+/6a which has already become popular. 
On the left side the Remy brothers climbed 
Abadia, a ten pitch , bolt-protected 7a (6a+ 
obi). 
Gross Bielenhorn 
This 3200m peak lies north of the Furka 
pass, beyond the Sidelen hut. It has a 250m 
SW Face that can be reached in 2 hours from 
the road . To the right of the Niedermann 
Route - which incidentally is considered to 
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be the best 5+/6a in the Furka region - the 
Remy brothers have put up Fandango 
(6c:6a+/A 1 obi) This was reported to give 
splendid , though not sustained, climbing 
and despite the 50 bolts used, nuts/friends 
(and an axe to negotiate the glacier!) are still 
essential. 
Gletschorn - Graue Wand 
The most popular face in the area sports that 
perennial favourite -the 1964 Original Route 
and ala much higher standard , the notorious 
super-crack Conquest. The obvious, thin 
crack just left of the latter was climbed by 
Sepp Heinl and Mike Schwitter and called 
Cannibal Island (7b+). 
Goschener Valley 
One hour of steep walking above the valley 
road lies the 200m S facing wall of the 
Gandschijen (2388m). Although only recently 
developed, it now boasts many modern 
routes of exceptional quality. Recent 
additions have been the responsibility of the 
Muller brothers with Hans Zgraggen. On the 
right side of the wall Titanic, Weg durch die 
Muschel, Sali Konrad and Atlantis are all 
very worthwhile, are bolt-protected and all 
have difficulties up to 7b. 

Just below the Salbitschijen is the 
Wasser Horeli , where the same team have 
put up two, six-pitch routes. Goldrush is 7a/ 
b(6a/b obi) and Rohrgeist an easier 6b/c. 

Above: Peter Ondrejovic 
leading pitch 3 (VI+) of Fram 
(VII+), South Face of the 
Marmolada, Brenta Dolomites. 
Photo: Igor Koller. 
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Legacy, 250m 7c (6c A 1 obi.). 
Secteur Andorra, Gross 
Wendenstock, Alpes 
Uranaises, Switzerland. 
FA Claude and Yves Remy. 
Topo: Claude Remy 
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Tlillistock 
This lies at the west end of the limestone 
chain and is a good introduction to the 
longer and more serious routes on the 
Wendenstock. The recommended routes here 
are Welsches (1983), the lnwyler-Bielmeier 
(1960), Marti (1978) and Man at Werk 
(1985). Between the two, last-named routes 
the Remy brothers have climbed Torah, 
during three days in July. Despite 100 bolts 
there are still obligatory 6c moves and the 
route is probably the finest and certainly the 
hardest, on the wall. 400m: 13 pitches: 7c: 
Rappel descent. 

Ma~ren 
On the next cliff to the east, the 22 pitch 
Vrenli (520m: Remy 1989) has been climbed 
completely free at 8a. To the right local 
activists Ruth Baldinger and Kaspar Ochsner 
have climbed the prominent pillar. 
Pfaffenhuet 
This is perhaps the most impressive piece of 
rock in the area, with the left hand edge of the 
face taken by the classic SWPillar(Brechbuhl/ 
Trachsel : 1968: 600m 6b: 6a obi). On the 9-
1 O September Michel Pio la and Vincent 
Sprungli climbed Voie du Frere, a 9-pitch, 
6c+ route with '76 bolts (6b obi: rappel 
descent.) 

Gross Wendenstock 
Despite rumours that Ochsner would 
completely re-equip many of his established 
routes, he has, in fact , only placed a few bolts 
at points where in-situ slings have rotted. 
Included in this is Aureus, which is the best 
introduction to and also the easiest line on 
Wenden. Just to the right of this route the 
Remys climbed Charia -a superb addition at 
6a/b with a 7b finish. On the left side of the 
face - left of the Excaliburpillar-the Baldinger/ 
Ochsner partnership finally completed their 
hard, new line. No further details! Left of 
Andorra is the very impressive Legacy put 
up by- quelle surprise- the Remy brothers! 
Climbed on the 27-28 August this has 9 
pitches, most of them 7a to 7c and a total of 
70 bolts. It was first climbed completely free 
by Yves Remy on the 5th September. Further 
to the right the other local guru, Peter Lechner, 
finished Strada de/ Sol; a 7 pitch route with 
sustained and exposed 7a climbing. Shortly 
after he climbed a beautiful tower, 1 OOm to 
the right, seconded by his 16 year old 
daughter. Quersch/ager is 9 pitches of 
sustained 7a. Additional projects were 
abruptly curtailed when he was victim of an 
unfortunate accident. A serious 40m fall, on 
a local outcrop, has left him very badly 
injured. 
Reissend Nollen 
The last major crag in the Wendenstock 
chain came under the scrutiny of Philippe 
Steulet, who free-climbed Cleopatra at Ba. 
Tillis 
The culminating pointofthis limestone arena 
lies further E and reaches a height of 3239m. 
Access is more difficult and the rock is not so 
good. The classic outing takes the 750m, SE 
Pillar, a mixed free/aid route first ascended 
in 1960. Until this summer, the huge wal l to 
the left had never been climbed and it was left 
to the Remys (yawn!) to create Tumi on 9-
10 September. This lengthy undertaking had 
plenty of 6b/c and a pitch of 7a. 
Olen 
NW of the 'Wenden' , in an area known as the 
Voralpen, lies the Mel ch valley. The S Face of 
this 2188m peak is a 200m limestone wall 
with a number of good routes. Peter Schoch 
added Lugispiel between Kremp and Bandit, 
with Kurt Winkler (6c:6a+ obi. 50 bolts) and 
Pandur, just left of Bandit, with Christoph 
Rothlisberger (7a with 1 aid point: 6a+ obi). 
Both routes have rappel descents. 
Schmalstockil 
This is a very popular summit which can be 
reached in a mere 20 minutes walk from the 
top of the telepherique above Altdorf. This 
summer the Muller brothers added two, 6-
pitch routes: UPAT 91 (6a/b) and Bird on a 
Wire (6b/c). 
Ralikon Alps 
This many-summited crest lies on the.border 
with Austria and has become something of a 
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legend to the Swiss. Modern-style, hard 
climbing has a long history in this region , 
where there are walls of vertical, compact 
limestone, often 200-300m high, that can be 
approached in 30 minutes - one hour. First 
Martin Schell and then , recently, the Austrian 
Beat Kammerlander have created some very 
significant routes. On the 7th tower of the 
Kirchlispitzen Kammerlander has climbed 
The Endless Story - a route that others are 
saying is the hardest in the Alps! It lies to the 
right of the hard Scheel route Amacord and 
with 5 pitches of 6c to 7a+, 3 of 7c , 2 of 8a 
and 1 of 8b+ ..... no comment! 

Right of Scheel's other classic Dahle 
Jonathan is Little Joe by P Schoch and K 
Winkler (6 pitches 6a/b). 

On the SW Face of the Schweizereck, 
where Kammerlanderclimbed New Age (Ba) 
in 1988, Michi Wyser has put up many 
superb 6-9 pitch routes. The best of these 
are probably Kasama, Schatila and lntifida 
(various grades from 6b to 7c). 

ADAMELLO 
This granite massif, which lies 60 km SE of 
the Bregaglia/Berninaand justWofthe Brenta 
Dolomites, wil l be largely unknown to British 
alpinists. In summer it offers numerous 
snow-plods and a number of rock climbs 
(the best tend to be relatively short) although 
to the NE the N Face of the Presenella is a 
classic ice route and well-known amongst 
continental climbers. 

Out of season a number of excellent ice 
couloirs are now being discovered. For 
example; early this summer (6th June) A. 
Multi and S. Rocco climbed a new, 700m 
route on the N Face of the main summit 
(3554m). This followed the couloir to the 
right of the Bergamaschi Spur and gave ice 
pitches, with sections of 80°-95 °, 
interspersed with a little mixed ground (V). 

DOLOMITES 
Brenta 
This , perhaps the wildest area in the 
Dolomites, has some very big wal ls in a 
relatively remote situation and with a 
reputation for good rock. On the impressive, 
900m SW face of the Croz dell'Altissimo 
Sabrina Brazzanella, Diego Filippi and Luca 
Turato have created Perla Orientale, which 
has only a dozen metres of aid (free climbing 
up to 7a). The route was left only partially 
equipped. On the 850m, NE Face of the 
Crozzon di Brenta Saverio Occhi and Tiberio 
Quecchia climbed Polvere di Stelle, between 
Steinkofterand the classic Preuss Route, on 
their first attempt in 14 hours. 
Marmolada 
Igor Koller returned to the Marmolada 
d'Ombretta this summer. With P Ondrejovic 
he put up Fram , a demanding outing (IX,
French 7b/c) squeezed into the narrow area 
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of smooth walls between Italia and his own 
route The Fisch. ltjoinsthelatterafter300m. 
With D Kuran he created Via de/la Mamma 
which starts 50m to the right of Andromeda. 
This gave 400m of new climbing with 
difficulties up to VII+. On the Marmolada di 
Penia, again with Ku ran , he made a 4 pitch 
addition to the S Wall next to the Original 
Route (Bettaga/Tomasson/Zagonel 1901 ). 
Viva Gaby was graded VI II. (Many of Ktiller's 
earlier routes were found to be seriously 
undergraded. In a recent interview he excused 
himself by explaining that Czechoslovakia 
was a bit slow in coming to terms with 
modern grading and there are still some 
older routes of VI- which would be at least 
VII+ elsewhere in Europe.) 

AUSTRIA 
Close to Innsbruck lies an impressive 

limestone face called the Martinswand. In 
the last two years a number of technically 
demanding yet very well protected (bolts) 
routes have been created , notably the 12-13 
pitch Oas Dach (Reinhold Scherer and 
Christoph Prager). Graded X-this is now one 
of the hardest multi-pitch outings in the 
country (9 pitches of VIII- and above.) 

SLOVENIA 
Triglav 
The highest peak in the new Republic of 
Slovenia continues to attract foreign visitors, 
despite current hostilities further south. The 
N Face is a steep limestone wall almost 
1000m high. A new 64 page guidebook 
entitled 'How to climb Triglav' and written in 
English, deals with the standard routes to the 
summit. It costs $3 and can be obtained 
from Planinska Zalozba pri PZS, Dvorakova 
9, 61000 LJUBLJANA. 

ACG 
The British Alpine Climb Group is having 
something of a revival. Formed in the '50s as 
a parallel to the Groupe de Haute Montagne 
and to further British Alpinism, this elitist 
club had, as one of its main aims, the 
dissemination of information on new routes 
and significant ascents in (largely) alpine 
areas. Nowadays the membership (currently 
120) still represents the forefront of 
mountaineering in the UK, although the 
emphasis has shifted towards the greater 
ranges. The club provides regular information 
sheets and , for the first time in 15 years, has 
published an independent bulletin. Two social 
events take place each year, Scotland in 
February (this year with guests from the 
GHM) and the November symposium in 
Wales. For more details contact the Alpine 
Club, 118 Charlotte Road, London SW1 W 
9AF. Tel 071-613-0755 

Lindsay Griffin 
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SOUTH WEST ENGLAND 
North Cornwa II 
Great Wall, Pentire Head was the scene of the 
areas hardest batch of routes when in 
September it got 'The Treatment' from Martin 
Crocker (supposedly suffering with finger 
injuries!!) His major achievement was the 
subjugation of the obvious link from Eroica 
to Reflections, a line which smacks you 
straight between the eyes on any 
photographs, but one which had never seen 
any serious attempts. Groove Full Of Mirrors 
(E7 6b) features a 20ft 6b runout and is 
protected by four pegs, two of which are 
poor. The only blemish on an otherwise 
impressive achievement was Martin's use of 
an aid point at a particularly blank section, 
which he was unable to practice due to the 
angle and direction of the groove. Martin 
then proceeded to give himself Another 
Nervous Breakdown (E6+ 6b) on a serious 
foray up the wall between Ureas Revenge 
and Crispin Waddy's route Obelisk. This was 
wisely top roped first. Right of Siren's Cry, 
Martin then added Beneath Black Waters 
(E6 6b) which is contrastingly well protected 
by 3 pegs and finishes up Last Leviathan. 
The overlooked Sirens Cry itself also got an 
ascent at a proposed grade of E5 6a. 
Apparently reasonable gear is available even 
without the missing peg 

Inland, Andy Grieve came up with an 
excellent-sounding route (and name) at the 
Cheesewrings Quarry. Bored of The Wrings 
(E4 6a) follows the smooth groove of the old 
aid line Black Sabbath, to join Eyeful/ Tower 
at its crux groove. 
The Culm Coast 
On now to more esoteric offerings! Doug 
Smith and partner valiantly continued in the 
Fowler/Ramsay/Turnbull tradition with 
Fantasy Land (XS 5a 5b 5a) which takes a 
still standing line on the cliff just north of 
Efford Beacon to finish at the trig point. 

At the very smelly compass point Chris 
Rees added another dangerous arete climb, 
this time right of Fisting Groove, at a grade of 
E3 5a/b and called Compass Mentis (should 
be distinctly non compass mentis?) A little 
further up the coast Rees added a short route 
to the north side of the cave at Menachurch 
Point, The Kiss (E4 5c). 

At the wonderful Lower Sharpnose the 
fine and quite hard looking crackline left of 
Spoils Of War was purloined by your 
correspondent. Previously cleaned and 
geared by Nick White 2 years ago and 
strangely left, the crack was gained from a 
third of the way up Spoils to give The Flying 
Finn (E4 6a). 

The busy Rees also popped up at 
Oldwalls Point to take a trip up and over the 
roof between Matchless and Dominator. 
Mountain Biker is E3 5c. 

Llanberisian routes, Smoothlands, Andy 
Grieve returned to complete an E5 6b diagonal 
on the Hellbound Wall. 

A quick bolder hop towards the 
lighthouse leads one to the Cow and Calf Cliff 
which has had a thorough going over, starting 
in late 1990. Responsibility was shared 
between Martin Corbett, Greg Forward and 
Ju lian Mathias. The landward face offers one 
E1 , two E2s and three E3s mainly following 
pockets and cracks. The pick of the bunch 
however is Elissa Johanna (E4 6a) following 
the right arete and named after the nearby 
shipwreck. The central face contains the zig 
zag crack of Dr Bo/lox (E3 6a) whilst on the 
fine main face left of O'Sullivans Tsunami are 
Howling at the Moon (ES 6a), Lunartic (E4 
6c) and Over The Moon (E4 6a) all of which 
take substantial lines. 

Turning east towards the lost world of 
Blackchurch who do we find but Frank 
Ramsay, flu-ridden and ever so slightly 
worried, forcing himself up the wall right of 
Godspel/at a serious E5 6a. This was one of 
Frank's first routes after a non-climbing 
holiday in Canada, as he was paranoid that 
someone else might do it! (Fat chance!) 
South Devon , 
In the deepest South Hams, Robbie Warke 
and chums have added a number of short 

i,1aanwhile, atthe home of Devon's most routes mainly in the easier grades although 

Above: Pete Oxley on the first 
ascent of Jesus Lizard (E6 6b), 
Hedbury Cove, Swanage. 
Photo: Brian Tilley. 
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Above: Pete Oxley doing a 
little roof work on Palace of 
the Brine (FBa+) at 
Fisherman 's Ledge, Swanage. 
Photo: John Cook. 
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the haul did include one serious ES 6a. They 
are mainly based around the sea level arch 
below the coastguard lookout at Prawle Point. 

On to the Old Redoubt where Jon Gandy 
continued the Gandy dynasty's involvement 
with the Bismark wall to give a couple of 
adventurous E3s. 

Warke also claimed a new line up the · 
groove right of Yardarm with Dead Shrimp 
Blues (E1 Sb), although rumour has it that 
Crispin Waddy soloed this in trainers a couple 
of years ago!! 

BRITISH ISLES 
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Across the bay at the centre of all things 
creamy, Ansley's Cove , there is little of note 
to report aside from Jon Gandy's ironic The 
Mightiest (E4 6b) up the tiny arete right of 
The Mightier. Tuppence and A Fisherman 's 
Tale still remain the most coveted second 
ascents in Devon (along with Cocoon of 
course!) despite a 3 day effort on the former 
by Pete Oxley. 

Nick White (who else) spent many happy 
hours drilling bits of Long Quarry Point this 
summer. He was particularly proud of Losing 

My Religion (E6 ish) in the sea level cave 
below the quarry floor. Apparently this little 
beauty involves lots of Rapid Extreme 
Movement (groan). The large boulders below 
the inner pinnacle now sport several powerful 
bolt protected routes in the E4/S bracket. 

Inland , Torbryan saw the eventual 
redpoint of Threadbare between Mayday 
and Thread Flintstone by White. Graded ES 
6a/b on the Plymouth Scale (E6 6b/c) to the 
rest of us), readers should compare with 
Blazing Apostles in Mountain 140which was 
given "Plymouth E4 6a". Pete Bull also added 
a direct and more amenable start to Little 
White Lie at E4/S 6b. 

Finally in Devon, Worke and yet more 
chums havefinallyopened up Kerswell Quarry 
near Chudleigh. This lies in private woodland 
and access is sensitive so please refer to the 
Moorland Rambler new routes book for 
details. From right to left the climbs are 
Weasel The Wizard (E1 Sa), Songs from the 
Wood (E3 6a) and Woodland Bop (E4 6a) 
and all at situ belays. 
Cheddar 
A couple of pieces of news here worth 
reporting. Oxley repeated Will Stanton, the 
area's first F8a, although it is unlikely that 
enthusiastic comments like "3 stars" and 
"comparable to Statement of Youth" will 
produce any major attention from 'up north'. 
On the Finsberg wall Oxley added a new E6 
6c left of Barbarian, giving a Last Gasp. 
Clark Alston 

SWANAGE 
In a recent Mountain we had SE Wales 
as Britain 's most prolific area, I can only 
say that Dorset has recently produced 
so many climbs I can't fit them into one 
report. All the Portland Information will 
have to wait until next time. So, without 
further ado ... 
Boulder Ruckle 
Only one major line this year with a two 
pitch E4 up the impending wall right of 
Scythe, from the team of Tim Dunsby 
and Nigel Coe. The main activity here 
was some significant repeats by Martin 
'The Machine' Crocker of older E5's 
such as Punks in Power, Indian Pacific, 
etc. 
Promenade 
Another repeat by Crocker was made 
on Birth Pains, confirmed at E6. Roof 
action was the main order of the day 
with two very substantial outings. 
GodFodder (E6 6c) (F?c+) takes the 
beautiful 15 foot Monster left of Winking 
Wal/together with A Boschboy, A Trad 
& A Funky Dredd (E4 6b) (F?a+) 
between the two. Overshadowing both 
these, this time at 25 feet wide is the 
desperate Solid State Logic (E? 6c) 
(F8a) , which is technical, powerful and 
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three stars. This lies right of Seizure 
and is something of a 'Last Great'. 
Indeed, it's so incapacitating it's difficult 
to breathe between moves!! 
Fisherman's Ledge 
Continuing in the hard vein , let me 
introduce the finest pitch I have ever 
climbed , a pitch which now shoots 
straight to the top of the SW Sport 
League. Palace of the Brine (E7 6c) 
(F8a) is a100 ft route arcing out through 
the centre of the cave roof right of the 
Mind Cathedral and involves 40 ft of 
pure roof work. 

The other activity here has also 
been by the 'birdmen', namely Damian 
Cook and Mike Robertson who set a 
new jump standard from the 75ft prow 
above Helise. Even more amazing was 
Dominic Cook's homemade parachute 
which actually worked! 
Dancing Ledge Quarry 
This place has now been transformed 
into a Sheltered Sports Arena and due 
to the number of bolts has become 
instantly popular. There are a lot of 
routes so here goes ... 

From left to right the first of this 
year's batch comes out of the Quarried 
Cave; this is For Your Arms Only (E2 
5b)(F6b) by Mike Robertson. Going 
right. a drastically leaning wall is the 
home for A Brutal Equation (E4 6a) 
(F?a). Shinhead Clash (E3 6a)(F6c), 
Idiot Joy Show/and (E4 6a)(F6c+) and 
Names is For Tombstones (E4 6b)(7a) 
- the latter by Dominic Cook. 25 yards 
right is a prominent black streak topped 
by a strip roof; this is Today Forever(E4 

6b) (F?a+) , with two companion routes 
to the left, Fear of a Black Planet (E4 
6a)(F7a) and an E1 5c (F6a) called 
Date with a Frog. 

The next obvious feature is a jutting 
ceiling , a diagonal line below this is 
Hiccup (E3 6a)(F6c+) by Robertson. 
The flat wall right again holds better 
routes with All Fall Down (E1 5c)(F6b) 
by Steve Taylor, Mr Choo Choo (E4 
6a)(F7a) by Dominic Cook and Disco 's 

Out, Murder's ln(E3 6a)(F6c) by Damian 
Cook. The left-trending shallow corner 
bounding this section is the excellent 
Daylight Robber (E3 5c)(F6b+) and 
'Taylor' -made. 

A dead smooth orange sheet 15 ft 
right now holds Double or Quits (ES 
6b)(F7b) as a companion to Rambling 

Moses after a bet backfired on 
Robertson who had cleaned the route! 

The righthand section of Crag is of 
a more overhanging nature and starts 
with two short routes into a scoop. These 
are Slap Bang On A Hang (E3 6a)(F6c) 
and Corona Envelope (E4 6b)(F7a+). 
Immediately to the right, Prophets of 
Rage and Haunted by a Million Screams 

have been reboiled to an early lower-off 
at E4 6b and E4 6a respectively. Nearby 
a tight corner provides Atrocity Exhibition 
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(E46a)(F7a) and the very steep, hanging 
crack of Wonders of Wal/kraft (E3 
6a)(F6c+). Right of Day of the Lords is 
the ultra-safe Ken Wilson's Last Stand 

(E3 6b)(F6c+) leading to the same belay 
is Cold Steal (E2 5c)(F6b) from Mike 
Ford, which climbs the big corner. Taylor 

Made Tracking Damage (E1 6a)(F6a+) 
by Ford is a boulder problem on the right 
hand end. 

Finished yet? - No way, the best is 
yet to come. No longer in the Quarry but 
out on the righthand, seaward face is a 
superb face climb called Hieronymous 

GBH at around E3 6a(F6c+). Keep 
looking right from here and the skyline 
is dominated by a huge pillar dropping 

sheer into deep water. This three star 
trip is Song to the Siren a hard E4 6a 
(F?a+), and besides having nine bolt 
runners is highly photogenic from the 
tourist ledge! Talking of which, A Short 

Story About Power has now been 
retrobolted and given a wicked direct 
start at ES 6c (F?c) a real 'feet off' 
problem! 

Staying on the lower ledge and 
lurking in some previously untouched 
caves at the western end are some 
really cracking adventure routes (natural 
gear!) In the first cave a short outing 
yields Marianas Trench-coat (E4 Sc) 
providing a gobd warm-up for the 
following pumps. A huge traverse line 

Above: Paul Harrison making 
the first ascent of Sumo (E3 
5b) on Lundy. 
Photo: Simon Cardy. 
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Above: Jasper Sharpe on 
Second Generation (6c NS) at 
High Rocks. 
Photo: David Jones. 
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provides the main event for Mariner's 

Graveyard (E5 6a 6a) which should 
become a classic. Other routes at higher 
levels , but using the same start are , The 

Pump Will Tear Us Apart (E5 6b), 
andLucretia, My Reflection (E3 6a) , all 
on superb rock throughout. 
Smokey Hole 
Previously touched upon by Crispin 
Waddy a brand new wall in a hidden bay 
has been opened up with four superb 
high standard climbs. This is really a 
major hit worth three stars in mY, book, 
but what do I know? 

The right hand, dramatic groove 
above the Zawn is now Rocket USA 

(E5/6 6b) and well protected. The 
magnificent bulging pillar just left is very 
bolcj and went at E6 6b to give Vapour 

Trail. A shallow groove in the centre , 
similarly bold is Diving For Pearls (E5/6 
6b) sharing a belay with Slowdive (E6 
6b) which shoots off leftwards taking in 
the six foot roof en-route, again bold. I 
wonder how long before these get 
repeated! 
Hedbury Area 
Similarly big and atmospheric are the 
first two breaches of the incredible
Hedbury big cove, starting from the 
lefthand access ledge. The Jesus Lizard 
(E6 6b) and Sheffield Uber A//es(E6 6b) 
are equally steep, equally mean and 

definitely an acquired taste . 
In complete contrast the Sunny 

Quarry has now become a cosy bolt 
haven. From left to right is an unnamed 
E3 6a from Steve Taylor sharing a belay 
with Moves for the Masses (E1 5c) on 
weird calcite. A bulging rib is Hangs 

Like A Dead Man (E3 6b)(F7a), joined 
at the belay by a huge diagonal flake 
Jumping The Gun (E2 5b)(F6b). Far 
harder is Mouth Breather (E5 6c)(F7c) 
with hideous undercutting , unlike the 
corner of Sure-Shot (E3 6b)( F6b+) 
before the arrival of the large, black, 
drainage line. 

The best route in the quarry is the 
bulging prow just right of the black streak, 
with a unique crux involving a huge 
phallic Jug, hence Cinderella 's Big Score 

(E4 6b)(F7a+) Just around the corner 
on a blank grey sheet is Glue Krux Klan 

(E2 6a)(F6b+) and Produced by Fred 
Quimby (E3 6a)(F6c) the latter from 
Robertson. A short arete nearby also 
fell to Roberston with Some Mindless 

Optimism (E2 6a). 
On the Western side of Hedbury is 

another new area recently developed 
with the 100ft face dubbed the black 
walls. Starts from large flat ledges gained 
by abseil. The two routes so far are 
exceptional with Dark Millenium (E4 
6a)(F6c+) up the right hand side plus its 
companion Waiting for the Death Blow 

(E2 5b) possibly the best pure face of its 
grade at Swanage. 
Winspit Quarry 
Yet another quarry which in this case 
has limited potential for the future . 
However, two worthwhile clip-ups were 
exhumed. Mike Robertson did battle 
with the right hand arete on the 
"QuarryMan Wall" to emerge with Pump 

Me Tenderly (E3 6b)(F7a). In the 
western quarry, the hanging corner right 
of Think About It became Things That 

Make You Go Hmmm.. (E3 6a)(F6c+). 
Finally at a secret location in another 
quarry at Swanage the meanest 
crackline of all got its come-uppance. 
All locals will know the whereabouts of 
Smells Like Teen Spirits (E6 6a)(F7b) 
and three stars. So another vintage 
season draws to a close on an anarchic 
note but there's still the Portland Info to 
report - until next time. 

Pete Oxley 

Lundy 1991 
Quality routes continue to flow from the 
Tempestuous Isle, and a brief resume of 
1991 seems in order. 

One of the most important new routes 
for some time was climbed by Nick (01' Red 
Eyes) While and Neil Foster: The Oogs 
Bollocks (E6 6b) is apparently everything 
the name suggests and climbs the last 
remaining groove line on Two Legged 
Buttress. The awesome undercut groove
lines on the St. James stone wall were 

finally breached when Nick confirmed what 
many of us suspected for a long time - only 
a lunatic would go up there! Araucaria (E6 
6a ,6c) utilises a jumar to start before 
traversing an apparently detached but 
somehow suspended beam of rock to gain 
an impeccable groove above. Neil Foster 
was daft/brave enough to follow. 

At a somewhat more laid back pace the 
team of Tony Sawbridge and Mike Snell 
climbed a pleasant groove on St. James 
Stone itself, Kathleen Turner(HVS 5a). In 
the Devil 's Slide area the superb Red Speed 
was further improved with a direct start up 
the wall below its final groove by Paul 
Harrison and Mark Bartley; the grade 
remains E2 5c . 

Benson's Buttress is now a discovery 
situated just north of Fluted Face. Slave 
Labour(E2 5c) takes the central v-groove , 
by Harrison and Simon Cardy. The sharp 
end was then exchanged for Skullduggery 
(E1 5b), the left hand groove. The Ancient 
Mariner(E1 5a) lies opposite Torrey Canyon 
Cliff and follows a direct line up the slab 
right of Moss Side - done by Cardy and 
Snell. 

The Seal Slab area saw some good 
additions, notably Sumo (E3 5b), a big 
pitch up the hidden groove left of Shardik
a must for any climber missing the delights 
of Cloggy's Walsh 's Groove. (Harrison, 
Mark Bartley, Cardy). Badlands (E3 5c) 
climbs the excellent wall of brown rock 
right of Wonderlands(Cardy led). The wall 
right again is Bartley's Dreamlands (E4 
5c), a very bold proposition with ground fall 
potential from the crux 40 feet up. 

Moving north into Short Storyzawn, In 
One Bound (E2 5c) takes the wall right of 
Tall Story, starting up that route (Sawbridge, 
Snell) , whilst Shaggy Oog (E2 5c) climbs 
the wall left of Tall Story, or so I am told. 
There was much activity in Arch Zawn where 
Harrison and Cardy succeeded on a 3 year 
project when they climbed the thin 
ovrhanging crack left of Pathetic Sharks. 
Bastard Wet Crack (E4 6a) is , needless to 
say, often damp! The wall to its left has 
been christened the Aller Six Wall as it only 
receives sunlight alter 6pm. Dave Lyon 
and Norman Clacher climbed 3 new lines 
here: Rigging in the Frigging Arete (E4 6a) 
follows the cracked right arete of the wall ; 
Woman in Chains(E5 6a) takes the central 
line finishing up a stubborn crack, whilst 
Sm()ke on the Water(E6 6b) gives the best 
route on the wall taking a sweeping line up 
the steep lellhand side to finish up an 
obvious groove. With the Lundy guide now 
out of print work is currently underway on a 
new guidebook to be published by the 
Climbers Club, probably early 1993 - and 
that's as sure as anyone can be with 
guidebook publication dates! 

Any details on first ascents, repeats 
and constructive comments can be sent to 
Paul Harrison, 28 Northfield Grove , 
Finchlield, Wolverhampton, WV3 BDW. 
Paul Harrison 
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SOUTHEAST ENGLAND 
Since the publication of the Southern 
Sandstone Guidebook in 1989 there 
has been a new route boom in the South 
East. Helped by the dry summer of 
1990, several strong teams have 
established over a hundred and fifty 
new routes in the area. Some of these 
climbs are of the highest quality and 
most of them, of necessity, are in the 
higher grades. An interim guide is being 
prepared and is due for publication 
early next year. 

The most important developments 
have been at High Rocks. Tree 
clearance, both above and below the 
crag, has improved the drainage 
considerably and even the 
unfashionable eastern end of the outcrop 
was tinder-dry at the height of the 1990 
drought. 

Three major routes have been 
climbed in the Steps Crack area. This 
impressive arena now offers the highest 
concentration of hard routes in the South 
East. Jasper Sharpe started the ball 
rolling with The Second Generation (6c 
NS), a free ascent of the old aid route 
right of Adder. A sustained and highly 
technical climb with a thought-provoking 
crux, it is destined to become a modern 
classic. Dave Turner, who was narrowly 
beaten to the first ascent, then produced 
two quality routes of his own, 
Renascence (sic) (6b NS), a sustained, 
strenuous route that powers its way up 
the buttress right of Cobra Chimney 

and, on the same day, Chimaera (7a 
NS) This route, which takes the right
angled groove left of Moving Staircase, 

is the current state of the sandstone art 
and has repulsed all subsequent 
attempts to climb it, including one from 
the illustrious Johnny Dawes. 

Further' left a few esoteric gems 
have been found . Gary Wickham 
climbed Fungal Smear (6b NS) which 
starts as for Rattlesnake but then moves 
left up the often greasy rampline. Turner 
climbed the even more arcane Tubby 
Hayes is a Fats Waller (6b NS), up the 

obvious line right of Scimitar. The plant 
filled groove at the top of this route was 

avoided by an excursion rightwards onto 
the headwall! Further left again, 
Wickham added The Puree (6c NS), a 
direct start to Peace on Earth. 

The area by the entrance has also 
seen a flurry of activity. The arete left of 
Boonoonoonoos fell to Paul Hayes to 
give Unforgettable (6c NS) . 
Unfortunately the fragile nature of the 
rock in the crux area has meant that the 
character of the route is constantly 
changing. Sharpe added a 6c direct 
start to Kinda Lingers and just round the 
corner to the left Mike Vetterlein climbed 
the flared bottomless crack to give 
Educating Airlie (6b NS) The arete left 
again, beneath the rustic bridge, fell to 
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Sharpe: I'll Be Back (6c NS). Vetterlein 
has also climbed two routes on the 
vandalised wall at the back of the bay: 
Natterjack, (6a NS) and Death Cap (6b 
NS) up the left and the centre of the wall 
respectively. 

The other major activist at High 
Rocks has been Paul Widdowson. His 
eclectic mixture of routes inc lude: 
Slowhand (6b NS) , the wickedly 
overhanging buttress right of Henry the 

Ninth; TelegramSam(6b NS), a technical 
slab climb right of Judy; Kraken(6b NS), 
the blunt arete left of The Dragon, which 
features an enormous leap to get started 
and Too Hard For Dave (6b NS), the 
arete right of Too Tall For Tim with its 
ultra-precarious crux. 

There have been no major solos at 
High Rocks but all the remaining aid 
points have been eliminated. Wickham 
took care of the aid point on Boysen's 
Missing Link (6b NS), also giving it an 
independent start and Hayes eliminated 
both points from Ping Pong to produce 
Whiff Whaff (6b NS). 

The other major area for exploration 
has been Eridge Green Rocks. Much of 
the decaying vegetation, a legacy of the 
1987 storms, has been cleared and this 
allied to some judicious gardening has 
exposed many excellent new lines. 

The impressive jutting neb that 
stands sentinel at the entrance to the 
rocks has been climbed by Vetterlein to 
give the elegant Prowess (6a/b NS). 
Care is needed when setting up the 
belay for this route as on at least two 
occasions recently careless ropework 
has led to a total collapse of the rope 
system, fortunately without serious 
consequences. 

In the Amphitheatre, Hayes has 
climbed the wall right of The Crunch to 
produce the excellent More Cake For 

Me, (6a/b NS) and Sharpe slapped his 
way up the rounded arete right of Slug to 
give the highly insecure Flail Trail (6b 
NS). Sharpe also climbed the wall below 
the top crack of Bernadette to produce 
the hardest route at the outcrop, Caped 

Avenger (6c NS) It is noticeable 
however that the mega-lines on the 

fiercely impending back wall of the 
Amphitheatre remain inviolate. 

Further right the Steelmill buttress 
has now been fully developed. Genesis 
(6a), climbs the shallow groove left of 
Steelmill whilst Poofy Finger's Revenge 

(6a NS) takes the blunt arete overlooking 
Green Bollard Chimney. Both of these 
the work of Guy Hill. The pick of the 
routes however is Widdowson's Lazy 
Chive (6b NS), which climbs the 
improbable looking wall immediately 
right of the large alcove. 

Elsewhere Widdowson climbed Lou 
(6b NS) , the cracked arete on the 
recently unearthed buttress left of 
Toadstool Crack, a highly technical and 

fingery proposition. Andy Hughes 
discovered Mellow Toot (6b NS) up the 
discontinuous crack left of Yellow Soot. 
Matt Smith put up Nigel Mantle (6a NS) 
to the left of Stirling Moss and, on the 
same block, Afterburner (6b NS), up 
the front face of the righthand arete. 
Recently Smith has forced Sirocco (6b 
NS) over the roof left of Sandstorm, 

finishing up by way of the thin slab 
above. 

On the soloing front The Beguiled, 

Sandstorm, Wafer Thin, Slug, Steelmill 

and Stirling Moss have all lost their "NS" 
tag, courtesy of John Patterson, whilst 
Wickham accounted for Forgotten 
Crack. 

All the other outcrops have received 
some attention. The remote Chiddinglye 
Wood has yielded half a dozen or so 
routes as has Jockey's Wood Rocks. A 
top climber has even been spotted 
beavering away at Happy Valley Rocks. 
At Harrison's the best new route perhaps 
is Widdowson's Powder Monkey (6b 
NS) a fierce climb up the overhanging 
wall left of Orangutang. Finally, at Under 
Rocks, Paul Stone has climbed a direct 
start to Meridian at 6b and then produced 
Funnel Web (6b NS) up the impending 
wall to the right. 

Mike Vetterlein 
Below: Dave Turner on 
Chimaera (la NS) at High 
Rocks. 
Photo: David Jones. 
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Illustration courtesy of Wordsworth Trust. 

First English Rock 
Climber? Seconds Out 
for the Clash of Poets 

£ . 
•.,;-.;"" ~ """ 

\ . 

Terry Gifford. Photo: Bernard 
Newman. 

Alan Hankinson's claim thatthe first recorded 
English rock climb is Coleridge's descent of 
Broad Stand on Sea Fell in 1802 (see 
Mountain 143) has been challenged by Terry 
Gifford. In a radio poetry programme [ Talking 
Poetry (Climbing with Terry Gifford) Radio 
5, April 16th 1992, 7.30pm], Gifford draws 
attention to a hai ry moment on one of 
Wordsworth 's youthful birdnesting forays, 
described by the poet in The Prelude and 
said by him to have taken place "ere I had 
see~ Nine summers" (William Wordsworth 
was born in 1770): .. 
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Oh! when I have hung 

Above the raven 's nest, by knots of grass 

And half-inch fissures in the slippery rock 

But ill sustain'd, and almost, as it seem 'd, 

Suspended by the blast which blew amain, 

Shouldering the naked crag; Oh! at that time, 

· While on the perilous ridge I hung alone, 

With what strange utterance did the loud dry wind 

Blow through my ears! the.sky seem'd not a sky 

Of earth, and with what motion mov'd the clouds! 

A good bit of Wordsworth , Hankinson 
agrees, but he thinks the old wordsmith's 
recollection , though 'vivid about his feelings 
and thoughts, was imprecise about the 
facts .. .' Ere Wordsworth saw nine summers 
would mean before he moved to school at 
Hawkshead, and that, says Hankinson, 
suggests a slope a few miles south of 
Cockermouth . 'In the Lorton area most 
likely. I doubt whether you can get closer 
than that.' His money stays on Coleridge. 

'Some slate slab near Lorton! ' Any such 
notion is hotly rejected by Gifford. 'Peregrines 
nest in the open , kestrels in slots, but a raven 
builds very early in the year and likes an 
overhanging roof above its head for 
protection. You 'll always find it up on the 
first ledge under an overhang. No! 
Wordsworth is on steep rock here, with tufts 
of grass on it in the Scottish style! ' 

Nor was it an isolated instance , he 
reminds us. In Stephen Gill 's William 
Wordsworth, A Lifeanother nesting escapade 
is described, this time on Yewdale Crags in 
early 1783 when Wordsworth 's companions 
were John Benson, William and Fletcher 
Raincock, Edward Birkett, Tom Usher and 
Will Tyson. The young Benson became 
cragfast and terrified as he neared the nest, 
and had eventually to be hauled to safety by 
a local dry-stone waller and his son . 

'I think that clinches my case,' declares 
Gifford. 'And look at the detail in the Prelude 
climb , the quality of writing .. every single 
word counts! None of the emotional 
floppiness of Coleridge - this was a kid 
sticking his neck out, and much more sharply 
recalled . Wordsworth definitely made that 
climb , as he made others, and well before the 
Coleridge descent.' 

Man with a 
Vision 
Brummie Stokes is a firm believer in the 
redeeming power of adventure. As a 
lad in Birmingham, he found it impossible 
to keep out of trouble. Joyriding, fire
raising , break-ins - he'd tried them all 
and seemed well set on a path of 
escalating crime before he discovered 
first climbing , then the army, and a new 
purpose in life. These gave him the 
excitement he so badly needed, along 
with an appreciation of what teamwork 
and applied endeavour can achieve. 

Over the years Brummie 's 

"Right lad, if you want to get into the 
Iranian Embassy it's like this . .. " Brummie 
Stokes with (non-offending) pupil. 

adventure has cost him dear: toes to 
frostbite, a knee shot off in a Gulf 
skirmish , and three strokes on a 
mountain ... But he's been to the tops of 
McKinley and Everest, and to a good 
many other places most of us only dream 
about. In his own mind there is no 
doubt: he's been one of the lucky ones. 
Now he feels it time to put something 
back, to give other urban tearaways the 
chance of escape through adventure. 
His long term plan is to acquire a youth 
centre, a suitable building with simple 
facilities from which to run his own, 
highly personal courses in survival and 
self-discovery. That will cost money - in 
the region of £350,000, he estimates -
and an Appeal has been launched. 
Meanwhile, with no time to waste, Brum, 
his wife Lynn , and several ex-SAS 
colleagues are already introducing city 
youngsters to outdoor challenges , 
working from borrowed premises. In 
this , they have enjoyed the support of 
local businesses, a close liaison with 
Birmingham Police, Youth and Social 
Services, and donations from Children 
in Need. Next year, the plan is to take 
six young offenders , novice climbers , to 
the Tien Shan mountains to attempt the 
first British ascent of a modest peak. 

To keep the good work going 15 
sets of climbing equipment and clothing 
are desperately required. Donations (in 
cash or kind) will be gratefully received . 
If you can help, ring Brummie or Lynn 
Stokes on 0432-275446. · 
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Edited by Audrey Salkeld and Ed Douglas 

Broadcast Ne\Ns 
It seems as though if you want to watch 

climbing on TV, and there is a spookily 

growing band who do, then you have to 

live in Wales. Alun Hughes is well-known 

for his adventurous film-making for S4C, 

the Welsh-speaking version of Channel 

4, and now HTV have also taken an 

interest with their four-part series On 

The Edge, broadcast in January. The 

programmes were the work of producer 

and director Medwen Roberts and 
describe the history of the Welsh 

mountains in terms of mankind 's 

interaction with them. On The Edge 

hardly seems an apposite title for such 

a cultural gig , but there you go. 
The series was presented by writer 

and broadcaster J. Perrin and while half 

the job description may sound new to 

regular followers of Jim the Biro , then 

get used to it, because he's taking over 

the airwaves in the next few months. On 
The Edge contained some archive 

material of Joe Brown on ldwal 's Suicide 

Wall Original Route, interspersed with 

footage from a more modern repeat 

performance. Members of the Llanberis 

Set were struck by the resemblance of 

the youthful Brown's style with that of 

his natural inheritor Johnny Dawes and 

all the programmes touched on similar 
keynote performers from Welsh 

climbing. 

Perrin recently contributed to Radio 

4's Reading Aloud series , broadcast in 

March, and he returns to Radio 4 with a 

series on inter-war explorers in the 

summer. Subjects include Gino Watkins, 

Robert Byron , Perrin 's former 
biographical subject Menlove Edwards 

and a future one, Eric Shipton. Added to 

this considerable output and his usual 

Jim Curran - bringing action. 
Photo: Bernard Newman. 

journalism is his forthcoming biography 

of Don Whillans which has been long 

anticipated but now seems to be nearing 

completion , much to the relief of long

suffe ring publishers Hodder & 

Stoughton. 

Work has been delayed by Perrin 's 
defence of a libel action brought by film

maker and author Jim Curran over an 

article published in Climber& Hillwalker. 

The case seems likely to go to court in 

the near future. This is a sobering 

development , with considerable 

repercussions for the happy-go-lucky 
nature of climbing writing , and has left 

Perrin feeling, as he describes it, "very 

estranged from the climbing world. " He 

adds, "I have retreated into my hills and 
thrown in my lot with Welshness". 

New Photographic Award 
The Captain John Noel Award has been created to honour the p ioneer Everest 
photographer who died in 1989, and to encourage and recogn ize photographic 

exploration of today's mountain world. It wil l go to the young photographer (under 

30 at the date submissions are due) who, from a portfolio of twenty thematic images, 

can best convince the judges of his or her artistic insight, social and envi ronmental 

awareness, journalistic talent - and above all photographic innovation. 

The award, which carries a prize of $1,000, is being co-sponsored by the 

American-based mountain journal Summit and the Scientific Exploration Society, 
a Bri tish charity devoted to mounting and supporting exploratory expeditions (and 

parent body to the better-known Operation Raleigh). Its Chairman, Colonel John 

Blashford-Snell, will be a member of the judging panel. Others include Sandra 

Noel, daughter of Captain Noel; John Harlin Ill, editor of Summit, and his wife Adele 
Hammond, the magazine's Art Director. 

Closing date for this year's entries is July 1; an awards banquet will be held in 

London on November 20. Further details from SES, Expedition Base, Motcombe, 
Nr. Shaftesbury, Dorset SP? 9PB . 
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Reinhilde, 
the Ungiddy 
German mountaineer ReinhildeNatterer 

- known to her friends as 'Wilde Hilde' 

(Wild Hilda) - has worked as reporter, 

mountain photographer and occasional 

model . Recently she brought out a book 
of her adventures, which have included 

an ascent of the Walker Spur at the age 
of eighteen, and the Philipp-Flamm a 

year later. That was back in the mid

seventies. Last year Reinhilde went to 

the north side of Everest and popped up 

the North Col. Without a permit, she 

dared go no higher. Schwindelfrei, the 

title of her book, does not render 

comfortably into English; essentially it 

means 'Not given to bouts of giddiness'. 

Gosh Kosh! 
Darlings! Why have one belayer when you can have seven? No, not 
a new safety recommendation from the UIAA, but members of The 
Kosh, London's avant-garde contemporary dance group, 
performing Dinner Dance, an unusual new form of theatre 'beyond 
words' at the Lyric Theatre. It seems you can't do anything creative 
these days without getting into a full body harness and rock shoes. 
The 'performance' is all about love and sex in the kitchen and got 
positive if bewildered reviews. Bless them. 

[ Yes - I saw them at the Edinburgh Festival and they were brilliant! -
ac~ · 

,I 
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MC Motwani (1922 -1991) 
Two years ago, I received a request 
for information from the editor of 
The Indian Mountaineer which 
ended charming ly with 'warm 
regards and loves for your children'. 
My correspondent was invalid, he 
told me, confined to bed these past 
two years, from where he conducted 
al I his editorial duties. Should I find 
myself in New Delhi , he would make 
a point of rising, however, and 
personal ly conducting me around 
the Indian Mountaineer ing 
Federation's headquarters in New 
Delhi. How lwish lcouldhavetaken 
him up on the offer. 

With sadness I now learn of the 
death (from a stroke last September) 
of Mohanlal Chandanlal Motwani. 
At the age of 69, he passed away- so 
Harish Kapadia writes - 'as quietly 
as he had always lived ' 

Motwani produced the bi 
monthly Indian Mountaineeralmost 
single-handed, and had done so for 
the thirteen years since its inception. 
Before that , he was responsible for a 
se ri es of illustrated bu lletins 
recording the mou ntaineer ing 
activities of the famed Inda-Tibet 
Border Police (ITBP) These 
accounts were classi fied Secret, as 
they are still and their ci rculation 
has always been restricted, but they 
document some of the rarest parts 
of the Himalaya. They were extracted 
from soldiers who had li tt le interest 
in wri ting and needed considerable 
persuasion to tell of their adventures. 

Motwaniwas bornin 1922. He 
lost his father at an early age, but the 
family struggled to enable him to 
complete his schooling While 
working as a clerk at a British 
cantonment, he atten ded night 
college to obtain a Bachelor of Arts 
degree ; he also pub lished a 
collection of short sto ries, Caravan. 
This was in Karachi; with partition, 
he migrated in 1947 to Delhi, where 
after a spell without employment, he 
started from the bottom again as a 
clerk in the Intelligence Bureau. In 
1965 he was deputed to the ITB P, 
where he served ten years as 
Assistant Director. It was here that 
he developed his keen interest in 
mountains, marrying it with his love 
of literature to produce the ITBP 
Bulletins. 

Upon retirement he joined the 
Indian Mountaineering Federation 
as Administrative Officer and edited 
the Indian Mountaineer. Without 
his meticulous research into the 
dusty files at the IMF, the records of 
climbing in India would be very 
much poorer. He met many 
mountaineers, was well informed 
about the whole world of 
mountaineering, and always ready 
to share his knowledge. His savings 
all went on collecting books. He 
trave lled to Japan , but at heart 
remained a simple person of simple 
habits humility was a way of life for 
him. 
Audrey Salkeld 
(from biographical information 
supplied by Harish Kapadia) 
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Getting Out 
There 

Mark Miller. Photo: Bernard Newman. 

Even before Mark Miller returned from 
Masherbrum II last year, after leading 
the most successful guided climbing 
trip ever, there were dark murmurings 
of complaint. These centred on the 
height of the peak Miller's company, 
Out There Trekking , had claimed. It 
appears as 7200m in Jill Neale's tome 
and also in the American Alpine Journal , 
and the Italian expedition that did the 
first ascent in 1988 recorded it as being 
7200m. Members of the British 
Masherbrum expedition, in the area at 
the same time as Miller's trip, were less 
convinced , and reported looking down 
on the summit of Masherbrum II from 
less significant heights, estimating the 
mountain to be a 1 000m lower. There 
were also criticisms made of the 
expedition's funding that included a grant 
from the M.E.F., something which is not 
usually available to commercial trips 
and which Miller has been obliged to 
pay back. 

Maps of the area are notoriously 
inaccurate and without actually standing 
on top of the mountain with an altimeter, 
the exact height of Masherbrum 11 must 
remain a matter for contention . Miller, 
who was without an altimeter, himself 
agrees that 7200m is probably stretching . 
a point and that the height is nearer 
7000m , although this year 's OTT 
brochure is still advertising the mountain 
at its previously reported height. All of 

which detracts from what was an 
excellent achievement but also 
illustrates how commercial climbing 
expeditions raise the reputation stakes. 
As Miller says himself, "If somebody's 
slagging me, then somebody's slagging 
the business as well. " It's certainly true 
that amongst those criticising the 
Masherbrum II expedition is a director 
of another trekking agency, although 
most feel that the market has plenty of 
room for all the companies operating in 
Pakistan. 

Mark Miller is no stranger to 
challenging the establishment. He 
served what can only be described as a 
colourful apprenticeship , leaving 
Sheffield one winter in the early eighties 
to share a garbage collector's job in 
Chamonix with Sean Smith and Murray 
Laxton, who soon became known as 
the Alpine Binmen. They did winter 
ascents of the North East Spur of the 
Droites and the Supercouloir, before 
Miller embarked on a career in the 
Greater Ranges which can be loosely 
classified as unconventional and 
anarchic. 

It may seem surprising that such a 
free spirit should set up a trekking and 
climbing company but it has obviously 
been a longstanding ambition with Miller 
and he also obviously takes great 
pleasure in guiding clients. Yet starting 
the business needed a partner and it 
wasn 't until he met Andy Broom while 
working for Karakoram Experience that 

his plans began to crystallise. He 
describes their first year, 1989, as "pretty 
hopeless" but he was convinced that he 
was onto a winner. "I thought that there 
were now people who had exhausted a 
lot of companies ' itineraries and were 
looking for better objectives. They were 
qualified to go to big mountains. In the 
last ten years people have got richer 
and it's become possible ." And it is an 
expensive hobby. Out There Trekking 
are offering a trip to Nanga Parbat's 
South East Ridge in the autumn at a 
cost of £4495. 

Miller rejects suggestions that people 
paying to climb puts pressure on the 
guides for a successful outcome . 
"People want to get to the top and that's 
our main objective too. But when you go 
on a trip there are no guarantees, no 
contractual obligations. " He is also 
honest about what the various roles will 
be on the hill. "Can you really guide an 
8000m peak?" he argues . "Can 
anybody?" 

For this year they have produced a 
comprehensive and professional 
catalogue which reflects the company's 
rapid progress. They now have an agent 
in the US and are offering expeditions to 
Everest and Shishapangma in 1993. 
Miller has seen for himself the 
degradation of some areas of the 
Himalaya in the few years he's been 
visiting and says there 's no excuse for 
it. "I even saw stuff that people had left 
expedition tags on. " He is certainly an 
uncompromising man and responds 
perhaps a little too swiftly to criticism. 
But his passion and respect for the 
mountains can't be doubted. 

Captain Scott Film Award 
Boosts Memorial Fund 
The awards ceremony in Cardiff on February 18 for the Captain Scott Society/HTV 
Adventure Film Awards saw the launching of a memorial fund for Steve Hillen and Dave 
Tyson who died last summer while attempting a first ascent in the Karakoram. The film, 
The Attempt on Makrong Chhish, shot by the two climbers before their fatal accident in a 
crevasse won first prize from a panel of six judges which included Alun Hughes of Stone 
Monkey fame. The judges were particularly impressed by a sequence showing one of the 
lead climbers in a spindrift avalanche on their first summit attempt. 

The £1,000 prize money, together with a further £550 donated by HTV, is being used 
to supplement the £6 ,000 ~lready given to a memorial fund. Family and friends of Steve 
and Dave are hoping to raise £30,000 to be used in subsidising training and mountain 
safety courses for young and relatively inexperienced climbers making the transition from 
British rock climbing and Alpine summers to the rigours of the Greater Ranges and the Alps 
in winter. 

Donations to the Steve Hillen and Dave Tyson Memorial Trust may be made to the 
Midland Bank in Flint, Clwyd. The bank account number is 311285882 and the sort 
code is 40 2113. 
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People Profile 

Ar111ando Menocal 
Seit-confessed adrenalin junkie Armando 
Menocal seeks adventure in all its forms. 
The president of North America's Access 
Fund enjoys not only climbing but mountain 
running, cross country ski racing, extreme 
skiing, paragliding and something he calls 
'adventure swimming'. "Whenever I go to 
new areas," he explains, "I try to find exciting 
things to swim." But he has to admit defeat 
with the Bosporus: 'There were just too 
many boats in the water.' Despite these 
other thrills, Menocal still considers himself 
first and foremost a climber. 

Born and raised in Miami, he attended the 
University of Florida, then the George 
Washington University Law School in 
Washington DC, where he picked up the 
degree he now puts to good use at Public 
Advocates, a Californian public-interest, non
profit law firm that specializes in class actions 
on social, public and policy questions. 

Menocal's first climbing experience came 
on a weekend trip to Colorado where he and 
some friends scrambled up one of the 
thousands of Rocky Mountain peaks that 
relish in the name 'Baldy'. Inspired, he 
signed up for a climbing course, and on his 
first ever out-of-town climbing trip in 1969 
was introduced by Ted Hamm to first ascent 
fever. Together, they put up many short 
routes at Hetch-hetchy, on Kolana Rock. 'It 
was back in the days of pitons,' Menocal 
laughs. 'And all routes were 5.5, A 1.' 

He is a voracious traveller, having taken 
part in, or led, trips to India, Alaska, South 
America and Nepal, as well as Africa, for 
which he holds special affection. 'On Mount 
Kenya, we did a real qualiiy 29-pitch rock 
climb that had excellent rock at high altitude, 
and there was no one else on the entire 
mountain.' In Alaska he attempted the first 
ski traverse of the Kenai Peninsula, but got 
hammered by 'twelve days straight of 
storms'. 

Menocal even admits to visiting Smith 
Rocks in Oregon: 'We found a three-pitch 
5.9 with no bolts! Most people have no idea 
there are routes like that there.' 

A devout Tuolumne and Sierra Nevada 
climber, his favourite routes are long, high 
technical ones in the back country. 
Throughout the ?Os he was what he calls a 
'weekend warrior'; in the 80s he began to be 
involved in access issues. Menocal has been 
president of the Access Fund since its 
inception in 1985 asa branch of the American 
Alpine Club (at which time it was known as 
the Access Committee). In December 1990, 
newly-titled, it split from the AAC, and in its 
first year spent $150,000 on access problems 
and acquisitions. The present year's funding 
already sits at around $180,000. 

'We always hear that climbers are selfish 
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and don 't give anything, don't donate 
anything, but the Access Fund proves that 
just isn't so. All that money has come 
through donations,' Menocal says. 'I find 
that there isn't one week goes by that I don't 
get a letter or a phone call thanking the 
Access Fund. The climbing community really 
recognizes and supports what we do.' 

Among others who have recognized just 
how much Menocal (and the Access Fund) is 
doing for climbers is Roger Deaver, Director 
of Recreation for the Southwestern Region 
of the Forest Service (which covers Arizona, 
New Mexico, Oklahoma and the Texas 
grasslands). He says the American climbing 
community is lucky to have Menocal lobbying 
on their side. Deaver, although not the kind 
of person known to mostclimbers, is uniquely 
influential when it comes to matters of 
climbing and access. Recently he was part 
of a task force which brought together 
environmentalists, rangers, outfitters and 
several other groups to make 
recommendations on the use of wilderness 
lands within the US. Menocal and a colleague 
from the Access Fund were there to represent 
climbers. One question under review was 
the use of fixed anchors in wilderness areas; 
regional Forest Service personnel were trying 
to decide whether or not to remove them. 

Deaver: 'Armando was instrumental in 
putting together a good explanation of 
modern climbing techniques. His input was 
taken into account all the way through. If you 
don't have a good spokesperson for your 
activity, you can lose out on representation. 
I found the experience of working with the 
climbing community very rewarding, and I 
think it resulted in a win-win situation, rather 
than anybody losing out.' He attributed a lot 
of thatto the Access Fund, but particularly to 
Armando. 

The task force's recommendations, which 
are apparently being written into Wilderness 
law by the Forest Service, urge that climbers 
regulate themselves by allowing only a certain 
number of climbs within an area. Once that 
has been reached, no new routes can be 
added to that portion of the wilderness. In 
already over-developed areas, routes will be 
systematically removed until a reasonable 
number of climbs exist in one area. The 
recommendations require all interested 
parties -climbers and other wilderness users, 
and the wilderness administrators - to have 
a say on the question of fixed anchors. 

Tom Higgins, Menocal's occasional 
adversary on matters of climbing regulation 
(.especially in places like Yosemite National 
Park and Joshua Tree National Monument), 
is quick to concede how vital his work is in 
representing climbers. 'While I might agree 
in principal that climbers should regulate 

themselves, I think there are times and places 
where climbing regulations make a lot of 
sense. But I admire Menocal and what he's 
doing. He's excellent at focusing people on 
resource and access issues.' 

For his own part, Menocal is anxious to be 
seen as working on behalf of all climbers. 
'Our sport has always been a meritocracy,' 
he says. 'The people who climb the hardest 
routes are automatically given more credence 
when they decide to speak about climbing. 
That's not always been very sensible. We 
want the Access Fund to be an all-inclusive 
organization. We don't want to alienate 
people because of the style in which they 
climb, how hard they climb, or where they 
climb.' Access is tor everyone. 

Menocal lives now in the Bernal Heights 
neighbourhood of San Francisco. At 50 
(that's what he claims; he looks about 18), 
he is still climbing hard. Losing weight (in 
order to climb harder) has, he says wistfully, 
taken a toll on his favourite Sunday activity. 
He can no longer follow a day's climbing in 
Tuolumne with a swim the length of Lake 
Tenaya, 'I'm down to eight percent body tat 
now, and I can't handle the cold water.' 

Cameron Burns 

Anyone who wants can join the Access Fund by sending a 

donation (of any size over $1) to PO Box 67A25, Los 

Angeles CA 90067. A donatiofi of over $25 gets you an 

Access Fund T·Shirt, while $10 brings a decal. Access 

Notes, the Access ,und's quarterly newsletter, carries 

detailed information of current problems and events. 

Armando Menocal Ill - tireless 
campaigner tor access to wild 
places in USA. 
Photo: Bernard Newman. 
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Perspective _______________________________ _ 

So Who Gets The Climber•s 
Vote? 

With the season of hype and ill-will among politicians upon 

us, let's take a look at the promises, policies, and plain old 

pap that has gushed out during the over-long run up to the 

Election to see if there is anything on offer that might sway 

the floating mountaineer voter (who is , in all probability, a 

mythical being). Whenever the dread subject of politics 

has been raised amongst climbers , on long walk-ins or 

entombed in Alpine huts, the views of otherwise agreeable 

companions have never struck me as being 'middle of the 

road'. But since neither the Green Anarchists nor the 

Monday Club will actually be fielding candidates under 

those names and the Communist Party has voted itself out 

of existence, they will have to fish around in the mainstream. 

What will they find? 
The question put to me at the BMC's recent Access 

and Conservation Symposium was: "What will political 

parties do to help spread the load on National Parks by 

opening up more upland and crags?" As a long-term 

observer of our legislature in action I was tempted to 

reduce my contribution to just two words - "Bugger all". But 

it would not have been entirely fair. 

Like it or not politics impinges on just about all areas of 
our national life. Climbing and hill walking is no exception. 

Our playgrounds, the national parks, are the product of a 

1949 Act of Parliament - the National Parks and Access to 

the Countryside Act. Not even most politicians would claim 

responsibility for the continuing presence of the fells , and 
of course we would still presumably have access to National 

Trust land and the old commons. But without that legislation, 

areas like Lakeland and the Peak District would not have 

been developed in anywhere near as sympathetic and 

homogeneous a manner as they have, nor would we enjoy 

as much access. 

However it is the second part of that Act, the Access to 

the Countryside bit, which really concerns us now. That is 

the unfinished business which the manifestos of the political 

parties ought to address at the general election. 
The Hobhouse Committee, whose report formed the 

basis of the 1949 Act, actually recommended a public right 

of access to all open country. But this was too radical even 

for the architects of the welfare state. 

Professor Ron Edwards and his National Parks Review 

Panel concluded in their March 1991 report that 

circumstances had changed since 1949 and that with 

greater mobility, more visitors, and t~e economic importance 

of upland uses, a wholly unqualified rightto roam would be 

difficult to justify. Unfortunate phrases like "the economic 
importance of upland areas" are a gift to the feudalist 

grouse shooters in the Moorland Association. Nor is anyone 

actually calling for a "wholly unqualified" right to roam. 

So what is likely to be on offer? Let 's start with the 

Green Party, which lumps every policy its members have 

ever approved into a Manifesto for a Sustainable Society. 
It contains everything from the basic income scheme that 

will support your cottage weaving enterprise to neutrality 

and the legalisation of pot. 
"We", say the Greens "would open the whole 

countryside to access on foot provided that no-damage is 
done, care is taken not to injure or kill farm stock, wildlife 
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It's election year in 
Britain and the United 
States -a hyper-yawn, 
no doubt, tor those 
polishing their Egyptians 
on the local indoor wall 
or wrestling with Asian 
bureaucracy as they try 
to launch their latest 
Jaunt to the Himalaya. 
It's a sad tact that 
politicians do tend to run 
the country, however, 
and that at election time 
they are prone to 
promise anything to any 
minority group to win 
votes. 
Bearing this in mind, 
Mountain asked 
Stephen Goodwin, 
Westminster 
Correspondent with 
The Independent 
newspaper, to size up the 
various parties in the UK 
elections tosee what was 
on off et tor climbers and 
mountain users. 

is not disturbed and the privacy of those who live in the 
countryside is respected. " 

The Greens promise to extend national parks and 
create new ones - the North Pennines, South Downs, New 

Forest, Cambrian Mountains and lots in Scotland. Military 

use of national parks will not be tolerated. There are snags . 

The promised access to your nearest patch of countryside 

will probably be a necessity because carbon consuming , 

air polluting transport will be actively discouraged. My 

journeys to the Lakes or the Cornish cliffs from Kent could 
become prohibitively expensive. Imagine it, confined to 

peddling over to Harrisons Rocks or Bowles for the rest of 

your climbing days. 

But none of this Utopian Dream may come to pass. 
What then of the "grey parties", as the Greens term their 

opponents. Greyest of all is Labour, traditionally the party 

of heavy industry. But Labour have taken access on board 

in a big way. Within the first year or two of a Labour 

government or a secure Labour/Lib Dem coalition we 
could well see legislation to complete that unfinished 

business. Attempts by backbench Labour MPs to gain 

access to open moorland through Private Members' 

legislation stretch back for decades. Their argument has 

remained basically unchanged - this is the recreational 

space and fresh air that working men and women are 
entitled to . Not so many of them are escaping from dark 

satanic mills or pits but the word processor or Japanese 

assembly line can be just as deadening to the soul. 

David Clark, MP for South Shields , Red Roper Chris 
Smith , MP for Islington South, and Andrew Bennett, a 

bearded ex-gritstone climber from Denton and Reddish , 

have followed in this honourable tradition of launching and 

losing 'right to roam ' Bills. Clark and Smith are now close 

to the centre of influence. Clark is shadow minister for 
agriculture and Smith , mountaineer and Munroist, a well 

regarded shadow Treasury minister. 

But the era of access campaigning as a backbench 

issue could be over. It is on the Shadow Cabinet agenda 

and likely to figure in the manifesto. Access to the 

countryside is certainly highlighted in the party's policy 

documents with a promise the BMC and sundry pressure 

groups would undoubtedly keep pushing under the nose of 

any Labour government. 

The party's policy document Looking to the Future 

promises: "We will give people. the right of access to 

common and uncultivated land." The job of delivering it will 
probably fall to Ann Taylor, number two in the Labour 

environment team. When Taylor was fronting Labour's 

opposition to the legislation to privatise the water industry 

much of her ammunition came from David Beskine, legal 

eagle of the Ramblers ' Association. Grateful for any stick 

with which to beat the Government, Taylor made wholesale 
use of Beskine's briefings and as she read she assimilated 

the 'right to roam' case. 

Meanwhile Kate Ashbrook of the Open Spaces Society 
was hammering away at the Government to implement the 

recommendations of the Common Land Forum, particularly 

the one w,hich would ensure access on foot to all of the 1.')-, 
million acres of common land in England and Wales . Tha) 



campaign goes on. All this , together with Forestry 
Commission sales, the future of Mar Lodge, and the break 

up of the Nature Conservancy Council has been an 

education for the Labour front bench. Taylor even joined in 
the RA 's Forbidden Britain Day demonstration on 

Thurlstone Moor last September. 

Labour's detailed promises are spelt out in another 

document entitled An Earthly Chance. Once upon a time , 

before the marketing men moved in , it would have been 

labelled 'environment policy'. Under the sub-head 'Access 

to the countryside' it states: "We shall introduce a legal 

right of access to common land, mountain , moor and 

heath. We shall reverse the law of trespass by granting a 

general right to walk freely in the countryside on uncultivated 
land." 

Access to open country could be introduced in a Bill on 
its own, linked with common land reform, or form part of an 

omnibus environment Bill. It could even, if kept simple, be 

the subject of a Government-backed Private Member's 
Bill. One of the plus points put by Labour MPs in private is 

that access legislation makes no great demands on the 

public purse. It even has a flavour of redistribution about it, 

taking something, however abstract, from the landowners 

and giving it to Joe Public. It's almost socialism, though 

they don't mention the 'S' word much in the people's party 

these days.If this is starting to sound like Dave Cook then 
perhaps it is an appropriate point to mention military use of 

national parks, which the Review Panel concluded was 

"discordant, incongruous and inconsistent with park 

purposes". Labour would conduct a full-scale defence 

review and this could lead to withdrawal from at least one 

of the MoD's large training areas in the parks. And if the 
Army have not already granted climbers and Pembrokeshire 

coast path walkers access to Range West, a Labour MoD 

might inject sufficient political will to act. 

There is also a bit of television footage which can be 

used as moral blackmail against Labour. Shot on Bidean 

nam Bean, it is of the two Treasury munroists Smith and 
Smith - Chris Smith and his chief, the shadow Chancellor 

John Smith, who started knocking off his native 3,000ers 

after a heart attack nearly did the same for him. 

Chris Smith is doing a piece to camera for the rarely 

watched Parliament programme and talking about James 
Bryce, the radical MP who from 1884 introduced a series 

of unsuccessful Access to Mountains Bills. By his side, 
nodding approval at Bryce's vision , is the man who within 

weeks could be the next Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

James Bryce was an old Liberal and a good deal more 

committed to improving access to the hills than his current 

heirs seem to be. Time was when Liberals and mountaineers 

were hard to tell apart. In the 1960s and '70s, the archetypal 

Liberal had a bushy beard , a woolly hat and liked nothing 

more than singing folk songs with a pint of Thribbs 5X in his 

hand. Rather like a club meet in those days. 
But now the men in grey suits have taken over in the 

Liberal Democrats. Beards and sandals are out, and the 

party does not have an access policy worthy of the name 

- not that it ever did. It is, however, gathering ideas, 

including some from the BMC. Simon Hughes, the Lib 

Dem's environment spokesman, is working on a policy 

motion to go before the party's spring conference in 

Glasgow. 
The Lib Dems could be in coalition with Labour, so 

what they think about access is of some relevance . Their 

rural affairs and farm policy, A Thriving Countryside, 
states : "In general we favour the widest possible access to 

the countryside consistent with the protection of the natural , 

agricultural and social environments. " The Lib Dems 
"broadly support" Countryside Commission proposals on 

rights of way and "gaining the widest possible access to 

"What will poliflcal 
parties do to help 
spread the load on 
National Parks and 
open up more 
upland and 
crags?" - BMC. 
As a long-term 
observer of our 
legislature in 
action I was 
tempted to reduce 
my contnbution to 
just two words -
"Bugger all". 

open land, forestry and water - in cooperation , of course, 

with local farmers and communities". Woolly hats may be 
out of fashion for the Lib Dems, but with all that 'favouring 

in general ' and precious little commitment, woolly thinking 

is still fine for policy documents. 
A model motion drafted for Hughes by the Central 

Council of Physical Recreation, whose membership 

includes the BMC, supports a "presumption" that in open 

country people should be able to enjoy quiet recreation on 

foot , unless ... etc. Interestingly, and uniquely for a political 

party, this motion advocates the extension of the statutory 

definition of open country to include "caves , crags and 

outcrops". 
On offer from the Conservatives is basically more of 

the same. Successive junior environment ministers have 

argued that a right to roam is inappropriate to Britain , even 

if it suits others on the Continent. As with the single 

currency or social policy, the Government prefers to "opt

out". It pays lip service to the desire for greater access to 
the countryside but thinks this is best achieved on a 

"permissive" basis and through greater use of the existing 

rights of way network. This neatly passes the buck back to 

local authorities - though of course it may prove possible 
under one of Mr Major's plethora of charters to take action 

against councils that fail to maintain their path network. 

The Rights of Way Act piloted through the Commons 

a couple of years ago by Edward Leigh, then a backbencher, 

now a junior minister, gave councils a bit more clout in 

dealing with farmers who plough cross-field paths. But 

does this balance the 'Keep Out' signs that have gone up 

on some Forestry Commission land which has been sold 
off and the risk of the same on privatised water authority 

land? Forest sales , if not privatisation of the whole 

Commission, will undoubtedly continue under the Tories. 

Labour and the others say they would end sales and 

safeguard access on old water authority land. 

The Conservatives have promised to legislate to give 
all national parks the independence from local government 

now enjoyed by the Lake District and Peak parks. This was 

a key recommendation of the Review Panel and strongly 

urged by the BMC. Parks would then be able to concentrate 

on their own business free of wider county council 

constraints. 

Ministers could not stomach the panel 's 
recommendation of a general right of access to all park 

land by the year 2000, nor any major military retreat from 
national park training areas. No mention at all was made 

in January's Government response to the panel's report of 

access to common land. However the Range West 
campaigners may derive some comfort - at least for 

propaganda purposes - from ministers' wish to see more 

public "recreational use" of training areas allowed on days 

free of military activity. 

A national parks and common land Bill would be a 

logical combination. But the forum's scheme for commons 

was kicked into the long grass in the summer and ministers 
show no intention of retrieving it. It was , of course , a Tory 

manifesto commitment in 1987 to legislate along the lines 

recommended by the forum , but that was before the 
formation of the Moorland Association. 

The Association 's stated objective is to conserve the 

heather moorland "for the lasting benefit of those entitled 
to enjoy it". That is, it seems, the 150 grouse moor owners 

who make up the association . These same forces of 

reaction would no doubt oppose any attempt by Labour or 

a coalitio,n to introduce just about any access legislation. 

But remember the opposition parties are also committed to 
reforming the House of Lords. How sweet it would be if the 
land.owners ' fight to keep common folk off their open land 

was to usher in Nemesis for their noble kinsmen. 
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This spring sees the publication 
of Himalayan Climber by Doug 
Scott, the latest large format 
autobio-picture book from Ken 
Wilson and Diadem. At first 

glance a companion volume to 
Chris Bonington Mountaineer, 
the similarity is only skin deep as 
the two characters are widely 
perceived as being at opposite 
ends of the professional 

. . 
mounta1neenng spectrum. 
Bonington urbane and business

like, Scott the unruly hippy: 
egalitarian to a fault, humanist, 
mystic. 
Mountain hacks Ed Douglas 
and Victor Saunders managed 
to pin Doug down recently and 
sound him out on a few aspects 
of his incredibly full 
mountaineering life before he 
jetted off on another jaunt, this 
time to Patagonia ... 

All Photos: Doug Scott Collection from Himalayan Mountaineer. 

Inyourearlyyears,did you learn much from Don Whil/ans? 

How to pace yourself. What I realised was that it 
didn't do you any good to go rushing about. Don 
paced himself so well. He used to spend lots of time 
tinkering with gear in the tent. He developed a 
special mask, like a diver's helmet, for use with 
oxygen. It was very heavy and he'd be whittling 
away at it with a penknife. He'd pick up a hammer 
and dream up something like the Whammer. But 
then he hasn't really got the recognition for the gear 
he did develop. He was the first to come up with the 
sit harness, neoprene overboots, the one-piece 
windsuit, the box tent. 

Of course there's the ston; of how Bonington went 011 

cooking strike with Don to try to force him to start helping 
and after two days he said, "It's no good Chris,Iknowwhat 
yer up to and it won't work." 

Above: Doug Scott leading The Sloth, Don Whit/ans 's classic "HVS" at the Staffordshire 
Roaches in 1968. Below: The Aiguilles de Sisse, Korizo Pass, Chad in 1964. 
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Groups: Top: Members of the 
1971 Baffin Island Expedition. 
L -R: Steve Smith, Ray Gilles, 
Dennis Hennek, Guy Lee, Phil 
Koch, Scott, Rob Wood. 
Above: Nuptse Base Camp 
1979. Scott plays with the 
children while Brian Hall sleeps 
and Al Rouse and Nena Holguin 
listen to the radio. 
Opposite Page: The 600m prow 
of Mount Friga's West Pillar. 
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I tried that with Tasker once. He never did anything 
either. 

On K2 in 1983, Steve Sustad said he felt ostracised bemuse 
Roger Baxter-Jones told him he didn't think he was K2 
material. Was that the kind of attitude around at that time? 

Roger was a hard man 

those two, when it came to ego and all that stuff. They 
weren't out to prove anything, they were just into the 
climbing. Whereas Joe ... I always felt like I was in the 
way of his ambitions. He got the recognition he 
deserved. 

Has recog11itio11 ever driven you? 

I can't think anybody can honestly say they don't like 
any of it, even Dick (Renshaw), possibly, likes to see 
a little bit. But then with Chris (Bonington) it's a 
different thing again. I think his need for publicity 
isn't for the sake of recognition but to help him raise 
expedition funds and for his own financial security. 
It's a job. If I'm on tour lecturing, and they want me 
to go on TV then my audiences go up. People think 
you must be worth listening to if you've been on the 
telly. 

You used to say that taking women 011 trips was 11 
humanising influence. Do you still believe that? 

Yes. Provided that the women aren't trying to be 
more like men than women. But if you want the 
ultimate trip then Makalu in 1980 has to be it, or 
Nuptse in 1979 before Al (Rouse) changed. 

What do you mean by 'changed'? 

In '79 we got on really well, it was a brilliant trip. 
When I climbed with him again in 1983 on K2 he was 
a different man. In the meantime he'd had all this 
trouble with the Kongur team, been dumped from 
the Everest trip. He got permission forthatexpedition 
and was then dropped. Boardman once told me that 
ever since he was a lad he felt competitive toward 
him. Pete always aspired to be a good rock-climber 
but was obviously too big. He said he felt jealous 
about Al. I don't think he ever lost that. He was one 
of the main people for having Chris dump Al from 
the Everest trip. Chris was an innocent in all that. 

Howsuccessfulw11sC/imbForThe World in youropinion? 

Amazing. Full marks to Ed (Drummond). Somebody 
up there must have been feeling sympathetic to the 
project to allow all the teams to get to the summit. I 
think there was a lot of good feeling on it. For me 
personally, it was very good to be climbing there 
with Karma, the fourteen year old from Tibet, and 
Sharu. 

then, on those trips. It 
had rubbed off from 
Alex (MacIntyre) the 
year before on 

' Shishapangma, when I 
was making a case for 

With Joe[Tasker}I always felt like I was in the way 
of his ambitions. 

Nick and Elaine to be given time to acclimatise, and 
Alex was saying that they should go down 
straightaway, although I felt that in a few days they 
would have seen that for themselves. 

Do you spend a lot of time getting the right people for trips 
or do you just climb with the people you're friends with at 
that moment? 

The best trips I've ever been on were those with 
Roger and Georges (Bettembourg). That trip to 
Makalu in 1980 was the best. They were big guys 

Had you been to the Eiger before? 

No. I'd never been closer than Chamonix. 

Do you see yourself doing more things like that? You'd 
never convert your interest in the Himalayan environment 
into raising people's consciousness? 

I still think it was a good idea but somehow the 
message has got confused. It's not getting over to the 
public or to the media like it might have done. I think 
Ed does confuse people with too much symbolism: 





More Groups. Top: Scott with 
Guy Lee and Dennis Henneck 
before the 1971 ascent of The 
Nose (A5 - no bolts) on Strone 
Ulladale. 
Above: With Dick Renshaw 
(left), Pete Boardman and Joe 
Tasker during the approach to 
K2 in 1980. 
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He was trying to do too much. I think the best thing 
is to confine things like that to raising money for 
specific environmental projects in the mountains, 
since it's Climb For The World. The Askole water
pipe for example - that could have been completed 

, and done obvious good. People should find the 
symbolism in it for themselves without having it 
spelt out all the time. 

How do you assess the impact of increasing numbers of 
visitors on the high 111011ntain environment? 

Tourism is just as exhaustive as the petroleum 
industry. The observer will always change the subject 
of his observations by just being there. People don't 
actively want to destroy these places, they just happen 
to end up doing it anyway. 

But there's·a big problem with that. Where do you draw the 
line? How do you tell one person that they can go and ten 

others they can't? 

I'm an interventionist, when it comes to people 
organising themselves. I don' t think you can leave it 
to market forces. In Kathmandu there are an unlimited 
number of trekking agencies, over 200, and there are 
only a limited amount of trekkers that want to use 
them. So agents will approach trekkers and offer 
them a cheap price with the net result that the agent 
gives his sirdar less money to hire porters and there's 
money being ripped off all the time as well, so it's the 
poor porters at the bottom of the pile who end up 
with very little. Only 10% of the quoted price goes to 
the Nepalese. If a trekking agent produces a brochure 
and puts his prices at say £2000, only £200 is going on 
wages in Nepal. 

Would you like to see a system like that ir. Bhutan operated 
in Nepal? 



I think it should be more like Pakistan, really. There 
should be a minimum wage for a porter. And there 
ought to be a minimum quote a trekking agent can 
give in Kathmandu. It's a negative side of the market 
economy that ends up with total exploitation. In 
Pakistan, every porter knows what he's due for and 
it works very well. I also think they should be paid a 
lot more for the crafts they produce. 

How do you view the interaction of cultures? Or 
rather, the effect western tourists inevitably have 011 

a culture that is still developing? 

Would you like to have Americans knocking on your 
door, or looking round your house or camping in the 
bloody garden? Has anyone got the right to stop 
people going climbing or visiting a country? I'm 
suggesting we should think about doing just that 
where the numbers make it impossible to find the 
experience that everybody was going there for in the 

first place. What I saw in Makalu in 1988 after going 
there all those years in the seven ties and ear I y eighties 
and having the mountains to yourself showed that 
the cult of the 8000m peak had suddenly hit the 
Continent, through Messner, and climbers there were 
hooked on as doing as many as they could. 
So in 1988 there were fifty climbers from seven 
different countries all on one route. It was no longer 
the experience it had been for me to be there. It 
changed from being a village atmosphere, where 
there was maybe one other expedition, to a city 
atmosphere, where you shrink back into yourselves 
and, as happened on one occasion, literally pass by 
on the other side of the street from someone who was 
in dire straits. Carlos, a Mexican climber was lying 
there semi-delirious high on the mountain, and two 
Poles would not offer him assistance because they 
were gung-ho to get to the summit. Only one Pole 
came back from that which shows-you a bit more of 
their way of thinking. Can you imagine coming back 

Above: Makalu 1980. Georges 
Bettembourg and Scott carefully 
descending the steepest section 
of thew South East Ridge in a 
vortex of wind and spindrift on 
the eighth day. 
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from the mountain to his frienc;is and relations and 
saying I'm sorry but I don't know what happened to 
him. Luckily there was a Spanish team who were less 
driven. They found him unconscious and carried 
him back to the Makalu Law here he began to recover. 

How has this state of affairs come about? Did it start with 
the race for the 8000m peaks? 

Yes. I think so, but in practical terms it was down to 
the Nepalese Ministry of Tourism taking away all the 
restrictions on access. You no longer have to wait 
your turn as in the good old days. 

But the other side of the coin is that people are genuinely 
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interested in what makes people like you tick. You're 
outside their experience and they want to understand that. . 
How do you go about giving that sort of information 
without turning it into a media generated extravaganza? 

If you compare Voytek Kurtyka's approach to 
climbing and Messner's, they're quite different. 
Messner had the ultimate goal tobe the first up all the 
8K peaks and he channelled all his energy to that end, 
whereas Voytek has gone to peaks that were 
intrinsically interesting to him. The West Face of 
Gasherbrum was a magnificent effort on Voytek's 
and Robert Schauer's part, probably one of the most 
important climbs ever done in the Himalciya, but it's 
a mountain that hardly anybody goes to because it's 

Above: The magnificent prospect 
of Makalu seen from the Nuptse 
ridge. 
Right: The famous shot of Doug 
sporting a broken leg in the 
snow hole below the Ogre in 
1977. 



a few metres below 8000. 

You have thirty year's experience of these places. Do you 
feel any sense of responsibility for them? 

The trouble with climbers is that they don't have the 
time or the inclination to get organised and if they did 
they'd probably end up looking like the people they 
were trying to criticise. Logic;ally you can see the 
BMC as suspect. Every club has one person who is a 
committee type and enjoys organising the rest of the 
lads. He will go off to the area conference and meet 
similar types and they go to the regional committee 
and all you get is a large group of committee people 
getting a long way from climbing. These types, who 

Above: Scott leading in the summit gulley of Mount 
Waddington in 1977. 
are tailor-made for bureaucracy, then start talking to 
other bureaucracies like National Parks or water 
authorities and they all make compromises. That's 
why I'm suspicious. 

Chris Bonington has been doing a lot of work for 
environmental campaigns like Tourism Concern. You 
wouldn't do anything like that? 

I've never been a committee man myself. I prefer to 
stand outside things. I was asked to bea Vice President 
of the BMC once, but I thought I'd rather stay out of 
it and watch what goes on from a distance. I've never 
had the time or inclination to get involved with the 
nitty-gritty. I haven't got Chris's energy for that, 
although I have attended various international 
conferences in North America, India and Japan. 

So working on the book with Ken Wilson, who is 
somebody that thrives on the nitty-gritty, must have been 
interesting. 

My view on working with Ken is that if I can get my 
ideas through to him, I can get through to anybody. 
He puts you on the spot which forces you to think 
things out very clearly, especially on the metaphysical 
side of life. I think he now understands better the 
whole idea of an intuitive awareness being the best 
tool for survival. It was good for me to go through 
that process. 

Did you enjoy doing the book, did you like casting your 
mind back over your career, or was it just a project? 

I wrote around 40,000 words to start with, and it was 
a bit painful to watch all my profundities being cut 
out for photos or for what Ken thought important; 
like descriptions of the routes. It's like a guidebook to 
my climbing, really. What saved the day was Hodder 
and Stoughton asking me to do a full autobiography, 
so I console myself with that opportunity. 
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Jsle of Glass 

Three greasy butcher birds circle through the 
bruised and troubled air of this cankered bluff, 
wheeling fast dark rings through the thicksome bloats 
of smoke that sprang animated from mah reefer. For 
too long now the awning to this mount had been 
clean and blue, but as ah succumbed to the fume
essence, by God it roared, it thundered, it did. From 
where ah lay the clouds looked prime-evil, belching 
forth great faceless phantasms that curled and died 
like hell raised beasts. The taut membrane of the 
firmament was riven by a divine refulgent bolt, and 
spewed forth its burden. Corrupt and putrid and 
unrecanting, it came in fremitus slashes of bilge and 
bile, as if all the sewers of hell had been vomited in a 
black and furious torment down upon the rock and 
the earth. 

And while ah was sucked upon by the gums of 
this toothless nightmare, the butcher birds still 
winged, still wheeled, only closer, sly scavengers, 
birds of corruption. They shadowed mah entire 
"dreaming", harbingers of the torments that sore , 
pricked mah conscience. And as ah had been raped 
by the vagaries of mah lover, so the butch~r birds 
exposed the skeletons of mah cupboard and impaled 
them, for all to see, upon the thorns of their pantry 
bush. 

But as ah drifted back, back through the sordid 
annals of mah trip, as ah felt the drugged air draining 
from mah body, ah perceived the air to shift slightly, 
as if stirred by some hoary zephyr, and ah think ah 
saw from the forbidden contours of mah mind's eye, 
the vague umbrage of some diaphanous shoreline, 
immersed in a cobalt haze. Ah gulped the ozone 
through mah lungs, ah felt the spume upon mah 
visage, and as ah set one wraith foot after the other 
upon this isle of glass, ah vanquished mah nightmare, 
leaving it to slobber upon mah abandoned husk. 
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Above Left: The Diamond:/- Diamond Life (E4 6a), Boydon, Harrison; 2-Ace of Diamonds /E5 6a) Boydon, Harrison, 3-Wild Heart /E5 5c,6b), 
Boydon, Harrison, Cardy; 4- Watching the Ocean (E6 6a.6a) Gibson. Ward; 5- Widespread Ocean of Fear /E4 5c, 6a) Gibson, Beetles/one; 6- Smear 
No Fear /E5 6a Sc) Gibson. Ward.Hudson, Whalley, 1- Smear or Disappear (E5 6a. Sc) Gibson, Beetles/one; 8- Coast to Coast /E4 6a) Hamson, 
Cardy. Boydon, Wilkie. Above Right: The Parthenos: 9-Cithaeron (E4 6a) Gibson, Ward; 10- Ex-Cathedra /E6 6a) D. Thomas. White, 11- Too 
Precious (E6 6b) Gibson, Ward: 12- Earthsea Tntogy II /E6 6b) White. Thomas. 

THE TEMPEST [Meanwhile the passengers cower in a lean-to 011 

I remember my first odyssey toward this the sen-washed deck of the tank bay. A monstrous 
enchanted spit of unyielding corundum with wave crashes over the tailgate sending n wall of 
trepidation. As I recall it began with the death aqueous mayhem toward the unwitting herd.] 
of an owl, an odious portent, and descended "Now would I give a thousand furlongs 
into the shades below. of sea for an acre of barren ground, long 

[Scene: On 11 Royal Marine tank landing craft in 
the Bristol Channel. A tempestuous noise of 
thunder and lightning heard.] 

[Enter a Commander and 11 Bosun severally] 
Com. Bosun! 
Bos. Aye, Skipper!!! 

heath, brown furze, anything. The wills above 
be done! but I would fain die a dry death." 
The Tempest 

By some miracle we came about, and 
surfed upon monstrous seas to the safe haven 
of Bideford. It was a good while before I 
braved a further, bitter chance of failure. Thus 
armed with more conviction than good sense, 

Com. Raise the crew, quick, 
ourselves aground. [Exit] 

or we'll run I was once more cast afloat, cast upon the evil 

[Enter the passengers (fourteen of Her Majesty's 
finest and four woefully scared civvies) singly to 
the cockpit.] 

Com. Make your mark upon this parchment 
good sir, make haste!! 1 

Civ. What of it? 
Com. 'Tis some form of indemnity, if thou art 
lost in this maelstrom or some such misfortune 
should overtake thee, we shall not be held to 
account. 
Civ. But ... 111 

Com. Bosun,methinkstourguestneedshelp. 

[Cockpit hatch thrown open and civvy dangled by 
heel over side.] 
Com. Hast thou come to thy senses wretch? 
Civ. (Nods with wild eyes) What's ado1?! 
Bos. The gale we set off in has become a 
typhoon, she's lost two o' the three engines, 
won't answer the helm and shipping water 
faster than the bilges can cope. 
Civ. Why don't we go back? (pleading, nay 
beseeching forsooth!) 
Com. [Deranged] Never, death before 
dishonour, Lundy or bust ... 

Opposite Left: Steve Boydon on the first ascent 
of Bosch Street Kids (E5 6a) Heron lawn, 
Lundy. Photo: Paul Harrison. 

winds of that inhospitable channel. The 
"Oldenburg" cut a noble swathe, true and 
bold, through the serried scuds of the ashen 
Atlantic greyness. Hour upon hour, furlong 
upon furlong, away from the mainland 
toward an invisible eyot. But soft, the vile 
leadencloudslifted toreveala bay of millpond 
calmness and the isle's eastern shoulder, 
choked in violent green foliage, coming down 
hard against a mean, spartan, boulder beach. 

My first footfall was an ache, a longing 
relieved. The tumescent clouds were scourged 
from the sky, revealing an infinite blue, 
cloudless and warm, where the sun spun 
aloft, an erumpent orb of balling glory. 

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM 
I had long been aware of the climbing potential 
of this fierce spit of ruggedness, but I was 
unprepared for the riches cast so generously 
upon its western flank. My first evening's 
promenade took me to the Devils Limekiln, 
appearing on the southern headland like the 
monstrous blowhole of some mythical 
beached whale. Unholy and inhospitable, I 
imagined it filled with the cacophonous 
wailing of a million lost souls flagellated upon 
the Exorcist (E3 Sb), or paying some other 
hellish penance on the Antichrist (E6 6a). I 
descended into the abyss. Guarding the 
entrance to its labyrinthine bowels soared a 
burnished sheet of granite, glowing like beaten 
bronze in the embers of the dying day's 

refulgence. This was Oberon's domain, his 
passage marked by O/ympica (ES 6a), 
Wildcountry (E4 Sc) and The Golden Gate (E3 
6a), immaculate and uncompromised. 

Continuing my now northerly 
peregrinations, I came to rest a top Black Crag. 
I stared at the intense darkness of this 
uniformly smooth, almost machined edifice, 
attempting to fathom the inky luminosity of 
its thickening shadows. Black flakes upon 
black ribs and darkly etched cracks. An inner 
voice whispered, "Its full of stars," a cosmic 
gateway to other dimensions. Future lines on 
a futuristic wall, for future generations. The 
harsh reality was that it was pockmarked 
with bolts. Here lay the work of Puck, Mexico 
Speaks (E7 6c), Mayan Skies (E6 6b), The Colour 
Of Life (E6 6b), Emergency Ward Ten (E6 6b). 
He had been busy . 

I turned my back on the now impenetrable 
gloom, lighting upon the hulking buttress of 
Two Legged. A crazy wall hung off the 
"sinister" side of the Zawn, draped in 
outlandishly overhung groove and cracklines. 
It was here that Amis Strapcans had felt a 
need to Bleed for Speed (E2 Sc) and where Dave 
Thomas unearthed the much vaunted gems 
of Voyage of the Acolyte (E6 6b), The Grail Trail 
(ES 6a), Arc of the Covenant (E6 6b) and The 
Quest (E6 6c), poetic lines all. And there 
suspended in the still cloak of the deepening 
night was "the" line. A mean slash of virgin 
vertiginousness, guarded by slick walls and a 
moat of rockpools, the mother of all grooves, 
The Dogs Bollocks (E66b). I was spent. I hobbled 
back to the Marisco, shins barked and chafed, 
bitten to death by bracken fly. I needed my 
'shine, I needed it bad. 

A stiff breeze added a bite to this crisp 
IndianSummer'sdawn,asistumbled through 
the bracken and the furze to the top of Wolfman 
/nck(E2Sc) and Alpine Buttress. White-horses 
danced at the foot of them both, sol continued 
to hug the top of the cliffline arriving 
eventually at the precipitous delineation of 
Landing Craft Bay. On the far northern 
peninsula could be seen an old Napoleonic 
battery, a grim reminder of the days of yore, 
yet basking beneath this slumbering leviathan 
lay the pearl of the Flying Buttress. Historic 
classics abound here from the original Flying 
Buttress (VD), Diamond Solitaire (VS) and 
Double Diamond (HVS), to the modern 
testpieces of Flying the Colours (ES 6a) and 
Brinkman' s Ship (E6 6a). A furtive glance at the 
northern side of the stack yielded my first 
addition. Gripped in the teeth of a southerly 
gale and lashed by airborne spume Dave T 
and I gamely fought with a stiff overhanging 
finger crack and seemingly hold less headwall 
to summit upon The Flying Dutchman (E7 6c). 
More "shine" later and a well deserved slice 
of fudge cake brought on the wanderlust 
again. Up past the Devil's Chimney area, 
with more Littlejohn adventures than you 
could shake a stick at, landed me at The 
Devil's Slide. As far as my eyes could see in 
either direction lay sunkissed granite of 
breathtaking splendour. Seals lounged in the 
becalmed evening waters, while their 
sirenesque song echoed plaintively off the 
surrounding zawn walls. To the south I could 
jµstpickoutthestunningroof and upper wall 
of the Promised Land (E3 Sc) and the tor atop 
The Parthenos with its attendant classics of 
Mal De Mer (E4 6a), Earthsea Trilogi;: II (E6 6b), 
Ex Cathedra (E6 6a), Too Precious (E6 6b) and 
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Above: Mark Bartley on Milky 
Way(E3 5c). 
Photo: Simon Cardy. 
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Cithaeron (E4 6a). The vicious slash of Deep Zawn cut 
dark and deep into the greatwhaleback of the island. 
From the hushed reverential voices I'd heard . 
emanating from the candlelit corners of the Marisco 
I knew that the routes it contained, Antiworlds, Play 
Genetics and Supernova, all hard E4' s, had an aura and 
a quality to match their fearsome setting. Beneath me 
the slide plunged in a magnificent sweep of russet 

' and gold streaks to the phosphorescent sea, four 
hundred feet below. 

As the evening golds began to redden, I traversed 
a tussocky hollow, animated by a riot of vivid magenta 
and lemon yellows radiating from the waterlogged 
sun, now sinking beneath the ocean like a big bald 
head. The deepening shadows blued toindigo,leaked, 
burst then exploded across the slope, extinguishing 
the fluorescent greens of the lemon grass. Still reeling · 
from Nature's own "Fantasia" I came to an abrupt 
halt in front of The Diamond. Never had I imagined 
a wall of such austere majesty. Erupting from the 
boulder beach, it stabbed at the sky like a huge 
bronzed tusk. The lines meandered like golden paths 
scythed through a sea of Iichen: A Widespread Ocean 
of Fear (ES 6a), Watching the Ocean (E6 6b), Chase the 

Ace (ES 6b), Wild at Heart (ES 6b) and Ace of Diamonds 
(ES 6a). I looked about me, Controlled Burning (E3 Sc) 
leapt into view, before it The Fortress and behind 
Phantom Zawn. Walls, faces, aretes, zawns, overhangs 
all beckoned, some climbed the rest. . . God, the beer 
tasted good that night! 

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOT.HING 
Neil didn' t know what to expect. Neither did I 

when it came to the first pitch. Gaining the suspended 
beam of granite seemed audacious enough let alone 
traversing it. A fixed nut and a jumar later found my 
quaking limbs vibrating at just the right frequency to 
set the whole beam oscillating. Seventy downward 
sloping feet had me reliving my pathetically short life 

. several times over. What had proved relatively 
straightforward climbing, let's call it the plateau 
phase, climaxed with an abrupt change of angles, 
heart rate and life expect-urgency. Launching out 
across the remainder of the roof took an act of faith 
tantamount to a rebirth. That could have been 
something to do with the labial-like groove that spat 
my lactiQ wracked foetus onto the belay ledge, where. 
a swift whack to my buttocks brought a great wailing 



scream of breath back to my starving lungs, along with 
an instant desire for a dry pair of diapers and a nipple to 
suck on.Neil wasn't happy. What followed would have 
raised gooseflesh on the dead. His passage through the 
false night of the roof was marked only by a rising 
stream of invective, that had even my travailed 
sensibilities blushing. The veins were the first thing 
around the lip, wild bloodshoteyesandasetofgnashing 
teethanyrabiddog'dbeproudof.Helaybeachedonthe 
ledge and in between ragged breaths malevolently 
wheezed, "You'd better get up this next pitch, 'cause 
there's no fucking way I am ever, ever going to do that 
bitch of a pitch again!!!" So girding my still soggy loins 
(. .. my kingdom for a dry nappy), I climbed the 
immaculate groove, wall and roof above with all the 
grace, style and aplomb of a stuck pig, but there was no 
way I was coming off. I had a hound from hell howling 
for a flash and the wrath of a Foster crossed was more 
formidable than that of a lover spurned. I had no 
intention of being the victim of "une crime passionelle". 

The stars were winking in the balmy summer 
heavens as Neil topped out of Araucaria (E6 6a,6c) in a 
flush of near boyish enthusiasm. His change of mood 
was profound, from near psychotic to almost post-

coital. We sprawled across the spongy tussocks, eyes 
cast seaward to the far horizon where the evening's 
glow had ebbed to a dusky umber and a mackerel sky 
hung like a haze of wood smoke. 

LOVE'S LABOURS LOST? 
I shall make no bones about my part in the climbing 

history of Lundy. The triflings that have trickled from 
my limited vision would no more inspire a second 
glance than a spent cone casually ground into this 
Arapilesian dust. But, for my sins, I have lurked upon 
the periphery and watched (a less poetic Caliban) and 
now that I'm on the other side of this corrupt Globe, in 
Paradise, it gives me little pleasure to reveal that all has 
not been sweetness and light on that enchanted spit. It's 
a sad indichnent of British and indeed world climbing 
that the bolting on the granite sea cliffs of Lundy (and 
Comwall)isasadvancedasitis.Isupposeyoucouldsay 
that it all began with Mr Patti's Satanic Slip. A pathetic 
go lot for a belay was all it took to unleash tht;} floodgates 
of hell and Gibson's Demons of Hilti (E6 6b), came 
flooding in. We'vemadeamendsin part,freeing the odd 
route of their metalmen, but there rematn many more of 
these infertile metal seeds neutering the mother rock. 

Above: Neil Foster on the superb 
Wolfman Jack (E3 Sc). 
Photo: John Houlihan. 
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Leaving Britain on a dull, early December day is an 
inherently sensible thing to do, especially if your 
destination is in the southern hemisphere. Not only 
do you avoid the mental, physical and financial self 
destruction of the Festive Season, you also catch 
another summer. 
Hanika, a Dutch traveller who had approached us a 
few weeks previously wanting to accompany our 
little adventure, met me at Heathrow. The others 
(Noel Craine, Paul Pritchard, Sean Smith).had flown 
out a couple of days earlier to clear some gear through 
customs and make travel arrangements. After re
packing the gear, taking great care to put the heaviest 
items in our hand luggage, we bullshitted the 
overweight bags through the check-in and were off. 
The plane landed to a gorgeous Santiago early 
summer's day. I psyched myself up for the usual 
third (turd) world airport hassles as we collected our 
bags. I ~as quite ready to face the onslaught of 
beggars and taxi drivers as we left the building. The 
reality was quite different: Paul waiting to meet us 
and the relaxed smiling locals going about their 
business not bothering anyone. The bus journey into 
Santiago further strengthened my rapid reappraisal 
of Chile and Chileans. 
The others had penJ few problems doing the chores. 
The customs had been dealt with in a couple of hours, 
a simpleforqi.ality. (On the Indian sub:continent this 
procedure takes af least_ a -day o /head 

thumping)." Thus only four hours after arriving we 
were all on a train bound for Puerto Montt. 
The train journey was tediously slow, but the views 
of Chile's central valley and lake district were superb. 
Buskers on pan pipes and guitars provided enjoyable 
entertainment and life took on a hol,iday-like 
atmosphere as several cartons of excellent local wine 
were consumed. The Chileans all seemed to be 
enjoying themselves as well (perhaps as a result of 
their new-found freedom?) and a fatal accident 
involving someone walking on the railway track did 
little to dampen people's ·spirits. In fact the event 
simply provided an opportunity for people to get off · 
the train to break dance and play football. 
Our first major hiccup occurred in Puerto Montt, 
where we hoped to catch a boat to the south of the 
country. After a few enquiries we were informed the 

. boat wasn't t~king passengers for another month. 
Out went our romantic notions of sailing through the 
Chilean fjordland as we settled for the 32 hour bus 
journey to Punta Arenas. After crossing the Andes 
into Argentina the journey across thousands of 
kilometres of pampas became monotonous. 
Somewhat relieved we arrived in the Southern 
Chilean part of Punta Arenas. Another short bus 
journey took us to Puerto Natales, gateway to the 
Parque National Torres Del Paine. 
The shopping done, we caught an early bus into the 
_pa~k~getting off at Laguna Ama_rga -a beautiful spot 



Above: Shades of Annapurna. 
The Author jumaring above the 
porta-ledges at one-third height. 
Photo: Noel Craine. 
Below: Noel Craine free climbing 
at the start of the Scoop. Photo: 
Paul Pritchard. 
Opposite Page Right: Paul 
Pritchard continuing the 
magnificent Scoop - A4 climbing 
at half way on the route. 
Photo: Noel Craine. 
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with incredible views of the Towers. Here we met 
Pepe who, we were told, would help us to get our 
gear up to the Base Camp. 
Pepe was something of a twentieth century refugee, 
making a modest living hiring his horses and services 
to expeditions and trekkers in the area. He was busy 
building himself a small hut away from the main 
Estancia as he didn' t like the guest house that was 
being built there.We spent the evening in his company 
along with a couple of Americans who had just 
completed a new route on the South Face of the 
Central Tower. They were celebrating their success 
so the wine and bullshit flowed freely all evening, 
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although we did p ick up some valuable information. 
The evening ended with Eric ( one of the Americans), 
shortly before he lost consciousness, advising us over 
and over again to "kick ass"! 
The following day had us toiling up a steep beech 
lined valley to the Canpamento Torres which was to 
be our base camp/home for the next few weeks. 
Some considerate Italians had built three very 
habitable huts and this combined with an abundance 
of dead wood to burn made the base camp very 
civilised indeed. 
We set to work the day after, taking a walk up under 
the towers to eye up a route. The lines fell into place. 
The obvious feature of the East Face of the Central 
Tower is the South African Route. This follows a huge 
diedre on the righthand side of the face. The Gennan 
Route goes up the centre of the face, including an 
enormous overhang at about two thirds height. On 
the lefthand side of the face is the Italian Route 
following a depression and ctack system. In between 
the South African and German routes is a huge pillar 
with a crack system running up it. About 300m up 
this line we noticed a cluster of haul bags that we'd 
been told had been left by Spaniards three years 
previously. Lured by the best looking unclimbed line 
and the prospect of swag we decided to give it a go. 

. 'Carting all the big wall loads up and digging a snow 
hole at the bottom of the face was a bit of a drag. 
Continual dumps of fresh snow combined with high 
winds further added to the discomfort. We decided 
to work in shifts, Sean and myself ploughing across 
the glacier to get things started, climbing an iced 
groove system in the initial slabs. , 
Progress was slow due to the precarious snow and 





ice conditions, our inexperience hauling loads, bad 
weather and our general laid back approach to the 
whole affair. It took seven days of team effort to 
repeat the ground already covered by the Spaniards. 
This included some daring climbing of iced up slabs 
by Noel in his rock boots, some dangerous runouts 
on unstable snow from Paul and some fairly silly 
manoeuvres from myself hanging in etriers from my 
axes in a horizontal crack. 
The amount of Spanish hardware, ropes, bolts and 
pegs over this section never ceased to amaze and 
annoy us. Thus we weren't surprised to discover an 
assortment of nine bags on the ledges at the end of 
their ropes. No wonder they'd only managed to do 
the easiest quarter of the route. 
A further couple of days were taken up carrying 
rope, food, equipment and the porta-ledges up to the 
Spanish camp. With Christmas approaching Paul 
and Noel led two hard and mostly free pitches up a 
shattered pillar above the camp. 
Life on the ledges was quite bearable, After 
experiencing numerous cramped bivouacs on tiny 
ledges and nights spent battling against gravity, it 
was a joy to sleep on porta-ledges, though getting in 
and out of them can be a bit troublesome. 
Christmas day was memorable. We awoke to eight 
inches of fresh snow and Noel muttering the immortal 
line, "Merry Fucking Christmas". A hurried and epic 
descent followed as we battled our way down the 
lower slabs in a full blown storm. The day finished 
back at Base Camp with a cocktail party. 
We realised in the following rest days that the 
climbing, and our approach to it, was going to have 
to take on a more serious nature. Somewhat annoyed 
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with our slow progress up a very large wall and 
bungling incompetence with rope fixing and load 
hauling, we had a series of pep talks. It was time to go 
back to shift work again. 
Noel and Paul set to it and over a three day period 
completed the hardest section of the route, a loose 

Above: Looking down on Sean 
Smith jumaring the upper 
groove before the top bivouac. 
Left: Paul Pritchard and Noel 
Craine at the porta-ledge camp 
on Christmas Day. 
Photos: Simon Yates. 

South Tower 



Below: Simon Yates "piss wet 
through" on the upper wall. 
Photo: Noel Craine. 
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groove and overhanging scoop above the pedestal. 
The climbing had been slow and up toA4 in difficulty, 
with both climbers putting in a few falls in the 
process. 
Sean and myself were delighted when we returned 
to the mountain to see two small figures half way up 
the face, finishing a pitch up a wall beneath a feature 
we'd named The Coffin. We shouted up 
encouragement. Their shift done, Noel and Paul 
passed us coming down on the lower slabs and 
wished us Happy New Year. The next day's efforts 
saw the Coffin and the wall above out of the way. The 
climbing from the scoop and above was all gently 
overhanging and the exposure very unnerving. Sean 
and myself not being particularly used to that sort of 
thing found it more so, but even Paul and Noel were 
having their moments. I tried to get round this by 
concentrating on the rock directly in front and not 
looking down. This approach worked well whilst 
jumaring and climbing, but abseiling was a different 
matter. 
Noel and Paul's next shift had them climbing a 
second coffin feature and a superb corner above, the 

.......... 

terrain now being back on the right side of vertical. 
Back in camp we had a final meeting and decided to 
go for the summit next time up. Sean and myself 
were to be the first wave. 
Jumaring the fixed ropes was getting monotonous 
and increasingly dangerous. Some of them were 
frayed from continual use and the action of the wind. 
The rope directly above the porta-ledges was the 
worst. Clipping into it and swinging out into space 
was always a moment of great anxiety and it was a 
great relief to pass the worn and knotted bits when 
jumaring up it. 
We continued up a corner and chimney system with 
Sean taking a very impressive fall down a chimney 
as a nut ripped from an icy crack. With darkness 
approaching it looked like we were going to have a 
very uncomfortable bivouac. In the gloom I managed 
to find a ledge which, after excavation, provided a 
comfortable spot for the night. Not that it was a 
particularly good night as it snowed and the wind 
was at times frightening. I led off in the morning up 
a large chimney. Noel and Paul arrived having 
jumared through the night. I was struggling with the 
climbing, not having enough large equipment to 
deal with the size of cracks. With a lot of effort I 
managed to avoid a large crack by hammering blades 

and RPs into an adjacent hairline. After regaining 
easier ground I put my weight on a Friend in an iced 
up crack and fell. The fall was spectacular as I ripped 
a lot of gear and went bouncing down the chimney 
for 30m. I stopped just a little above the ledge shocked, 
badly bruised and more than a little angry with 
myself. I handed over the lead to Noel. 
Sean and myself spent the day on the ledge as Noel 
and Paul fixed a couple more pitches; I marvelled at 
the chunks of ice being blown off the summit; spinning 
off out of sight. Occasional snow showers would 
blow in and it was quite amazing to watch the snow 
being accelerated through the gap between the North 
and Central towers. 
The others reappeared at dusk. During the night the 
weather deteriorated and the gusting wind became 
outrageous. Some gusts were so strong that the air 
made whip-cracking sounds. 
There was a little debate as to what to do but being so 
near to success we decided to try anyway. Noel and 
myself jumared back to the highpoint and Noel led a 
further pitch as I belayed him in a waterfall. Very 
damp and cold, I followed Noel to find he was in a 
similar condition. After a hasty discussion we decided 
to go down. The descent was a nightmare, the gusts 
of wind blowing us and the abseil ropes all over the 
place. Water pissed down the mountain. I caught up 
with the others at the porta-ledges, trying to make a 
brew. I kept going. On the bottom slabs a viscous hail 
storm hit. Incredibly relieved I reached the glacier. 
The walk back to Base Camp was a battle but once the 
forest was entered all was relatively calm. 
We fled the camp. By now it was mid summer and we 
all marvelled at the blankets of yellow and white 
orchids on the forest floor. The following day we 
went into Puerta Natales and ate and drank. Paul 
and Sean drank lots, Noel had to return to England. 
Suitably refreshed we returned minus Noel to finish 
things off. Back at base camp I decided not to 
accompany Paul and Sean to the top; the memory of 
the storm was too fresh in my mind. The thought of 
jumaring the thin and fraying ropes yet again was too 
much to handle. Maybe I hadn't drunk enough in 
Puerta Natales? 
Paul and Sean returned within 36 hours. Having 
completed another very hard pitch above the fixed 
ropes, they found the remaining pitches to the summit 
easier but with tricky sections. Near the top they 
encountered some German fixed rope which had 
aided progress, finally reaching the top in the early 
evening of the 16th January. 
I was glad to be leaving, the Base Camp was filling 
with people and a work-like mentality was 
descending upon it. A team of Italians arrived, built 
a sterile new hut lined with white polythene, and for 
some peculiar reason swept the surrounding forest 
floor! A French team arrived. Both the Italians and 
French said some Spaniards had telephoned them 
before they had left for Chile and asked them not to 
climb the route we had just climbed. Unfortunately 
(for them, but not for the mountain) they had not 
heard of our expedition. 

Summary 
First ascent of the Gifof Mowcanda a 1200m 34 pitch 
route on the East Face of the Central Tower of Paine. 
Twenty"days were spent climbing over a five week 
period in Dec/Jan 91 /92. Difficulties up to A4, IV 
Srnttish, Sb free rock were encountered. Climbers: 
NoelCraine,PaulPritchard,SeanSmith,Simon Yates. 
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Harnesses 
Can you remember what it was like to hang off a direct waist tie-in? Not for the 

squeamish this, as apart from the desperate cheese-wire action of the rope and the 

excruciating pain , there was always the fear of blacking out after 1 O minutes as your 

diaphragm was slowly crushed and the blood supply cut off ... This was just it, you 

hung off the rope, when you fell , well ... ! Anyway, enough of that, nowadays it's all very 

civilised. Harnesses, having arrived in the late1960's, now naturally dominate the 

market as they provide an anatomically correct , structurally sound interface between 

the climber's lifeline, the rope and the human body. With 20-odd years of design 

experience harness manufacturers now produce lightweight comfortable products 

specifically designed for climbing . However, today's designs did not evolve immediately 

- it took at least 15 years for the manufacturers to realise that climbing harnesses did 

not have to be made to resemble industrial safety models in both weight and safety 

over-design. After Bill Forest showed the way with his super light and simple swami 

tie-in belt and leg loops it was left to the French to create today's modern standard of 

foam filled padded belts and leg loops sewn to meet UIAA strength requirements but 

no more. Thankfully modern sit-harnesses now reflect the climber's needs rather than 

those of remote bureaucratic safety legislators. (In fact, whilst the UIAA have never 

recognized sit-harnesses as they were only prepared to endorse full-body harnesses 

as genuinely safe, the new European standards (or CEN standards) will actually 

embrace the sit-harness as an acceptable piece of personal safety equipment.) 

NOTE:lt must be stressed at the outset that this review, 
like all others in this Gear Editor's series, is selective and 
to a certain extent subjective. An individual climber may 
fit one harness well and another badly despite what is 
mentioned in the review table. Therefore there is no 
absolute judgement on a model 's suitability for you. 

FIT 
A sit harness should fit snugly but not tightly. A tight fit 
will only restrict movement and become uncomfortable. 
When trying harnesses on it is important to fit the leg 
loops first, then the belt. 
The leg loops should fit closely up under the crutch and 
buttocks and around the top of the thigh. Lower, and 
they will be restrictive and make your knees hit your 
teeth in a fall' You should try them on in the cloihes you 
normally wear (not jeans and not with a wallet in your 
pocket.) To check wheth_er they are snug enough, you 
should just be able to squeeze your fingers (up to the 
knuckles) between your leg and the loop. (1) 
With the leg loops correctly on, fit the waist belt, again 
snugly. If the belt won 't easily fasten round the waist, but 
sits more on the hips, try another harness. The belt must 
fit properly on the waist and not be dragged down or 
restricted by the leg loop connector strap. (The distance 
from waist to crutch is known as the 'rise' and different 
harnesses have different'rise' measurements. (Wof)len's 
harnesses have longer rise measurements.) 
With leg loops and waist belt fitted snugly, it is important 
to hang in the harness in order to test comfort, correct 
positioning and welght distribution. i.e. it should be 
comfortable everywhere, keep you reasonably upright 
and share your weight equally between thighs and waist. 
Check the stability by hanging over to right and left- if the 

rope moves round to the side of the harness, think twice 
before buying. Above all , appraise the comfort and ease 
of use, then if you are sure it does what you need it to do, 
buy it! 

BASIC DESIGNS 
1. Buckle belt and leg loops: This has become the 
standard design and the large majority of harnesses now 
feature buckled waist belts with two independent leg 
loops linked by a crutch strap and joined at a central , 
frontal, full strength connector or belay loop. This 
design is the easiest to adjust with seperate leg and belt 
adjustments being possible. However, most buckle belt 
and leg loop designs are made with fixed size leg loops 
and adjustable waist belts. The majority of modern 
designs are now fully padded for extra comfort and all 
feature either elastic or adjustable tape "hitching" rear 
straps to hold up the leg loops at the rear. Some models 
are sold with seperate belts and leg loops for independent 
size matching. This can be useful for those of you with 
big legs and small waists or vice versa . Until 
manufacturers design more purpose built women 's 
harnesses, this mix and match approach may help 
achieve a better fit than the majority of one piece 
harnesses most of which are designed to fit men. Good 
modern examples of buckle belt and waist models are 
the Petzl Jump, Wild Country Sky Pilot, Black Diamond 
X Harness, Petzl Gauron Adj, Wild Country Aero Adj . 
2. 'Nappy' Style: So called because you put them on like 
a nappy, i.e. fasten the belt around the waist and pull up 
a webbing loop between the legs to form the leg loops. 
This design is superbly adapted for mountaineering in 
that in can be put on over bulky clothing and big boots 
(+crampons) without having to step into restrictive leg 
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loops. On top of that, the leg loops can be dropped (to 
answer the call of nature) without having to untie the 
waist belt. (Other harnesses can do this but the designs 
are necessarily more complicated, heavy and expensive.) 
Leg loop adjustability is restricted but possible so 'nappy' 
designs are versatile and good all round rock and 
mountaineering harnesses. Good examples of 'nappy' 
design harnesses are the Black Diamond Bod and Alpine 
Bod, Wild Country Alpinist (Troll's old Whillans harness 
pre-dated the modern models and was widely popular 
until alternative models withoutthe potentially damaging 
central crutch strap became available!) 
3. Seat Harnesses: One piece belt and leg loops usually 
sewn out of a single length of tape. Similar design to 
buckle and belt and leg loop models but with less 
adjustment in 'rise' or leg loops. Easy to use but often 
awkward to get a good fit. Good examples are Wild 
Country Classic and Camp Speed Up. 

Wild Country Skv Pilot. 

Edited by Dick Turnbull 

BELT FASTENING 
The vast majority of modern harnesses now have buckle 
fastened waist belts rather than rely on a direct rope tie
in or a length of knotted tape to fasten the belt. In the UK 
buckles have always been more popular than tie-ins 
(more commonly known as 'swami' belts in US) and 
now buckled belts dominate the international harness 
market. Greater convenience, easier adjustment and 
arguably easier safety achievement have led to the 
current dominance of buckled belts. 
Buckles are either steel or aluminium and the most 
popular are reverse pass buckles (tape goes through 
one way and is then reversed to lock the tape in the 
buckle) Other two piece 'click' buckles offer good safety 
as when the adjustable section is passed through the 
fixed section , security it immediate (unlike the reverse 
pass buckle where back threading is a vital step and 
regularly forgotten I) However, the 'click' buckle is not 
popular as it is considered (erroneously!) to be too easy 
to undo or 'unclick'! (Black Diamond use their two-piece 
reverse pass "Short Stack" buckle to ensure absolute 
strap security, somewhat at the expense of ease of use.) 
Lifespan and Care 
Harnesses are extremely resilient and can often last 
forever! However, more modern, lighter models do wear 
faster and should be retired after about 2 year's reasonable 
use (or after a high impact fall). The UIAA strength 
requirement is a 1600 kg loading for 5 minutes without 
a stitch breaking so if the stitching looks worn, beware, 

Camp Speed Up 

Camp Sherpa 

the harness will not pass the strength test. 
Like your rope, store harnesses out of direct sunlight, 
keep them away from corrosive chemicals and wash 
them periodically in cool water with mild soap (to get rid 
of grit etc). 

Padding Packaging Gear Racking 

MODEL WT Sizes Design Use 
Rear 

Price£ Features Comments (g) One Separ High/ Strap Waist Legs 
Piece ate 

Comtor Etticienl Loops 
Low 

BLACK DIAMOND 

BOD 455 XS-XL Nappy Style 0 0 
Rock/ .. .. H Adj tape 40.00 

80mm wide pile padded waist. Loose belt flap, Thick folded waist 
Multi Unique buckle. "Drop" legs feature. strap awkward in buckle. Robust 

Simple lightweight alpine harness -

ALPINE BOD 315 XS-XL Nappy Style 0 Alpine H Adj tape 30.00 'Short Stack' double buckle 
poor sitting comfort . Good leg loop 
drop feature . Needs separate gear 

racks. 

Buckle belt Lots of gear rack positions, elastiic Good extra wide belt back. Very 
XHARNESS 340 and leg 0 0 0 rock .. .. 4 Both Elastic 55.00 tensioned leg loops. Unique double adjacent gear racking, unique 

loops buckle. 'Thermofoam· padding. 

XX HARNESS 
Buckle belt Unique moulded foam belt and leg Many uniqueand clever features. 

340 and leg 0 0 0 rock .. .. 4 Both Elastic 55.00 loops. Unique double buckle . Extra wide belt back. Elasticated leg 
(Ladies) loops Double gear racking. loop tensioners etc,etc,etc! 

MAMMUT 

Buckle belt 
avail 'Push through' double piece buckle. Large sizing, Good sott comfortable. SALTO 490 XS-L and leg 0 0 0 rock/multi ... .. 4 L Elastic 46.95 

loops 
able Soft webbing • 75mm Comfitex. Double buckle not always Hked. 

Buckle , belt 
availa Single buckle, rope restrictor on leg 

SALTO COMP 490 XS-L and leg 0 0 0 rock/multi ... .. 4 L Elastic 46.95 Large sizing, comfortable. 
loops 

ble loops. Soft gear loops. 

Buckle, belt 
75mm Comfitex belt and leg loops. Fully adjustable, comfortable. Large TRANGOCOMP 580 S-L and leg 0 0 0 multi ... .. 4 L Elastic 49.95 

loops 
Kevlar protected leg loop tie in. sizing. 

TRICK 270 XS-M 
Tie in belt 

0 0 0 
comps/ .. .. 3 L Elastic 39.95 

Elasticated connector strap. Tie in 
Radical tie in, good comfort, light. and leg loop rock belt 50mm Comfitex . 

RANKING 350 XS-M 
Buckle, belt 

0 0 0 
comps/ .. .. 3 L Elastic 39.95 

50mm Comfitex belt and legs. Leg Simple lightweight rock harness. 
and leg loop rock loop tie in, Kevlar protected Versatile, comfort OK. 

EDELRID 

AUDACE 420 
Buckle , belt 

0 0 rock 2 L Elastic 44.00 
eg loop tie in restricted.Belt tie in un Basic padded belt. Reasonable 

and leg loop restricted. 50mm padded belt. comfort. Simple tie in. 
.I 

OXYGENE/ 
Buckle, belt 

multi/ 
Waist strap restrainer. 75mm Twin belt buckles. Tie in not 

457 S-L and leg 0 0 0 .. 4 L Elastic 50.00 padded waist. 60mm padded leg reinforced. Potential scratch points on 
OXYGENE LADY loops 

rock 
loops. leg loops. 
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Padding Packaging Gear Racking 

MODEL WT Sizes Design (g) One 
Waist Legs 

Piece 

WILD COUNTRY 

CLASSIC S-XL 
Seat 0 

harness 

Nappy style, 
ALPINIST 400 S-XL buckle belt, 0 0 

leg loops 

Buckle, belt 
AERO S-L and leg 0 0 0 

loops (adj) 

Buckle, belt 
SKYPILOT 340 S-XL and leg 0 0 0 

loops. 

One 
Buckle, belt 

PAT LITTLEJOHN 455 and adj leg 0 
size 

loops 

PETZL 

Buckle, belt 
CRUX 285 and leg 0 0 0 

loops. 

Buckle, belt 
JUMP 425 and leg 0 0 0 

loops. 

Buckle, belt 
MERCURY 340 and leg 0 0 0 

loops. 

Buckle, belt 
GOUROU 455 and adj leg 0 0 0 

loops. 

) -RAT 

Buckle, belt 
LINKAGE 370 XS-L and leg 0 0 0 

loops 

AIRTIME 
26-36 Buckle, belt 

500 Leg and adj leg 0 0 
(+Flexi L~gs) 

S-L loops. 

One 
Buckle, belt 

POINT ONE 425 and adj leg 
size 

loops. 

Buckle, belt 
POINT TWO 340 S-L and leg 0 

loops. 

GEAR RACKING 
An important part of you r harness is how conveniently 
it wi ll carry your rack. In Europe bandoliers have never 
been very popular and harness racking has always been 
the accepted method of gear carrying. Now with modern 
sports climbers' having minimal gear requirements, 
harness racking is much more accepted across the 
world and most models have good gear racking systems. 
Things to look for are easy to clip loops (usually plastic 
or plastic reinforced rope -thin unsupported floppy rope 
loops are difficult to use), good positioning, strength 
and loop size and shape. Long loops make the gear hang 
too low, hard to reach and tricky to clip/uncl ip . Short 
loops are often too tight to easily clip/unclip especially 
without looking. Petzl and Wild Country have good pre
formed plastic loops. Mammut's special foam filled cord 
is light and easy to clip. Both Wild. C~untry and Black 
Diamond offer harnesses with seperate racking kits so 
that the individual can rack their harness where they 
want, often having the choice of high or low placements. 
This can be awkward to do but can allow for the individual 
to tailor thier harness to their needs. (Remember to 
constantly check the attachment knots!) Plastic covered 
rope gear loops are the most versati le as they are strong, 
stiff enough as we ll as flexible enough to use easily but 
they deform under pressure. They also make for good 
easy to use ice axe holsters. 
Positioning is important. Four loops is a reasonable 
norm (3 on some harnesses as adjustability of waist belt 
often precludes the room for the fourth loop on- the 
buckle side). Small loops at the front are inconvenient as 
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Use 
Rear 

Price£ Separ High Strap 
ate 

Comfor Ellicient Loops 
Low 

Basic . 3 L Non adj 28.00 
Rock 

Alpine/ .. .. 4 L Non adj 43.00 
Multi 

Rock/ 
"Drop ... .. 3 L away" 45.00 

Multi 
elastic 

Rock ... .. 3 L Elastic 43.00 

Multi/ 
instruct .. .. 3 L Adj tape 40.00 
-ional 

Comps/ .. 2 H Elastic 43.50 
Rock 

Multi ... .. 3 L Elastic 45.00 

Rock .. .. 3 L Elastic 36.50 

Multi .. .. 4 L Elastic 52.00 

Availa 
Rock .. .. 4 L Elastic 49.95 

ble 

Rock/ 
0 .. .. 4 H Adj tape 45.00 

Multi 

Instruct 
-ional/ Adj tape 35.00 
Multi 

Basic 
rock 

4 H Adj tape 35.00 

Petz/ Gourou 

Petz/ Crux 

gear hangs into the crutch - uncomfortable! - loops too 
far to the rear are awkward to find and use. Best 
positioning is on the hip bone and round the side where 
the hand and naturally finds loops. High position (top of 
belt) was fashionable but most loops are now in low 
positions. 

Features Comments 

Non ad1ustable rear strap. 50mm Basic good value harness.Light, 
seat belt webbing durable but basic comfort only. 

"Fail safe" double tie-in . Easy drop 
Interfering waist strap. Convenient 

alpine design. Good extra security tie 
leg loops. 

in points 

Fully adj, new buckles, new foam till, Improved sizing, excellent comfort, 
plastic gear loops. very versatile 

New buckle, soft webbing, elastic 
New better sizing, improved foam fill in 
leg loops, slimline buckle, new plastic 

rear straps. 
gear loops, excellent comfort. 

Easy acces tie in loop, rear haul Versatile alpine/rock harness. 
loop. Harness adjusts to all sizes. Comfort only OK. 

60mm soft webbing belt, velcro waist 
Good comfort with light weight. Tie in 

tab, 45mm foam filled soft webbing 
leg loops 

po1nt5 reinforced. 

Soft webbing, contrast tie in Good back support, reinforced tie in 
point,velcro waist tab points, Good Comfort. 

Soft webbing, velcro waist tab, 
Simple, comfortable, good value . 

contrast tie in point. 

Fully adJ bound and foam filled 
Some raw edges, leg loops not 

droppable, contrast tie in loop. Good 
scuttered belt. 

back support. 

Haul/belay loop, adJ e!astic rear 
strap, 50mm tube tape for belt and Hardwearing, light, versatile. 

legs. 

75mm foam filled belt with leg loops, Good versatility.foam cover non 
full adjustabilty . absorbent, comfortable. 

Fully adjustable.full strength haul Sharp edges on leg loops, no gear 
loop.chalk bag strap (rear) racks , hard wearing . 

Full strength belay and haul loops, Sharp edges on inside of leg 
rear chalk bag strap. !oops,hard wearing, lightweight. 

Petz/Jump 

Petz/ Mercury 
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Troll Mark 7 

Troll 9a 

Sit Harnesses and The UIM 
Harnesses are designed to focus the climber's bodyweight correctly, safely and comfortably into a single attachment 
point in the climber 's safety system i.e. the rope. Conversely harnesses are designed to minimise localised forces on 
any single area of the body in the event of a fall or hanging . Up to now it has been widely accepted thatthe more supportive 
the harness, the safer hanging around and falling was as the impact forces were more evenly spread through the body 
and the behaviour of the body was more controlled. 

As a result of this , the UIAA has only ever been prepared to recommend the use of a full body harness or a sit harness 
used is conjunction with a chest harness. Despite this, climbers the world over have emphatically rejected this approach 
and chosen to use the 'unacceptable' sit harnesses; the obvious inconvenience, discomfort and restriction of full body 
harnesses and sit-chest harness combinations is not counter balanced by their presumed safer performance. 

Now perhaps the majority will get some official support as increasing experience backed by new research from 
leading French climbing harness manufacturers Petzl has shown that full body harnesses very often give rise to more 
upper body damage in the form of whip-lash injuries than occurs when just sit harnesses are used. This is due to the 
'unnatural' tie-in position atthe sternum on full body harnesses (i.e. away from the individual's natural centre of gravity) 
which makes the impact and whiplash more severely felt on inverted falls. In a sit harness the forces generated on the 
head and neck are less intense as the balance of the body is more naturally pivoted around the centre of gravity. 

However, chest and full body harness are still useful in certain activities, particularly in the mountain environment 
where a pack is worn. The improvement in posture over a sit harness in these circumstances is obvious as a heavy pack 
will invariably invert the climber in a fall and most probably give rise to internal injuries. By tying-in in a more 'natural' 
place (ie nearer the centre of gravity!) the chest harness is a potential alpine life saver. 

Interestingly, the governing standards bodies have actually recognised this anomalous situation where the vast 
majority of climbers reject the UIAA's pronouncement on harness usage and the new 1992 Community European Norms 
will include a standard for climbing sit harnesses. This is an important point as it does show that the governing 
bureaucratic standards institutions are prepared to sometimes understand the special needs of minority groups and not 
just impose unrealistic demands based on "recommendations" from authorities which have no real understanding of 
the subject! 
P.S. Kids should always use full body harnesses as their particularly flexible and 'hipless' bodies can slip out 

of seat harnesses. 

Notes:(1) Leg loop connector straps should have a central sewn rope locator to make sure the tied-in rope remains cen1rally located in falls. 

(2) Waist belts should have specific frontal rope tie-in points so that the rope remains firmly fixed to the front of the harnesses even in a wild swinging fall. 

Padding Packaging Gear Racking 

MODEL WT Sizes Design Use 
Rear 

Price£ Features Comments 
(g) One Separ High Strap Waist Legs 

Piece -ated 
Comort Efficient Loops 

Low 

TROLL 

9A 245 0 0 0 
Comps/ . 2 H Elastic 39.95 

40mm foam filled soft webbing on Very light, potential for interfering waist 
rock belt and legs, 5mm rope gear loop. strap.modern minimalist harness! 

Buckle, belt 65mm foam filled soh tape, stiffened 
Waist buckle a bit exposed.good waist 

BLACKMASTER 320 XS-XL and leg 0 0 0 Rock .. .. 5 H+L Elastic 45.00 padding.poor on legs. Possible 
loops 

gea,r loops, waist strap retainers 
interfering waist belt 

Buckle, belt 65mm soft webbing with loam 
Simple, comfortable.gear loops 

ROCKMASTER 320 S-L and leg 0 0 0 Multi .. . 5 H+L Elastic 37.00 awkward, possible waist strap 
loops. 

filling,6mm rope gear loops 
interference,squashy leg loops, light. 

Buckle, belt 75mm belt and legs.,velcro belt tab, 
Wide waist belt clumsy at front.very 

MARK? 410 S-L and leg 0 0 0 Multi .. 5 L Elastic 44.00 5mm gear loops plus plastic krab 

loops. holders. 
comfortable and easy to use 

Buckle, belt 
Alpine/ 

Adjustable buckled leg loops,"click" Double buckles are controversial and 

ALPINISTE 500 S-M and leg 0 
multi 

3 H Adj tape 40.00 double buckles, 50mm belt and heavy, fitting very adjustable, difficult 
loops legs. to drop legs. 

BEAL 

Buckle, belt 
VENUS (Ladies) and leg 0 0 0 Rock Elastic 46.50 Specially moulded belt for women. Leg loops catch under crutch. 

loops 

Buckle, belt 
Interfering waist strap.poor gear 

LOTUS and adj leg 0 0 0 Multi 2 H Elastic 55.00 Fully adjustable soft webbing. 
loops 

loops,high tie in strange and loose. 

CAMP 

Tie-in belt & 
60mm foam filled soft webbing belt 

Comfort tricky to gauge on fitting. 
SPEEDUP 265 XS-XL leg loops, 0 0 0 Rock .. 4 H Elastic 35.00 Waist held up by Fastex buckle can 

seat harness 
and legs, tie in belt. 

be confusing. Light. 

Buckle, belt 80mm foam filled soft webbing belt 
KOALA 450 XS-XL and leg 0 0 0 Rock .. .. 3 H Elastic 42.50 and legs. Contrast reinforced tie in Simple design, good comfort. 

loops points 

One 
Buckle, belt 

110-60mm sculptured belt. &5mm 
Too adjustable? Poor gear loop 

SHERPA 550 and leg 0 0 0 Multi 4 L Adj tape 40.00 positions, good back support, leg loop 
size 

loops 
legs. Adjustable everywhere! 

padding too thin in crutch, good value. 

KIDS 

One 
Buckle, belt Good adjustablity, basic comfort. Can 

TROLL JUNIOR 365 and leg 0 Rock .. Adj tape 27.00 Fully adjustable, non padded. be confusing to use. Durable. Should 
size 

loops 
; 

be used with chest harness. 

PETZL KIDS Full body 0 
Kids ~o 50 Non-padded. 

Good for kids' safety. Painful on hips 
"OUSTITI" harness climbing Easy to use. 
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Mount McKinley -
The Conquest of Denali 
by Bradford Washburn 
and David Roberts 
Harry N Abrams, New York, 1991, $60 

Mount McKinley; The Conquest of Denali is 
an unmatched literary commemoration of 
the mountain. On yet another level , it 
celebrates one man 's 60-year liaison with it. 
Through the insight of historical text , 
accompanied by 120 stunning photographs 
and maps, the careers of both McKinley and 
Bradford Washburn are sounded a 21 gun 
salute. 

Surprisingly, this is the first time that 
North America's highest mountain has been 
given the coffee table book treatment - even 
though Alaska is already alkaloid with the 
genre. 40 years ago, long before such books 
b_ec~me popular, Washburn conceived it as 
a sort of guidebook ; innumerable museum 
projects forestalled its completion. Moreover, 
although he knew that exploration had ended 
on McKinley, it would have been folly to 
publish before the era of technical climbing 
had unfolded. At first , Washburn bided his 
time by producing a laser-precise map of 
McKinley. 

Meanwhile, in 1954, Fred Beckey pounded 
the first pitons into the mountain. In 1961 ,
Riccardo Cassin climbed the ice-smeared 
granite that pleats the South Face. In 1976, 
Haston and Scott climbed alpine style directly 
to the summit. No less than a dozen books 

were written about the mountain; Washburn 
magnanimously supported both authors and 
climbers, but held off from producing his 
own work. Washburn also amassed archives 
of climbers' correspondence and mountain 
photographs that shrink Denali National 
Park's mountains of red tape about McKinley. 
Denali (or 'Mount McKinley' as Roberts and 
Washburn prefer) was climbed in winter, 
speed-climbed, hang-glided from , climbed 
by a leg amputee, by a pubescent, by a 
septuagenarian , soloed by numerous routes 
and soloed in winter. Invariably, the evolution 
of climbing on any mountain proceeds from 
exploratory routes, to technical climbs , to 
phenomenal solos of those climbs; Mugs 
Stump's recent15 hour solo of the Cassin 
Ridge may well have signalled the end of an 
era. So when Mount McKinley started sagging 
the bookstore shelves in November, the 
timing to borrow Washburn 's fondest 
adjectives, was "terrific, " "extraordinary," 
and "exact". 

There are several mountain books that 
can compare with the visual impact of this 
275mm x 312mm book. But unlike 
Shirakawa's kaleidoscopic colour portraits 
of the Himalaya, or Rowell 's capture of 
blushing mountain light, Washburn 's finest 
art is mirrored by the 76 duotone photos 
herein. Ansel Adams wrote in the preface 
that Washburn 's work is "not simply 
documents of McKinley's wilderness ; we 
sense in each one the presence of an 
individual , highly intelligent eye. " Indeed, 
even if you haven 't climbed the mountain, 
you can flip through the book and linger over 
aerial photographs thatimpartthe mountain's 
true dimensions. Washburn uncovers 
symmetry hidden among the chaos of the 
Kahiltna lcefall. From above Wonder Lake he 
shows you exactly how the mountain 's scale 
surpasses all others. And if you have climbed 
the mountain, Washburn 's large lens portraits 
are so sharp you can pinpoint the very 
boulders you bivouacked under. 

Washburn needs little more introduction 
than the mountain itself. He has climbed it, 
pioneered it, mapped it, photographed its 
myriad geography, and now, inscribed its 
history. In fact, to say that he made much of 
the mountain 's history is not stretching the 
truth . After his last climb , at 41 , he became 
a "vicarious mountaineer .. " generously 
prodding then showing countless others 
(including Roberts) how to climb the 
unsullied wrinkles, pure ridges and virgin 
faces. 

Roberts, who would graduate from 
Harvard 32 years after Washburn , was the 
most logical candidate for co-authoring the 

book. In 1963, after putting up a new route 
(still unrepeated) on the Wickersham Wall of 
McKinley-the longest and possibly the most 
dangerous wall in the world - Roberts 
established classic alpine lines on 
neighbouring Mount Huntington and Mount 
Dickey. Since then , Roberts has analysed 
and written aboutthe ebb and flow of Alaskan 
climbing with all the skills of a consummate 
sportswriter, a discerning philosopher and a 
prose novelist. 

Certainly, the marriage of Roberts' and 
Washburn 's writing is complementary. 
Washburn 's gentlemanly style assumes 
goodwill toward every soul who has set foot 
on McKinley. To chide Frederick Cook, who 
fraudulently claimed to have climbed Denali 
in 1906, Washburn quotes other climbers 
rather than performing his own editorializing. 
He even shows beneficence to the oft
criticized leader of the ill-fated 1967 
expedition , which suffered seven fatalities. 

Roberts, however, calls a spade a spade. 
Although chapter two shares both authors' 
bylines , Roberts' unmistakable voice opens 
with: "Mount McKinley has attracted ego 
maniacs of all stripes." Elsewhere, under the 
byline of his own chapters, he reveals what 
was happening on McKinley relative to the 
history of mountaineering in the rest of the 
world. Or how Washburn vetoed a 1947 
airdrop, which would have deposited a life
sized and scantily clad dummy of . Rita 
Hayworth , to be photographed on the 
summit. For a reader familiar with Robert's 
forthright and unique prose, one can see that 
Washburn 's vision dominates. For the many 
mountaineers who respect both men 's 
artistry, the book begs the question of how it 
would have fared with the unrestrained work 
of one superb writer balanced by that of one 
superb photographer. 

So one should not expect the unrelenting 
sagacity of Roberts' "Moments of Doubt" , or 
the revealing anecdotes that are found in his 
biography of Jean Stafford. No doubt, 
authorial collaborations are difficult , 
particularly when the end result is as long in 
coming as this book. Nonetheless, Washburn 
chose his partner wisely, because it is a rare 
coffee table book that actually delivers text 
as well composed as the pictures. 
Furthermore, Washburn generously included 
a score of other photographers' colour work. 

There is no McKinley book to equal the 
accomplishment of Washburn and Roberts. 
Those who are familiar with the mountain's 
literature will recall another book, published 
by Belmore Browne in 1913 (Brad Washburn 
was three years old). Forty-two years later, 
Washburn wrote the Introduction to th~ 
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second edition of that book; seventy-eig~t 
years later, in Washburn's bibliography within 

'Mount McKinley, The Conquest of Denali ', 
he generously calls Browne 's Conquest of 
Mount McKinley "A McKinley classi c. The 

most complete work ever written on the 
mountain ." And so Washburn has closed the 

circle, not only on a great mountain , but also 

on his own momentous and ever-productive 
contribution to its histo ry. 

Jon Waterman 

People in High Places 
by Audrey Salkeld 
Jonathan Cape £15.99 

In People in High Places Audrey Salkeld 

describes her participation in an Everest 

Expedition and a trek. Not just any old 

expedition or trek ; both were unusual, 
for the Everest visit was with the Tom 

Holze! inspired hunt for the bodies of 

Mallory and Irvine and the trek was one 

well off the beaten track to Mustang, a 

rarely visited area "behind" Dhaulagiri 

and spiritually, if not literally, in Tibet. 

Halfway through reading this delightful 
book I found myself asking why Audrey 

Salkeld hadn't done it before. Write a 

book in her own name that is, for she 

has of course contributed to innumerable 

works of others and co-authored The 

Mystery of Mallory and Irvine with Tom 

Holze!. But these works often seem to 

lack exactly the wry quirky qualities that 

she has now so confidently displayed. 
I have to confess I preferred the first 

(Everest) half. Her observations and 
impressions of the journey through Tibet 

to Everest are written with clarity and 

honesty, pulling no punches in her views 
of the Chinese in Tibet, and she is even 

more candid later in the book on police 

violence in Kathmandu. Though never 

professing to be more than an 

enthusiastic historian, hill walker and 

amateur archaeologist , she at last 

makes it to Advance Base Camp below 

the North Col (and has a little epic 
getting back). On the way she describes 

her fellow travellers with succinct 
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economy. Mo Antoine, for instance," ... 

gamin, gap-toothed, rumpled , badgery 

sideburns escaping from under his cap. 

Cross legged on the table he was telling 
ribald stories, 'Like a Breton sailor'. 

Horniblows said 'don't you just love 

him?' No hint then that Mo wouldn 't go 
on forever. " 

I found Audrey Salkeld's personal 

observations of the perennial Mallory 

and Irvine saga quite fascinating. lr:i a 
few pages she brings more insight into 

their fate than all the convoluted 

theorizing that Tom Holze! and she 
contrived in the earlier book. Her almost 

throwaway observation that Odell might 

have made his famous sighting of the 

two men on the Third Step only just 

below the summit pyramid makes 
intriguing , if hypothetical , reading for if it 

were true the discrepancies of their 

position and lateness is explained and 

their chances of reaching the summit 

far greater. Luckily Holzel 's expedition 

found precisely nothing , which enables 

addicts to the controversy to carry on 

and on unhindered by any facts at all 
bar the discovery in 1933 of the ice axe 

left or dropped much lower on the North 

East Ridge, as enigmatic a clue as 

anything in an Agatha Christie novel. 

The second half, devoted to her 

explorations with Elaine Brook, is a 
charming traveller's tale which did the 

best thing that could be asked of it ; I 

want to go there! It is slightly anti 
climactic coming after Everest and I 

wonder whether Audrey couldn 't have 

contrived a structure that allowed it to 

come first , but it is a small criticism . I 

hope that now she has found her feet as 
an author "in her own write" she will 

carry on the good work and write another. 

Jim Curran 

The Turquoise 
Mountain 
Brian Blessed on Everest 
Bloomsbury, £14.99 

Far, far away, beyond the clouds and at 
the end of the rainbow is a land where 

the people are taller a·nd more beautiful 

and where the only sound is laughter. 

There roams a tubby, piratical figure 
with a permanent glint in his eye and an 

unwavering determination to hug 

everything that breathes. This is The 

Blessed, who is obsessed by a very big 

mountain and determined to make a 
film about it. 

The Turquoise Mountain is all about this 
world of marvels and how the film came 

about. The Blessed hurries through it 

with a breathless show of bravura, 
chinwagging with top climbers and 

dressing up in a strange mish-mash of 

colonial elegance and modern 

practicality. This strange garb provides 

• THE TURQUOISE MOUNTAIN • 

BRIAN BLESSED 
- ON EVEREST -

a useful metaphor for Blessed's frantic 

activity. A gloss of historical interest 

barely covers an egomaniac, shouting 

and blustering his way to 25 ,000 feet on 

Everest as the weak fabric of it all 
threatens to burst. 

The reader, and most of the people he 

talks to in the process , spend most of 
the time trying to shovel their chins off 

the floor before the next delightful 

excess . Chris Bonington , newly 

promoted to the giddy heights of 'six 

feet or more', is not the first to lose his 

patience. 'You are making no sense 
whatever, Brian! What you are saying 

bears no relation to reality! ' I heartily 
agree! 

It is, however, important to realise that 
despite his strange notions about 

mountains and mountaineers, Blessed 

grips the project by the scruff of the neck 

and powers his way summit-wards. I 

doff my pith helmet to the crazy bugger, 
even in his most fantastical ramblings. 

An obvious example of the latter is his 

description of an extraordinary dream 

that stars an admonitory Mallory asking 
him to stop. But not even spirits from the 

other side seem capable of achieving a 

cessation of movement from Blessed's 
hairy gob. 

The book is uneven , and shows 

elements of boredom on occasion as 
though the film whose history it describes 

had sponged up all creative impetus, 

but it is so eccentric as to demand 

attention . Blessed does not quite see 
the world through rose-tinted spectacles , 

more polarised ones , and people are 

thus transformed by his expansive pen ; 

take this description of Peter Habeler as 
a general illustration. 

'That evening at dinner the flap of our 

tent opened and in strode a figure of 
heroic majesty. The noble forehead , 

glittering blue eyes, high cheek bones 

and well-formed beard suggested the 
conquistador Cortes. •The handsome, 

smiling face exuded confidence and 

good cheer. It. was the great climber, 
Peter Habeler.' 
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I am left with feelings of both irritation 
and mirth from the regular appearance 
of such passages. I almost wish I could 
meet the fellow, so as to have my 
average looks and build transformed. 
Characters you thought you knew are 
replaced by mighty, muscle-bound titans 
with fierce gleams in their eyes. And his 
effusiveness continues throughout the 
journey onto Everest itself. How many 
shout and rail on the North Col? 'I roared 
out again and again, "Captain 
Noel!. .. Captain Noel! ... l'm here!. .. "' 
One wonders whether actors should be 
allowed to view mountains at such close 
quarters. The potent symbolism 
obviously gets the better of them until 
they are left howling at the deep blue 
sky in a mixture of rage and impotency. 
I got little from this strange book except 
an affection for Brian Blessed and a 
desire to purchase ear plugs. I shall 
give him the last word as he so readily 
demands it. 
'Shaking with joy, I embraced J.P. , 
pouring out my feelings. I admit it would 
have been easier on everybody's ears if 
I could have assumed the air of a mature 
man .' 
Quite so. 
Ed Douglas 

In Monte Visa's Horizon. 
ClimbingAIITheAlpine4000m 
Peaks. 
by Will Mclewin. 
Earnest Press £16. 95. 

The 4000 metre peaks of the Alps do not 
attract devotees in quite the same way as the 
Mun roes in Scotland, perhaps because their 
spread across Western Europe has been an 
inhibition in the past, for reasons of politics, 
time and costs. There may be subtler reasons, 
for most Scottish hills can be climbed alone 
and relatively quickly, despite their great 
numbers, while alpine summits are often 
more formidable, risky for the solo venturer, 

In Monte Viso's· Horizon 
CLIMBING ALL THE ALPINE 4000m PEAKS 

This is the first account in English of one man's 
ascent of all the4000ers. Will McLewin is the first 
Briton known to have climbed them all without 
guides. His account is liberally illustrated with 
splendid colour illus & maps and augmented 

aa 
THE ERNEST PRESS 
1 THOMAS STREET 
HOLYHEAD 
GWYNEDD LL65 1 RR 
£16.95 inc p & p 

with reflective essays on such things as 
bivouacs, soloing & safety, and bad rock. 256 pp; 
hard-back; ISBN O 948153 09 1. Available in 
good book shops and from the publisher. 

Also available: 
A VIEW FROM THE RIDGE THE CUILLIN 
Dave Brown & Ian Mitchell OF SKYE 
Joint-winner Boardman/Tasker B H Humble 
£6.50 inc p& p £15.95 incp & p· 

CLIMBING IN THE 
BRITISH ISLES 
Haskett-Smith 
£12.00incp&p 

IN 
MONTE VISO'S 

HORIZON 

Climbing all the Alpine 
-100001 Peaks 

\Viii McLe\'io 

as much in their glacial approaches as on 
their high ridges. 

Will Mc Lewin here records his ascents of 
the 4000 metre peaks spread across the 
years from 1966101988. It is a near lifetime's 
work in completion, and a formidable work 
of synthesis in the writing. 

There is no absolute definitive list of the 
relevant summits. Karl Blodig completed a 
list and climbed 57 summits around 1900, 
wh ich was the basis of a subsequent guide 
(K. Blodig and H. Dumler: Die Viertausender 
der A/pen). Among British climbers Eustace 
Thomas completed the initial Blodig list 
between 1928 and 1932, then added others 
to it. High published a longer list in spring 
1983, of 75 tops, and Les Swindin and Peter 
Fleming climbed the 52 separate mountains 
in Robin Collomb's list of 79 tops around 
that time. Such lists involve judgements 
about what is discrete, and a degree of 
inconsistency, leaving those who become 
hooked on this activity with personal choices 
about what might or might not be included. 

individualist alpinists who genuinely dislike 
crowds. Of course this may reflect the 
reviewer's age and experience, which was 
likewise initiated long ago in the1960s, when 
some huts seemed not only uncomfortable 
and crowded, but expensive too. Things look 
very different when meals or hot water 
become just about affordable. 

Illustration, with photographs, maps and 
diagrams, is lavish, as one has come to 
expect from the Earnest Press. As a service 
to readers their publications put many of the 
big publishing houses to shame, though one 
wonders how they can afford it. There are 
about 100 colour plates, printed in double 
page , single page and half page format. For 
any alpinistthat isan invaluable topographical 
resource , though the quality of picture 
inevitably varies when such a large collection 
is reproduced. The maps are admirable, 
useful as we ll as decorative, and the diagrams 
to help photo-interpretation and for other 
purposes are carefully crafted. All in all this 
is a handsome book, a pleasure for any 
enthusiast to possess. 

Less usual features are the inclusion of a 
good deal of the writer's particular interests 
beyond mere mountaineering. His loyalty to 
the fearsome Dark Peak Fell runners and his 
inclusion of an account of the Zinal race 
show this interest. In accounts of other 
sections one wonders at times whether he 
was walking or running , though his liking for 
bivouacs suggests that gear might 
sometimes slow him a little. As so often with 
such ambitious books, some photographs 
have had to be researched and brought in to 
supplement the author's own. 

At times I wondered a little whether a 
guidebook might have been more 
appropriate. In some alpine hut perhaps yes, 
but that does not seem to be the author's 
purpose. Instead he celebrates a vast body 

Thus the author here reflects his preferences, of experience, contemplating an investment 
rather than seeking to impose too much on 
his readers. 

All the peaks discussed here are within 
the arc of vision seen from Monte Visa south 
of the Alps. This is a refreshing approach, 
given the over-emphasis upon northern 
approaches by northern Europeans. It leads. 
readers into many less known nooks and 
crannies, and if such a marathon is to be 
pursued, this might be its real justification. 
The author himself gladly admits that it would 
not be the best way to begin one's 
mountaineering interests , but might 
justifiably appear as an ambition as more 
and more alpine mountains are experienced. 

The organisation of the book is thoughtful , 
a mixture of accounts of ascents in a dozen 
main areas, and ideas and hints to those who 
may need some practica! mountaineering 
savvy to help in such ·a project as this. 
Undoubtedly the ascent sections ought to 
have their uses to people un-interested in the 
macro-project. There is much that is personal 
about the book, like the author's avowed 
dislike of the discomforts of huts, but it is a 
distillation likely to appeal to many 

of effort and emotion over two decades. 
McLewin has written both a personal book 
and an inspirational text/or others. A cautious 
unexag§erated prose style enhances that 
further. So here there are few excesses and 
epics. Rather it is the record of one person's 
passion , moderately put, overtly practical , 
but shining through. 
Paul Nunn 

Alpine Journal 
1991-92 
Himalayan Journal 
Vol. 47 1989-90 
American Alpine 
Journal 65 
Vol. 3 1991 

The three great journals are upon us 
again, requiring a long perusal and 
frequent consultation. The American no 
longer dominates by colour, as the 
Alpine Journal is now well established 
in that direction, though the colour is 
used in a somewhat more conservative 
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way. Harish Kapadia, editor of the H.J. 
has begun that move also, though only 
on the outside covers thus far. 

If one is to compare these great 
organs of information, the American A.J. 
has the widest coverage of the range of 
achievement throughout the world.and 
especially of the most difficult Himalayan 
feats and detailed expedition reports 
worldwide. Ad Carter continues his 
hegemony in collecting such material. 
Harish Kapadia remains utterly 
indispensibleon India and Nepal, though 
inevitably coverage of the Karakoram is 
patchy. The Alpine Journal has always 
been torn between the role of club journal 
and source of worldwide information. It 
is a much richer publication than 
sometimes in the past, with a very wide 
range of types of writing , but it does not 
attempt quite the same task as Ad Carter, 
and retains a clubby character rather 
than commissioning authoratative 
accounts from the superstars as leading 
articles. 

All in all anyone wishing to be anything 
but an ignoramus on mountaineering 
now and yesterday, requires ready 
access and frequent use of all of these 

March/Apri l 1992 

journals. Most of the magazines no 
longer cover real news in depth and 
detail, as their targetted customer is 
thought to be uninterested or unable to 
concentrate for long enough to read 
them. So apart from old experts and the 
readers of the few remaining "semi
serious" magazines, like this one, there 
are no resources more vital than this 
remarkable trilogy of journals. 

For humour my hat still comes off to 
Harish. Who else would begin a survey 
of the year's Himalayan feats with: 

"Time is the only socialist now left 
dividing itself equally ." 

Only a working editor knows the truth 

of how "Horrible but honourable" the 
efforts of would be contributors to 
journals can be, and how Stakhanovite 
the efforts of their editors to lick promising 
material into any recognizable shape. 
All these editors , including Ernst 
Sondheimer who has brought the Alpine 
Journal into something close to the 
modern world and his successor 
Johanna Mertz, deserve more than 
medals for so feeding the real lifeblood 
of world mountaineering, especially in 
an era when purblind fashion disappears 
into the dusty corners of style and 
boulder problems .. 
Paul Nunn 

Above: Dave Spence on the 
crux of El Oso y El Madrano 
(E2 5c) at Toix East, Calpe. 
This illustration is one of 
many in Chris Craggs ' 
excellent guide book Costa 
Blanca Climbs published by 
Cicerone. The best way to 
review a guide is to use it and 
I did over Christmas. It's 
accurate, easy to read and 
humorous with the British 
grades providing a useful 
indication as to how well you 
are climbing. I eagerly await 
the updated version which will 
include Sella. Don 't go to the 
Costa Blanca without a copy! 
Bernard Newman 
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HARNESS YOUR FULL POTENTIAL ... 
(NEW HARNESSES FOR THE ROUTES OF THE 'NINETIES' - FROM MAMMUT) 

TRICI( RANl(ING SALTO COMP 

A unique 'state-of-the-art' buckle
free super lightweight harness for 
routes of extreme difficulty, where 

The same leg-loop design as the 
'TRICK' but with a buckle belt. 

Made from 50mm COMFTEX and 
overlaid with 28mm flat webbing 
to ensure that the leg-loops retain 

A luxurious harness with 75mm 
COMFTEX padded waistbelt and 
padded leg-loops, buckle belt and 
KEPROTEC (Kevlar) tie-in point. 
Computerised sewing ensures that 

minimum weight is crucial to 
success. The elasticated belay loop 

is tested in excess of 1600 daN. their shape. The belay loop is 
tested in excess of 1600 daN and 
the tie-in point is 25mm FIN OTEX 
protected by KEPROTEC (Kevlar) -

the leg-loops remain soft and 
pliable- even at overlappingjoints. 
Also available with a click-buckle 

fastening ... SALTO. 
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Recommended as on the TRICK. 
by: 

BENMOON,FLISSBUTLER,MICKLOVATI,MIKEOWEN,TONYRYAN! MAMMUT 
For more information and free Catalogue write to:-
Y GLYN, LLANBERIS,GWYNEDD,LL554EL U.K. Tel:0286-872222Fax:0286-872090 Fall ( ar)rest assured! 

fOR A f EW WLLAR8 MORt,,, 

'lo11 co11ltl get ro11r Mo11!ftt11',f 8t1hscr!ftio11 /?'I e11r111c:11! We t/OW e11'rfre/gltt COfJ!'e.8 to US&. Ce111e1tlie111 rete11! ottfletg, 
Do11't /Je le/f: /Jelvt1tl! Ht1'v/J ro11r g11/Jgcri,JJtio11 c1;r111c11!etl /br US$44.00. 

Ak111e11! g11/Jg /br otlter 
co11!1f n'eg,. 

All £11rotec111 co11!1fn'eg t'!?.00 

A11gtrdia 8elc111 (?dc:111), Clt!t1a £c1gt Timor, fj;X fre11clt ?olr11eg1a MfJt111, 
K;ri/Jclfl Korea Mkr011e81a Mo11gova Nc111r11 l81c111d Afw Cded:J111a Afw 

! Zte1lc111d Mr/bl/:; lglc111d Mrtltem Me1na11c1 l8lt1!1tl8, ?t:1t11c1 Afw q111t1ea 

1 
?ltilittit1e8, ?ltcc11r11 lglc111d Sc11110c1 - A111ericc111, Solot11011 lglc1/1tlg, Tc11'wc111, 
T011ga Twd11, Vc11111tJt11, Wc:1/:;e l81c111d Wdvs &. f ttf1111c1 lgle111tl8, Wegtem 

. : Sc11110c1: t.25.00 

rill'{~~-' 
M ~ ~ All otlter co11!1fn'eg,. i.23.00 

)JJ See f. 1 fbr 011r t1clclress c111cl tele11to11e 1111111~~--

~ 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
EXPEDITIONS / TREKS/ 
ADVENTURE TRAVEL 

HIGH i\l)\fl:Nillltl: 
Karakoram 

Mountaineering and Trekking 
'New' southern route to K2 

Hushe Valley trekking 
Rock and Ice Expedition (6447m) 

Shimshal Trek and China visit 

June to September 1992: £1745 - £1995 

1993 Chogolisa Expedition (7668m) 

Full details and brochure from 
91 Telford Avenue, London SW2 4XN 

Tel: 081-674 8997 

EC!/PSE 
WILDERNESS 
DISCOVERY 
-- ~ --

U.I.A.G.M. Mountain Guides 

Mt. McKinley • -

Antarctica 

fxpedition 

Mt Vinson 
Expedition 

APPLY: THE SECRETARY, ECLIPSE LTD 
Cragwood House, Windermere, 

Cumbria. LA23 1 LQ Tel. 05394 44033 

HIMAL AVA BHUTAN_SIKKIM LADAKH NEPAL 
MT M Trek w1th:-
m, >ULLY HIMALAYAN NEXT., A110 BONDED KINGDOMS LTD 

■ BRISTOL (0272) 237163 

HIMALAYAN GUIDES 
EXPEDITIONS TO PEAKS ABOVE 20,000 FT IN '92 

Arna Dablam 4/5 Weeks 18 Oct £2850 

£1780 Mulkila (Kulu) 24 Days 25 July 

3 Khumbu Trekking Peaks 23 Days 27 Sept £1780 

Fitzroy (Arg/French Route) Patagonia 9Jan '93 £2,200 

52 

For more information please phone 031 447 4036 
106 Thirlestane Road, Edinburgh EH9 1 AS 

,. 
KARAKORAM 
EXPERIENCE 

ADVENTURE TRAVEL 
For the last 8 years The Karakorum Experience has pioneered some of the 
finest trekking routes in the world and stands alone in its commitment to 
offering holidays with an element of true adventure and discovery. 
The experience of our operators, guides and leaders is unrivalled and the 
quality of service offered simply the best . 
Just a few of our departures: 

The Karakoram: 
K2 (7 departures!) 
Snow Lake 
Gondoro LA & K2 
Elusive summits with Victor Saunders 
Mountain Biking in Hunga 
Shimshal - The wilds of Pamir 
Where four worlds meet - C.hil[nii 

South America.: 
Pisco & Chopicalqui 
The Volcanoes of Ecuador 

India: 
Menthosa Expedition, Lnhaul 

Nepal: 
The Three Passes of Dolpo 
Mera Peak & The Mingbo La 
Naya Kanga & Langtang 
Climbing seminar with Bill O'Connor 
Why not try a Karakoram Experience this year . . 

May through Sept 
June 27-July 19 
July 19-Aug 16 
July 26-Aug 20 

Aug 2-Aug 20 
Aug 23-Sept 19 
Aug 30-Sept 26 

July 25-Aug 15 
Aug 15-Sept 5 

July 18-Aug 15 

Sept 20-0ct 16 
Oct 4-0ct 30 

Nov I-Nov 27 
Nov 8-Dec 4 

We are always glad to.see people in our Lake District office, so why not call 
by for a personal slide show. · 
For our 1992 Guide to Adventure or information on the above treks, please 
telephone or write to: 

Karakoram Experience, 32 La~e Road, Keswick, 
Cumbria CA12 5DQ . 

a.. Tel: (07687) 73966/72267 Fax: (07687) 74693 _... 

ASCENT presents EXPEDITION and TREKKING PEAKS for 1992 
AMA DABLAM (6856m) SepUOct 1992, MT. McKINLEY (6194m) May and June 1992 

Triple summit trip Polkalde (5806m) KongmaTse {5820m) and lmjaTse (6189m), Rowaling Trek and Parchermo Pk 
(6187m), Everest Trek and Lobuche Pk (6119m) Fishtail Trek and Mardi Himal (5555m) 

The Classic Alpine Peaks, Mt. Blanc, Matterhorn and Dru 
Scottish Snow and Ice Climbing Courses and Private Guiding 

Brochure: Ascent Travel , 20 Mid Causeway, Culross, Fife, KY12 8HS, Scotland 
Tel. No. 0383 880432 

OUT THERE TREKKING --------- PROPERTY 

Aconcagua 
P1klenm 

EXPEDITIONS PROGRAMME 1992 
29days 22Jan -19 Feb 1993 
29days 12Jul · 9Aug 

£2495 
£1995 
£2595 
£2475 
£2995 
£4495 
£3995 

House in "Gunks" - New York 
State-1 Bdrm -1 mile climbing 
area. Sell/Let. Box No. 1, 
Mountain Magazine. 

P1k Communism 
KhanTengr1 
Masherbrum II 
Nanga Parbat 
Makalull 

29days 12Jul-9Aug 
29days 12 Jul - 9 Aug 
35days 16Aug -30ct 
49days 16Aug- 3 Oct 
45days 70ct-30Ncw 

TREKKING PEAKS IN PAKISTAN , NEPAL & USSR 
1993 EXPEDITIONS FROM TIBET 

Everest(8848m) Sh1shapangma(8013m) 

on 
U K 62 NETTLEHAM ROAD SHEFFIELD SB BSX 

Tel (0742) 588508 
U S 2305 RUSSELL ST BERKELEY. CA 94705 

Tel (415) 841 6324 

-
Climb a mountain in Greenland 
next summer or ski-climb on the 
Spitsbergen icecap in spring. Join 
a small party (6-8) and adventure 
into the spectacular scenery of the 
High Arctic with an experienced 
guide. 

Brochure from ARCTURUS 
EXPEDITIONS (MM), PO Box 850, 
Ga rtoch a rn ,Alexa nd ri a, 
Dunbartonshire G83 BAL. Phone/ 
fax 038-983 204. 

SKIING 

FORSALE 
Pete's Eats - Llanberis 

Outstanding Cafe and living 
accommodation with excellent 
turnover, highly regarded throughout 
the mountameering world. 

Forfurtherdetails, telephone Bob Parry 
& Co., 0286 673286 

BOOKS / MAGAZINES 

Mountain Magazines Nos. 
21 -100. Very good condition 

£100.00 plus carriage. 
Salisbury 0928-722080 
(Cheshire). 

r 'I Mountaineering Books. 6 
Bedford Rd, London NS SHL. 
Catalogue of 600 second hand 
mountaineering books 
available. If calling please ring 
first. 081 340 1953. 

MOUNTAIN SKI TOURING AND 

TELEMARKING 

Alpine and Nordic Equipment 

Mail Order Catalogue 

Retail and Hire Shop GUIDES/ COURSES 
Bunkhouse Accommodation 

Instruction 

Braemar Nordic Ski Centre 
Mar Road, Braemar AB35 SYM 

... Tel (03397) 41242. Fax 41496 
~ 

Brede Arkless Welsh and Alpine 
Courses for all grades. For info 
send s.a.e. to Buarth, 
Deiniollen, Gwynedd LL55 
3NA or tel. (0286) 870518. 
Also contact 191 Wales St., 
Halswell, Christchurch 3, 
New Zealand tel. (03) 322 
7169. 

' 

" 

TV/ FILM 

, 
"HUGHES PRODUCTIONS LTD.~ 

Pinnacle Ridge Mountain Guiding 
- Climb the CUILLINS on the Isle of 
Skye. Munros (innaccessible 
Pinnacle). Walks, scrambles and 
climbs. Brochure: The Bungalow, 
Ardvasar, Skye, IV45 8RU. Tel. 047 
14 239. 

Programmes now auailable on 
Home Uideo 

Stone Monkey 

I All BuouH 8c t 14.99 Waterfall Kayak 
+ p!rp Parapente 

... Auoiloble from Chris Film 
Tel: 0425111510 ~ 

' 
UITIBIRNATRONAJL. S<CIHIOOiI. 

i())]F . ® MOUNT AilNIBIBIRilNG 
Director: Pat Littlejohn 1 5 M 

Founded in 1965, ISM is a climbing school catering for 
English speaking people from all over the world. A 
team of (ully qualified Guides and the most favourable 
student/instructor ratio available ensure individual at
tention for our clients, the right level of challenge and 
the best possible standards of safety. Courses are all
inclusive and outstanding value. 
Our range of courses includes: Alpine Introductory, 
Alpine Intermediate, Special Courses (for experi
enced climbers wanting an action-packed holiday), 
High Alpine Treks and Ski Tours. 
New for 1992: Alpine Winter Activities, plus Alpine 
Training and Rock Climbing in Great Britain 
(Spring). Send/or our latesr information pack ro: ISM. 
Club Vagabond, 1854 Leysin, Swirzer/and, Tel. (Swiss 
Code) 2534 1321. 
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GEAR 

Expedition Oxygen 
Wid ely acc la im ed Russi an 
climbing oxygen is now avail
able to Western mountaineers! 
Ultralight high pressuretanks, 
warm and sturdy face masks 
and easy-to-use regulators can 
now be ordered directly from 
the Moscow manufacturer and 
shipped to expeditions in Ne
pal , China and Pakistan. For 
information , please contact: 
High Ascent Light 0 2 , 

4128 1/ 2 Califo~nia Ave. 
S.W., Suite 121, Seattle, 
WA 98116 U.S.A. or Fax: 
206-932-9520. 

FOR SALE Mountain tents, 
North Face Shooting Star 
£1200, VE-25 £350; as new. 
Phone: 0685 814209/0639 
843479 evenings. 

Climbing and Hiking in 
mountains and ro cks -
especially sandstone - in 
Czechoslovakia, from £6 per 
person perdaywith half board. 
Granit Ltd., Moyzesova 2808.8 
05801 Poprad, CSFR. Tel/Fax 
010-42-92-344 77. 

SAVE MONEY 
MAKE YOUR OWN OUTDOOR 
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 

Largest U .K. stockists of specialist top quality 
materials and accessories. Expert advice. 
Prompt efficient service. Trade and retail. 
SAE. catalogue. 

Pennine Outdoor 

Def Ji ~4~g'mlJ~dloe2 ; H~i1e~~i~d ·6',;;'i lits 

MOUNTAINEERING EXPEDITION BOOKS· used and rare. 
Send for free catalogue. J.P. Books, P.O. Box 10884, 
Portland, Oregon, 97210, USA. Tel. (503) 227-3308 

EVEREST, South Col Route 1994. Expedition Services. 
Lhakpa She rpa & Elaine Brook . HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, 

Nu rses Cotta_ge, Long La ne. Peterchurch . Hereford. HR2 0TE 
HIMALAYAN TRAVEL (0981) 550 246 (24hrs) 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS We hold huge stocks of SECONDHAND AND 
NEW MOUNTAIN BOOKS; climbing/walking guides (worldwide). 

Jarvis Books (Ml, 57 Smedley Street East , Matlock, Derbys hire, DE4 3FQ, England. 
Shop open Mon-Sat, 9.30-5.30, Sun, 12-5.30Tele: (0629) 55322, S.a.e., catalogue. BOOKS BOUGHT 

Mountain Classified Rates 
Line per first 15 words 
Additional words per 5 or less 
Box Number 
Display 

per single column cm (min 3 cm) 

£7.50/$13.00 
£2.70/$4.70 
£5.00/$8.50 

£13.00/$23.50 

For bookings or additional info, please contact Rosie Smith, Mountain, 
Globe Works, Penistone Road, Sheffield S6 3AE, Tel. (0742) 822340, Fax. 
(0742) 820016 

# BECK CRAMPON STRAPS 
All handmade. Unconditionally guaranteed. 

91 catalog free to foreign. U.S. & Canada, send 25¢. 

P.O. Box 2223, Santa Barbara, California 93120, USA. 

indrift, on Alpine neve, on Himalayan expeditions ..... . 

March/April 1992 

- THE MOUNTAIN RANGE 
The Mountaineers Whillans 

the original world beater conceived for 
Annapurna South Face now featuring : 

• ultra light weight at 420 g 
• detachable crutch loop (to ease calls of 

nature whilst tied in) 
• integral flexible hammer holsters 

The Alpiniste Sit Harness 
• One Piece, One Size, Fully 

Adjustable 
• Easy to put on in all conditions 

• Leg loop comfort 
• Belay loop facility 

• Combines with Tech Alp or 
Klimelite Chest Harness 

Super Belt and Alpinist 
Leg loops 

• Unsurpassed comfort 
• Ergonomic waist pad 
• Self Rack System for 

customised racking 
• Troll Hammer Holsters can 

easily be added 

To see the whole range of 
Troll harnesses and action wear, 

send 50p stamps to: 

ppermill, Oldham. OL3 6AA. Sales Hotline: 0457 870139 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall, 
186 George St. 
(C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 0224 636952 

Altrincham 
Nick Estcourt Ski & Climb 
53 Stamford New Road 
Tel. 061 928 6613 

Ambleside 
Frank Davies 
Climbers Shop 
Compston Corner 
Tel. 05394 32297 

Ambleside 
Rock & Run 
3 - 4 Cheapside 
LA22 0AB 
Tel. 05394 33660 or 32667 

Aviemore 
Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports Ltd. 
9/10 Grampian Road 
PH22 1RH 
Tel. 0479 810175 (C) (M) (S) 

Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S) 
Tel. 0479 656 

Belfast 
Jackson Sports Eqt. 
The Outdoor Centre 
70 High Street 
Tel. 0232 238572 

Belfast 
Surf Mountain 
12 Brunswick St. 
Tel. 0232 248877 

Birmingham 
Snow & Rock Sports 
14 - 16 Priory House 
Queensway 4 
Tel. 021 236 8280 

Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre 
193 Church Street 
Tel. 0253 24307 

Bolton 
The Mountain Shop 
10 Manor Street 
Tel. 0204 386251 

Bradford 
Allan Austin M'ntain Sports 
4 Jacob Street 
Manchester Rd., 5 
Tel. 0274 728674 

Bradford 
John Dunne Mountain Sports 
38 Manningham Lane 
BD1 3EA 
Tel. 027 4 730257 

Brighton 
Open Spaces 
18 Coombe Terrace 
Lewes Rd . 
BN2 4AD 
Tel. 0273 600897 
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Brighton 
Surf & Ski Sports 
1/2 Regents Street (corner of 
Church Street), BN1 1 UL 
Tel. 0273 673192 (C) (M) (S) 

Bristol 
Ellis Brigham 
162 Whiteladies Road 
Tel.0272741157 

Bristol 
Taunton Leisure 
72 Bedminster Parade 
BS3 4HL 
Tel. 0272 637640 

Burnley 
Sportak 
25 Hammerton Street 
Tel. 0282 36816 

Cambridge 
Actionsports 
Mitchams Corner 
34 Chesterton Road CB4 3AN 
Tel. 0223 356207 

Cambridge 
Open Air Cambridge Ltd. 
11 Green St. 
CB2 3JU 
Tel. 0223 324666 

Capel Curig 
Joe Brown 
The Climbing Shop 
Tel. 06904 205 

Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham 
Mountain Centre (M) (S) 
Tel. 06904 232 

Carlisle 
Dennis English 
141 Lowther Street 
Tel. 0228 30239 

Cheltenham 
Backpacker Systems 
44 Winchcombe St. 
(Opp. the Odeon), GL52 2ND 
Tel. 0242 42200 

Chester 
Camp & Climb 
95 - 97 Brook St. 
Tel. 0244 311174 

Chester 
Ellis Brigham 
7 Northgate Street 
Tel. 0244 318311 

Chesterfield 
Great Outdoors 
195 Chatsworth Rd. 
S40 2BA 
Tel. 0246 220287 
Fax. 0246 220287 

Chesterfield 
Wilderness Ways 
26/28 Park Road-. S40 1XZ 
Tel. 0246 20143, 

Cirencester 
Cotswold Camping 
Broadway Lane, South Cerney 
Glos. GL7 5UQ 
Tel. 0285 860612 
Fax. 0285 860483 

Derby 
Derby Mountain Centre Ltd. 
85/89 King Street, DE1 3EE (S) 
Tel. 0332 365650 

Derby 
Prestidge Ski & Climb 
47 Queen St. DE1 3DE 
Tel. 0332 295100 

Doncaster 
DMC Mountain Sports 
Unit 2, Fraser House 
Nether Hall Road (S) 
Tel. 0302 341756 

Edinburgh 
Nevisport 
81 Shandwick Place 
EH2 4SD 
Tel. 031 229 1197 

Exeter 
Taunton Leisure 
110 Fore Street 
EX4 
Tel.0392 410534 

Forres 
Moray Mountain Sports 
7 North St. 
IV36 0AD 
Tel. 0309 74789 

Fort William 
Nevisport Ltd. 
High Street 
PH33 6EJ (M) (S) 
Tel. 0397 4921 

Glasgow 
Highrange Sports 
99 Great Western Road 
Tel. 041 332 5533 

Glasgow 
Nevisport 
261 Sauchiehall Street 
Tel. 041 332 4814 (M) (S) 

Glossop 
Peak Gear O/D Sp. 
72 High St. West 
Tel. 0457 854766 

Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports 
47 High Street (S) 
Tel. 0479 2946 

Harrogate 
Wilderness Ways 
71 Station Parade, HG1 1ST 
Tel. 0423 562874 

Hathersage, Nr. Sheffield 
Outside 
Main Road S30 1BB 
Tel. 0433 51936 

Inverness 
Clive Rowland Mountain Sports 
9/ 11 Bridge Street, IV1 1 HG 
Tel. 0463 238746 

Keswick: Cumbria 
Mountain World 
28 Lake Road. 
Tel. 0596 73524 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) 
5 New Road 
Tel. 0524 66610 

Leeds 
Centres port 
57/59 New Briggate 1 
Tel . 0532 452917 ' 

Leeds 
Wilderness Ways, 
17 Eastgate 
Tel. 0532 444715 

Leicester 
Roger Turner Mountain Sports 
52A London Road (S) (C) 
Tel. 0533 551952 

Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham 
73 Bold Street, 1 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 051 709 6912 

Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street 
Tel. 0286 870 327 

Llanberis 
Outside 
Old Baptist Chapel, High St. 
Tel. 0286 871534 

London 
Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports Ltd. 
30/32 Southampton Street 
Covent Garden, WC2E 7HE 
Tel. 071 240 9577/8 (C) (M) (S) 

London 
Cotswold Camping 
42/44 Uxbridge Road 
Shepherds Bush, W12 8ND 
Tel. 081 743 2976 
Fax. 0817401490 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports 
150 Holborn 
(Corner Grays Inn Road), E1 
Tel 071 831 6900 (M) (S) 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports 
188 Kensington High St. W8 7RG 
Tel. 071 937 0872 (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Ellis Brigham 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 4 
Tel. 061 834 0161 (C) (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Cotswold Camping 
6 Oxford Road, M1 5QA 
Tel. 0612364123 
Fax. 061 236 5851 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac 
56 North Parade 
Tel. 0629 3750 

Melksham 
T.J. Camping 
The Climbing Rack 
High Street, SN 1 7NT 
Tel. 0225 703417 
(External Climbing wall / 
Restaurant/Cafe) 

Middlesbrough: Cleveland 
Wilderness Ways 
100 Newport Road 
Tel. 0642 248916 

Milton Keynes 
The Outdoor Shop 
14 High St. MK11 1AF 
Tel. 0908 568913 (C)(M) 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre 
34 Dean Street, NE1 1PG (C) (S) 
Tel. 091 232 3561 
091 221 0770 (Mail Order) 

Newcas:tle-upon-Tyne 
Wild Trak, 

. 60 - 62 St. Andrew's St. NE1 5SF 
Tel. 091 2618 582 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wilderness Ways 
2 St. Nicholas Buildings 
NE1 1RF Tel. 0912 324941 

Northampton 
White & Bishop Ltd. 
13 - 17 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0604 35929 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner 
Mountain Sports 
120 Derby Road (S) (C) 
Tel. 0602 417230 
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Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite 
Rhodes Bank, OL 1 1TA 
Tel. 061 620 3900 

Perth 
Mountain Man Supplies 
14, Charlotte Street, 
PH1 5LL 
Tel. 0738 32368 (C)(M) 

Peterborough 
Outdoor Adventure 
29 Lincoln Road PE1 2RH 
Tel. 0733 41381 

Plymouth 
Mountain Action 
50 Faraday Mill 
Prince Rock, PL4 OST 
Tel. 0752 226923 

Plymouth 
The Wide Blue Yonder 
107 North Hill, PL4 8JX 
Tel. 0752 227264 

Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd. 
40 - 41 Lune St. 
Tel. 0772 821903 

Reading 
Carters Camping Centre 
99 Caversham Road 
Tel. 0734 55589 

Reading 
Cotswold Camping 
213 London Road RG1 3NY 
Tel. 0734 68881 
Fax. 0734 351122 

Reigate 
Surf & Ski Sports Ltd. 
41 Bell Street, RH2 7AB 
Tel. 07372 22218 (C) (M) (S) 

Sheffield 
Don Morrison Ltd. 
343 London Road. 
Tel. 0742 556018 

Sheffield 
Rock & Run 
98 Devonshire St., 
S14GY 
Tel. (0742) 756429 

Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre 
Coach Street 
Tel.0756 794305 

Stevenage 
Countryside Ski & Climb 
118 High Street, SG1 3DW 
Tel. 0438 353086 (C) (M) 

Stockport 
Alpenstock, 
35 St. Pete rsgate 
Tel. 061 480 3660 

Swansea 
Taunton Leisure 
206 High St. 
SA11PE Tel. 0792 476515 

Taunton 
Taunton Leisure 
40 East Reach, TA 1 3ES 
Tel. 0823 331875 

Walsall 
White Mountain 
31 Stafford Street 
Tel. 0922 722422 

Wasdale Head 
The Barndoor Climbers Shop 
Tel. 09406 229 

March/April 1992 

Wolverhampton 
White Mountain 
22 Worcester Street 
Tel. 0902 773395 (M) (S) 

York 
Wilderness Ways Ltd . 
9 Colliergate 
Tel. 0904 639567 

UNITED STATES 
California: Berkeley 
Marmot Mountain Works 
3049 Adeline, 94703 
Tel. 415 849 0735 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face 
2804 Telegraph Ave. 94705 
Tel. 415 5481371 (C)(M)(S) 

California: Costa Mesa 
The North Face 
Crystal Court in South Coast 
Plaza, 
3333 Bear St., #332 92626 
Tel. 714 556 0540 (C)(M)(S) 

California: Palo Alto 
The North Face 
383 University Ave., 94301 
Tel. 415 327 1563 (C) (M) (S) 

California: San Bernadina 
Sports Country Ltd. 
222 North G Street, Suite B 
92401 Tel. 714 825 2973 (C) (M) (S) 

California: San Diego 
Adventure 16 Inc. 
4620 Alvarado Canyon Road 
92120 
Tel. 619 283 2374 

California: San Francisco 
The North Face 
180 Post Street, 94108 
Tel. 415 433 3223 (C)(M)(S) 

California: Sonora 
Sonora Mountaineering 
173 South Washington, 95370 
Tel. 209 532 5621 (C) (S) 

Colorado: Boulder 
The Boulder Mountaineer 
1329 Broadway, 80302 
Tel. 303 442 8355 (C) (M) (S) 

Colorado: Boulder 
The North Face 
629-K S. Broadway, 80303 
Tel. 303 499 1731 (C)(M)(S) 

Colorado: Broomfield 
Lowe Alpine Systems 
PO Box 1449 
620 Compton, 80020. 

Colorado: Denver 
The North Face 
2490 S. Colorado Blvd. 
80222 
Tel. 303 758 6366 (C)(M)(S) 

N.H.: lntervale 
Ragged Mountain Eqpt. Inc. 
RT 16b Box 206 03845 
Tel. 6 3 356 3042 

N.H.: Conway 
International Mountain 
Equipment 
Main Street 03860 
Tel. 603 356 5287 

Utah: Moab 
Rim Cyclery, 
94 West 100 North 84532 
Tel. 801 259 5333 

Vermont: Shelburne 
Climb High 
1861 Shelburne Road, 05482 
Tel. 802 985 5055 

Washington: Bellevue 
Marmot Mountain Works 
827 Bellevue Way N.E. 98004 
Tel. 206 453 1515 

Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122 
Tel. 206 323 8333 (C)(M)(S) 

Washington: Seattle 
Swallow's Nest 
2308 6th Ave., 98121 
Tel. 206 441 4100 (M) (S) 

Washington: Seattle 
The North Face 
1023 1st Ave. 98104 
Tel. 206 622 4111 (C)(M)(S) 

Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering 
Main Square 
(P.O. Box 1533) 83001 
Tel. 307 733 3595 (C) (M) (S) 

AUSTRALIA 

A.C.T.: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin 
11 Lonsdale St. 
Braddon, 2601 
Tel. (06) 257 3883 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Chatswood 
Travel & Trekking Equipment 
272 Victoria Avenue, 2067 
Tel. (02) 419 6955 

N.S.W.: Jindabyne 
Paddy Pallin 
Kosciusko R., 2627 
Tel. (064) 56 2922 (S) (C) (M) 

N.S.W.: Miranda 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
527 Kingsway, 2228 
Tel. (02) 525 6829 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Kathmandu Pty. Ltd. 
Town Hall Arcade 
Cnr. Kent & Bathurst Sts. 
Tel. (02) 261 8901 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Mountain Equipment Pty. Ltd. 
291 Sussex St., 2000 
Tel. (02) 264 3146 
Fax. (02) 264 2645 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
(City) 507 Kent St., 2000 
Tel. (02) 264 2685 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Wildsports 
(Formerly Caving Equipment) 
327 Sussex St. 2000 
Tel. (02) 264 2095 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Jim The Backpacker 
138 Wickham Street, 
Fortitude Valley, 4006 
Tel. (07) 252 4408 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Mountain Designs (Head Office) 
224 Barry Parade, Fortitude 

Valley, 4006 
Tel. (Toll free anywhere in 
Australia) (008) 077067 
10 locations countrywide 

South Australia: Adelaide 
Paddy Pallin 
228 Rundle St. 50Q0 . 
Tel. (08) 232 3155 (C) (S) 

Tasmania: Hobart 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
76 Elizabeth St., 7000 
Tel. (002) 310 777 (C) 

Tasmania: Launceston 
Paddy Pallin 
59 Brisbane St., 7250 
Tel. (003) 31 4240 (C) (S) 

Victoria: Box Hill 
Paddy Pallin 
8 Market St., 3128 
Tel. (03) 898 8596 (C) (S) 

Victoria: East Hawthorn 
Eastern Mountain Centre 
401 Riversdale Rd., 3123 
Tel. (03) 882 7229 
Fax (03) 882 2945 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Bush & Mountain Sports 
360 Lonsdale Street, 3000 
Tel. (03) 670 1177 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Kathmandu Pty. Ltd. 
78 Hardware St. 
Tel. (03) 642 1942 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Paddy Pallin Pty Ltd. 
360 Little Bourke St., 3000 
Tel. (03) 670 4845 (C) (S) 

Western Australia: Perth 
Paddy Pallin, 
Shop 1, 
891 Hay St. 6000 
Tel. (09) 321 2666 

BELGIUM 
Leuven - Hasselt 
Kariboe C.V. 
Naamsesteenweg 86, B-3001 
Tel. 32/16 - 23.07.72 

32/11 - 81.76.39 
Fax. 32/16 - 20.54.46 
(C)(M)(S) 

CANADA 
Alberta: Calgary 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
1009 4th Avenue S.W., T2P OKS 
Tel. 403 269 2420 

B.C.: Vancouver 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op 
428 West 8th Ave., V5Y 1 N9 
Tel. 604 872 8247 

Ontario: Toronto 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op 
35 Front Street East, M4E 1 B3 
Tel. (416) 363 0122 

Quebec: Montreal 
La Cordee 
2159 Est Rue Ste. Catherine, 
H2K 2H9 
Tel. 524 1106 

DENMARK 

Aalborg 
Spejder Sport (Scout Schop) 
Algade 54, 9000 
Tel. 98 13 87 33 

Aarhus 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Banegaardsgade 16 
Tel. 86 13 36 13 

Copenhagen 
Rainbow Mountain Eqpt. 
Brolaeggerstraede 6 
DK-1211, K. 
Tel. 33 32 00 82 Fax. 33 32 00 82 
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Copenhagen 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Nr. Farmagsgade 39, 1364 K. 
Tel. 33 12 55 22 Fax. 42 52 77 10 

Lyngby 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Hovedgaden 57, 2800 
Tel. 42 87 04 67 

Odense 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Kongensgade 55, 5000 C 
Tel. 6611 2418 

Taastrup 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop)_ 
City 2, Plan 1, Nr.134, 2630 
Tel. 43 71 74 71 

GERMANY 

Munich 33 
Sport-Scheck 
Sendlinger Str. 85 
P.O. Box 880 
Tel. (089) 21 66-1 
Telex 524 7 42 spsch _d 

Munich 33 
Sport Schuster 
Rosenstr. 3-6 
P.O. Box 848 
Tel. (089) 237070 
Telex 522912 asm d 
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HONG KONG 

Kowloon 
Grade VI Alpine Equipment & 
Services 
1st Floor, 13 Saigon Street, 
Yaumatei, Kowloon 
Tel. 7820200, 7820202 
Fax. 852 7823661 
Telex. 71947 HYBME HX 

Kowloon 
Hong Kong Mountaineering 
Training Centre 1/F Flat B, 
On Yip Building, 
395-7 Shanghai St. 
Mongkok, Kowloon .Tel. 3848190; 
3883625; Fax. 852 7707110 

Central 
Mountain Services lnt'I Ltd., 
1st Floor 
168 Des Voeux Road 
Central 
Tel. 541-8876 
Fax 541-7994 

NEW ZEALAND 

Christchurch 
Bivouac (Head Office) 
PO Box 7113 
Tel. (643) 668 453 
Fax. (643) 668 453 
Retail Stores: Auckland, 
Wellington, Christchurch 

Christchurch 
McEwing's Mountain Sports Ltd. 
93 Cashel Street, City Mall 
Tel. 0064 03 666 211 (C)(M) 
Fax. 0064 03 666 211 

NORWAY 

Bergen 
Platou Sport 
P.O. Box 948, 5001 
Tel. 05 31 1290 

Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering Eqpt 
N 3560 Hemsedal 
Tel. 067 78177 

Oslo 
Skandinavisk Hoyfjellsutstyr A/S 
Bogstadvegen 3, 0355 
Tel. 02 46 90 7 

SPAIN 
Madrid 
Amadablam 
Comandante Zorita 13, 28020 
Tel. 91.253.05.31 

SWEDEN 

Stockholm 
Basecamp 
Fleminggatan 34, 112 32 
Tel. (046) 08 651 61 99 
Fax.(046) 08 651 16 8 
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Every Alpine mountaineer values a companion: 

Alpiniste 65 
Alpiniste Fleece Jacket 

ROUTE NOTES 

ROUTE: Dru Traverse 3730m. Alpine Grande Course D+ strenuous 
rock climbing and a complicated glacier approach. 

GUIDE BOOK TIME: 10-14 hrs. 

START TIME: 2.30am Charpoua hut; windy sub-zero conditions. 

SUMMIT: 10am, hot, windless. 
CLOTHING: Versatile Baltoro shirt and layering system. 

RUCSAC: Alpiniste 55. 

• Close but never in the way 

• Reliable and dependable 
~" s r4..f 

• Never a burden c-~ 

• Comfortable to be with -:i ..., 
"-..."4 

• Guaranteed to be a lifelong friend 4 R i.. ~ 

The ALPINISTE rucsac from Karrimor. 
Available in 35, 45, 55, 65 litre sizes with special 

SA back expedition model. 

Made in tough KS- IOOe fabrics. 

The close fitting Aergo back is malleable to your 

unique back shape, providing good lumbar and 

scapular support and excellent ventilation. The back 

is available in 3 back lengths to suit all sizes . 

• 
JCARR,"Ml:,R, 

EQUIPMENT for ADVENTURE 

,-------------------------,.-------- M .3.92 7 
I Please send me details of Karrimor products NAME -------------------------------·--····--------------------------------· ADDRESS -- I 
I ' POSTCODE I 
I KARRIMOR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED PETRE ROAD CLAYTON-LE-MOORS ACCRINGTON LANCASHIRE BBS SJP TEL: 0254 38591 I I 
I I 



LA SPORTIVA TEAM 
FRANCOIS LEGRAND F 

WORLD CHAMPION 1991 
WINNER OF WORLD CUP 1991 

Bobbie BENSMAN USA 
Felicity BUTLER GB 
Robert CORTIJO F 
Cubby CUTHBERTSON GB . 
Robyn ERBESFIELD USA 
Stefan GLOWACZ D 
Pete GOMERSALL GB 
Luisa IOVANE I 
Tony JANI RO USA 
Jim KARN USA 
Ron KAUK USA 
Randy LEAVITT USA 
Francois LOMBARD F 
Mick LOVATT GB 
Mago "MANOLO" I 
Heinz MARIACHER A 
Carol MASH GB 
Frederic NICOLE CH 
Francois PETIT F 
Shelly PRESSON USA 
Didier RABOUTOU F 
Salavat RAKHMETOV URSS 
Nanette RAYBAUD F 
Tony RYAN GB 

38038 TESERO (TN) - ITAL V - Tel. 0462/83052 - Telefax 0462/83213 
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